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Business Centric
is Only the Beginning
•

Non-stop service to nearly 150 destinations on over 30 airlines

•

Multiple parking alternatives including valet parking options

•

Free Wi-Fi throughout the terminals

•

Speed through security with TSA PreCheck, CLEAR or MCO Reserve

•

6 lounges with dedicated facilities for business travelers

•

AAA-rated Hyatt Regency Orlando International Airport

•

Seating options including work benches and chairs

•

MCO App provides parking location reminders,

includes meeting rooms and two restaurants

with power outlets and inductive charging armrests
TSA wait times and flight status updates

MCO. Your Florida Airport of Choice.®

OrlandoAirports.net

For the best in-terminal navigation experience
Download the Orlando MCO Airport App.

Geneticist Eric Wang researches muscular dystrophy

“Surpassing the $1 billion research milestone reflects UF’s continued rise as one
of the leading research universities in the United States. This number represents
far more than dollars — it represents the value of these researchers’ remarkable
intellect and talent and its impact on our state, our nation and the world.”
– UF Vice President for Research David Norton –

research.ufl.edu/billion

WEYERHAEUSER IS
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH.

Two Outstanding Sites.
One Incomparable Development Partner.
PREFERRED LOCATIONS
Approved U.S. Opportunity Zones
Major roadway frontage (U.S. 301 for
Hawthorne and U.S. 90 for NFMIP)
and close proximity to Interstates
75 and 10; NFMIP in Foreign Trade
Zone #64 with JAXPORT

SUPER-SIZED AND SHOVEL-READY
Zoned acreage with utilities,
approved for millions of square
feet (3.5M for Hawthorne and
8M for NFMIP) with parcel-size
flexibility; designations include REDI
Community (Hawthorne) and RAO
and CSX Select Site (NFMIP)

ACCESSIBLE TO RAIL – Convenient
rail service, with rail spur directly
into NFMIP and Hawthorne bordered
by CSX; significant rail-service
partners, including CSX, Florida Gulf
& Atlantic and Norfolk Southern,
with main freight lines connecting
cities, ports and airports

PROXIMITY TO RESEARCH,
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Close to University of Florida (#5
Public University by U.S. News &
World Report) and Santa Fe College
(#1 Two-Year College in U.S. by
The Aspen Institute); NFMIP also
adjacent to Florida Gateway College

READY TO WORK – Labor force
of well over one million within
60 miles of each Park and served
by CareerSource Florida partners
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energy use and save.
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energy-use patterns. Learn how at
FPL.com/BusinessEnergyManager
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LETTER FROM THE GOVERNOR

Message from Florida Governor Ron DeSantis

Putting Florida's
Residents and
Businesses First
Since 2019, we have put Florida’s residents and
businesses first, and by investing in our infrastructure, workforce and communities, we have fueled
an economy that continues to outpace the nation.
Governor, State of Florida
As of August 2022, Florida has gained more than
580,000 private sector jobs since January 2019,
and our unemployment rate has dropped from 3.5% to 2.7% — a full percent
lower than the nation.

Ron DeSantis

Businesses are coming to Florida because we welcome those wanting to do
business here. Florida has recently been named the number one state in the
nation for economic freedom, and we are the number one state in the nation for
business formations, with more than 1.5 million new businesses since 2020. Our
schools are also some of the best in the country, currently ranked number three
for K-12 education by Quality Counts, and our higher education system remains
the best in the nation.
This economic success has also allowed our state to prepare for the future.
This year, I signed a budget that included a surplus of $21.8 billion — the highest
level in state history.
I hope you will find this Opportunity Guide to be a useful resource and a further
confirmation of Florida’s position as a national and international hub for business.
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There’s
a reason
everyone’s
moving
to Miami…
#1

Region in
North America
for Investment
2021-22

#1

Market for
Startups, Women
Entrepreneurs, &
Business with
Latin America

#1

Healthiest
City in the
United States

Home to 6.2 million residents, a workforce 3.1 million strong, hundreds of
global leaders across key industries, and a future-forward innovative business
community. Miami is rich with diverse talent and incredible quality of life.

The Miami-Dade Beacon Council is the
county’s official economic development
partnership, attracting high-value jobs and
investments that shape the community’s
economic future.

Fostering entrepreneurs, a diverse talent
pipeline, and a positive business climate,
MDBC is driving long-term economic
prosperity and inclusive growth for
Miami’s businesses and residents.

For more information on expanding your business in Miami, visit
http://BeIn.Miami.

WELCOME

CONTINUED

Message from Florida Deputy Secretary of Commerce Laura DiBella

Florida is Poised to Make
Business Opportunities Thrive.
Enterprise Florida is dedicated to helping businesses of all sizes succeed.

Laura DiBella
Deputy Secretary of Commerce,
Enterprise Florida, Inc.

Enterprise Florida
is dedicated to helping
businesses, of all sizes,
in Florida succeed.

Under the leadership of Governor Ron DeSantis, Florida continues to set the standard
as the premier destination for those looking to start, relocate or expand their business.
Through his effective policies, Governor DeSantis has created an environment where
businesses are supported and have the resources they need to succeed.
More than ever before, Florida stands out as a beacon of hope to businesses looking
for relief from command-and-control policies, high taxes, and restrictions. In Florida,
we are proud to welcome businesses with open arms, ready to help them achieve
success. The marketplace has enough challenges and risks for every business. At
Enterprise Florida, we work to take the heavy hand of government out of that equation.
We are proud to support the Governor’s mission of creating a prosperous future
and showcasing Florida as the prime place to do business. From international trade
to emerging industry opportunities, we have answers to the questions that bring
stability and growth to your business model and bottom line. So, call us today and let
us help facilitate your next level of growth here in the Sunshine State.

Enterprise Florida, Inc. (EFI) is a public-private partnership between Florida’s business and government leaders and is the principal economic development organization
for Florida. EFI’s mission is to expand and diversify the state’s economy through job
creation. EFI is the state’s primary entity for trade and export development, supporting
more than 60,000 Florida exporting businesses. EFI also supports the state’s military
sector through the Florida Defense Support Task Force and Florida Defense Alliance;
the sports industry through the Florida Sports Foundation; and small and minority
businesses through its capital programs.
Contact us for confidential business location and expansion assistance.
enterpriseflorida.com/contact
(877) YES-FLORIDA
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In collaboration with our partners, the Florida
Department of Economic Opportunity’s mission is to
assist the governor in advancing Florida’s economy by
championing the state’s economic development vision
and by administering state and federal programs and
initiatives to fuel job creation in competitive communities,
and promote economic resiliency.

The CareerSource Florida network connects
employers with qualified, skilled talent and Floridians
with employment and career development opportunities. Statewide, local workforce development boards and
career centers strengthen local economies and build resiliency one business at a time. Whether your business needs
help recruiting, hiring or training, contact CareerSource.

floridajobs.org
(850) 245-7105

Find your local team online:
careersourceflorida.com

Space Florida was created
to strengthen Florida’s position
as a global leader in aerospace
research, investment, exploration
and commerce. As Florida’s aerospace and spaceport development authority, we are committed
to attracting and expanding the
next generation of space industry
businesses.
SpaceFlorida.gov
(321) 730-5301

The 180+ member organizations of
the Florida Economic Development
Council (FEDC) are comprised of public
and private partnerships, city- and county-based economic development and
workforce agencies that know their
communities well. The FEDC helps
prepare businesses to launch, expand
or relocate and stands ready to help
businesses establish connections, find
the right site and settle in their perfect
home in Florida.

VISIT FLORIDA, the state’s
official tourism marketing corporation, serves as Florida’s official source for travel planning to
visitors across the globe. VISIT
FLORIDA is not a government
agency, but rather a not-for-profit
corporation created as a public/
private partnership by the Florida
Legislature in 1996.
visitflorida.com
(888) 735-2872

FEDConline.org
(850) 212-1056

floridaSBDC.org
(850) 898-3479

24-hour government access
MyFlorida.com
(850) 488-1234

sunbiz.org
(850) 245-6000

Florida’s economic development partners are allied and working toward the common goal of making your firm’s transition
to a permanent home in Florida as worry-free as possible. A call to any one of these partners sets the wheels in motion.

BUSINESSFLORIDA.COM
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Average low of 60 degrees F.
4 of the top 10 beaches in the U.S.
1,400 miles of coast line.
#2 infrastructure in the U.S.
20 Commercial Service Airports.
Largest Air Traffic Hub
in western hemisphere.

WITH THE NATION’S
3RD LARGEST
WORKFORCE,
FLORIDA IS WHERE
YOUR BUSINESS
BREAKS THROUGH.
15 Deepwater Seaports.
#1 ranked state for higher education.
3rd largest overall workforce in U.S.
No Manufacturing equipment sales tax.
20-Year Capital Investment Tax Credit.
4th ranked US state in foreign-owned
firm employment.
$153.6 billion in international trade
(airport and seaport).
Second largest FTZ network in the country.

Miami, FL

EnterpriseFlorida.com

FLORIDA’S TOP ASSETS

INTRO

Right Time,
Right Place

POPULATION

21.8 million

News flash: Florida is red hot! And we’re not talking
temperatures here. We’re talking human migration.
For the first time in nearly five years,
according to Atlas Van Lines, inbound,
out-of-state relocations to Florida are
outpacing the outbound variety by a margin
of 59% to 41%.
People from all over the world are looking to
settle in the Sunshine State ... and no wonder.
After two years of business uncertainty and
personal disruptions fueled by lockdowns,
closures and restrictive COVID-19 measures,
people just want a way out. And what better
place to launch a restart than easy, breezy
Florida?
There’s optimism here, you can feel it in
the air. After all, doers and dreamers have
been staking their fortunes and futures on
the Sunshine State for close to 500 years. If
they found success here, why not you too?
Florida is fully open for business, so come
on down. Dust off those entrepreneurial skills.

Revisit the expansion you’ve been dreaming
about or start a brand new business — the
one you’ve dreamed about for years. There’s
no better time than now to make a significant
change. So take charge of your future and
start packing your stuff. We’re anxious to
meet you.
And by all means, do plan to settle in for
the long haul. Because not only is Florida a
great place to work and live right now, thanks
to its top rankings for affordability and quality
of life, this state continues to hold the No. 1
position on WalletHub’s list of “Best States
to Retire” in 2022.
We look forward to welcoming you home.

For information about how your business can
become a part of Florida’s ongoing success story,
call Enterprise Florida at (407) 956-5647.
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3rd largest in the U.S.

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE

10.6 million

3rd largest in the U.S.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

$1.2 trillion

4th largest in the U.S.

PERSONAL INCOME
(PER CAPITA)

$60,761

2nd highest in the Southeast

PERSONAL INCOME
(TOTAL)

$1.1 trillion

4th highest in the U.S.

As a global company that started our own journey here, we know
the road to success starts in Florida. Let our award-winning economic
development team help you find the best locations, incentives and
energy rates for your business.

#1

As the largest
utility in Florida,
FPL is an expert in
doing business in the
Sunshine State

2021
ReliabilityOne
Award™
NextEra Energy,
the parent company
of FPL, is the world’s
No. 1 generator of
energy from the wind
and sun, delivering
sustainable energy
customers demand

Contact us: PoweringFlorida.com

Receive
personalized
service, meet tight
project deadlines
and access our
network of economic
development
partners

Recognized for the
sixth time in seven
years for delivering the
nation’s top reliability
for businesses
and homes

@poweringfl

Florida’s tax
advantages and
FPL’s energy rates
and incentive
programs leave
you more to invest
in your business

PoweringFlorida at FPL

FLORIDA’S TOP ASSETS

INDUSTRIES

In Good Company
Many states compete to attract new business, but few are able to match the scale and scope of
Florida’s industry assets. Even in the midst of a worldwide pandemic, Florida’s economy flourished
thanks, in large part, to the robust assets this state has come to be known for: competitive costs,
a top-ranked workforce and ready proximity to domestic and global markets. So while many states
lost businesses in 2020-21, Florida was busy attracting new ones across nine key industry sectors.

MANUFACTURING
job
NO.2 Manufacturing
growth since 2016
20K+ Manufacturing
companies in Florida
380K Manufacturing
industry employees
Florida’s manufacturers produce a wide variety of
goods, including aerospace products and parts,
boats, batteries, communication equipment, food
and beverages, plastics, pharmaceuticals, semiconductors and textiles. This vital sector continued
to operate throughout the pandemic and, at a
moment’s notice, often pivoted to produce products and component parts necessary to overcome
shortages in our national stockpiles and critical
supplies we’ve come to rely on other countries to
produce for us.

LOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION

DEFENSE &
HOMELAND SECURITY
and defense
No.2 Space
systems manufacturing
products
No.2 Aerospace
and parts manufacturing
veteran population
No.3 Largest
in the U.S.
Florida is home to one of the nation’s largest
defense and homeland security industries.
Boasting 21 major military installations, three
unified combatant commands and two component commands and 23,000+ defense-related
companies, it should come as no surprise to learn
Florida is consistently among the top 5 states in
the nation to receive DOD contract awards on a
consistent basis.

with Latin America
NO.1 Airandcargo
the Caribbean
Foreign Trade Zone
NO.2 Largest
network in the U.S.
Largest cluster of
NO.3
transportation and
warehouse establishments in the U.S.

As a leading international trade center and home to an extensive
multimodal transportation system, Florida excels at moving
people, products and services anywhere FAST! Most key global
shipping lines and airline alliances (including specialized cargo
operators), 3PLs and VALs have a presence in Florida. And never
was that more apparent and needed than at the height of the
pandemic. When West Coast ports became so inundated with
cargo they could barely keep up with the flow, let alone try to ship it properly, Florida’s ports stepped in to help,
sharing cranes, berths, trucks and plain old muscle power to keep things moving at a steady pace.
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LIFE SCIENCES
pharmaceuticals
NO.2 Largest
and medicine manufacturing
industries

NO.2
medical
NO.3 Total
technology employment
Medical device
manufacturing industry

Florida’s biotechnology, pharmaceutical manufacturing and medical device manufacturing
industries make cutting-edge breakthroughs
in medical treatment, pharmaceutical development and biotech research possible every day.
Thanks to some 700+ hospitals, the presence of
such industry leaders as Actavis, Arthrex, BristolMyers Squibb, Johnson & Johnson and Medtronic,
and a university system committed to pursuing
life sciences R&D, lives are saved daily and some
32,000 jobs are supported.

AVIATION &
AEROSPACE
& aerospace establishments,
2 Aviation
including 3 Space Ports
Best undergrad aerospace
No.5
engineering program, Embry
Riddle Aeronautical University
Worldwide leader in active launch licenses
held by private industry (8 of 17)
Home to Kennedy Space Center, Cecil Spaceport
and Cape Canaveral Space Force Station, Florida
remains the undisputed air traffic hub of the
Americas, a major center for maintenance, repair
and operations, and home to more than 2,300
aircraft and aviation/aerospace establishments.
Following its 50th anniversary celebration of the
lunar landing in 1969, NASA has taken its first
step toward returning astronauts to space in
2024, landing its unmanned Artemis I rocket on
the dark side of the moon with the eventual goal
of carrying astronauts to Mars.

CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS
tax climate
No.1 Best
in the Southeast
civilian
No.3 Largest
labor force
tax climate
No.4 Best
nationwide
Corporate headquarters are easily drawn to Florida
for its highly favorable business climate, which
includes a low corporate tax burden, no personal
income tax and modern infrastructure. More than
300 international companies have established a
presence here.

FINANCIAL &
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
insurance
No.3 Largest
industry in the U.S.
financial services
No.4 Largest
industry in the U.S.
banks
93 Commercial
with $208 bil. in assets
A diversified economic structure has fueled
Florida’s ability to become a true global player
in providing high value-added services in
finance, insurance, engineering, accounting
and consulting. Ready proximity to and cultural
connections with Latin America have further
enhanced Florida’s reputation as an international
banking center and leading location for shared
services.

CLEAN TECHNOLOGY
jobs
No.2 Solar
(11,761)
solar capacity
No.3 Cumulative
(megawatts)
industry
No.4 Solar
growth
Floridians recognize the undeniable link between
sustainability and the economy and as a result,
this state is hard at work finding ways to build a
leading clean energy hub by harnessing two of
this state’s greatest natural assets — sunshine
all across the peninsula and Gulf Stream currents
along its 1,350-mile coastline.

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
tech business
No.1 Newestablishments
in 2021
tech employment
No.2 Netjob gains
in employer
No.3 Growth
job postings for tech openings
Since birthing the IBM PC in Boca Raton four
decades ago, Florida has remained at the forefront
of IT innovation. Boasting 613,000+ information
technology professionals, Florida’s strengths are
wide ranging — from computer systems design,
photonics and mobile technologies to modeling,
simulation and training.

BUSINESSFLORIDA.COM
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BUSINESS CLIMATE

Prosper Here and Now
FLORIDA’S TAX CLIMATE

No. 1 in the Southeast
No. 4 in the U.S.

You may know Florida simply as America’s best vacation
destination. We’re here to tell you it’s all that and so much
more. In addition to beautiful beaches and many of the
world’s best theme parks, Florida is an undeniably great
place to do business. Here’s proof.

-TaxFoundation.org

BEST STATE FOR BUSINESS

No. 2 in the U.S.
-Chief Executive magazine

THE 10 BEST STATES
TO START A BUSINESS

No. 7 in the U.S.
-WalletHub

In 2022, for the 7th consecutive year,
TaxFoundation.org ranked Florida’s tax
climate No. 1 in the Southeast and No. 4
nationwide, and Chief Executive magazine
named Florida the No. 2 “Best State for
Business” for the 11th year in a row. And
while businesses in many states were under
orders to close their doors in 2020-21 due
to COVID-19, not only were existing Florida
businesses encouraged to remain open,
brand new businesses popped up too.
In 2022, WalletHub ranked Florida No. 7
among its “10 Best U.S. States to Start a
Business,” citing Orlando (No.1), Miami (No. 2),
Jacksonville (No. 3) and Tampa (No. 10) as
best large cities to launch in. Also cited, four
“Best Small Cities to Start a Business”: Fort
Myers (No. 5, up from No. 8 a year ago) and
newcomers South Bradenton (No. 6), Winter
Park (No. 10) and Sarasota (No. 19).

No doubt about it ... Florida is a great place
to live and an even better place to do business. Won’t you join us?
BUSINESS-FRIENDLY
Government: Florida’s government and
economic development leaders work to
ensure that this state remains favorable to
all kinds of companies — from multinational
corporations with hundreds of employees
to business startups with just two or three.
To that end, Florida has cut thousands of
burdensome regulations across the board.
Tax Structure: Business dollars go further
in Florida for two reasons: low corporate
taxes and zero personal income tax. Florida’s
long history of responsible spending over
many years ensures a consistent record of
AAA bond ratings. As a result, businesses
and their employees, who pay no personal
income tax on their earnings, continue to
thrive.
Permitting: Regulatory agencies and local
governments across Florida provide quicker,
less costly and more predictable permitting
processes, helping to fuel an atmosphere of
certainty, predictability and efficiency from
the top down.
Support: Florida business owners never
have to go it alone thanks to these opportunities for collaboration: one-on-one counseling
at more than 40 Small Business Development
Centers; low-cost space and services at
dozens of high-tech incubators, accelerators and university-based research parks;
customized workforce training; and ready
access to funding through venture capital
companies, financial institutions and federal
and state programs.
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One state,
endless
opportunities.
Connecting you to power-intensive locations and more.
Our team is dedicated to your project’s success from start to finish:
 Vetted power-intensive sites and buildings for specific industries
 Competitive rates and incentives
 Sustainable energy solutions
 Site visits and stakeholder alignment
Unlock the Power: duke-energy.com/locateFL

©2022 Duke Energy Corporation 222109 8/22

FLORIDA’S TOP ASSETS

INFRASTRUCTURE

Enjoy Seamless Connections
LICENSED SPACEPORTS
2 COMMERCIALLY
SHIPPING PORTS
15 DEEP-WATER
AIRPORTS
20 COMMERCIAL
AIRPORTS
130+ PUBLIC-USE
OF
RAIL TRACKS
3K MILES
OF
HIGHWAY
122K+ MILES

Of all the assets necessary to thrive in business,
logistics might be the one ordinary people most likely
take for granted.

On any given day, all over the world,
billions of goods flow back and forth in steady
streams — raw materials to manufacturers,
finished goods to warehouses, bulk shipments to sellers, products delivered via air,
sea, rail and road to homes and businesses.
Supply chains are always at work behind
the scenes, and the only time an average
consumer pays much attention is when those
vital connections break.
It happened bigtime in 2020. COVID-19
threw an oversized wrench into logistic
systems, causing a state-by-state scramble
to secure masks and ventilators; equip vaccination centers; and keep essential goods
moving through ports so congested they
were in danger of shutting down completely.
We all saw the pictures coming out of the

West Coast: ships lined up for hours waiting
to unload and too few trucks standing by to
carry the freight inland.
That didn’t happen in Florida. At the height
of the pandemic, our ports had available
berths, ample cranes and plenty of trucks
ready to haul. In the midst of it all, JaxPort
even managed to complete a harbor deepening project three years ahead of schedule.
While the pandemic is largely behind us,
companies still need to get supplies in and
products out, and no state does that better
than Florida. With its extensive multimodal
transportation systems and ready proximity
to key markets, Florida is well-equipped to
facilitate an easy flow of raw materials and
finished products between manufacturers
and consumers.
The proof is in names you know. Amazon,
Walmart, AutoZone, O’Reilly Auto Parts,
Home Depot, Ace Hardware, Chewy.com,
Wayfair, Coca-Cola, Cheney Brothers,
Sysco, UPS, FedEx, Trader Joe’s and Veho
have all positioned at least one distribution
center or warehouse in Florida.
Meanwhile, construction continues on the
Miami-to-Orlando leg of the fast passenger
rail system Brightline with completion anticipated by Christmas 2022, to be followed by
an extension to Tampa.
In cyberspace, Florida’s interconnectedness remains alive and well. The Network
Access Point in Miami serves as a major
switching station for internet traffic coming
into and out of Latin America, while other
high-speed networks such as Florida
Lambda Rail and LA Grid, facilitate R&D
efforts. In addition, Florida has some of the
fastest and most widely available wireless
networks.
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MOVE
WE

CARGO

SMARTER

If you’re using the same ‘ole routes
to move goods to the Florida market,
you better sit down.
Port Tampa Bay’s efficiency as the
closest port to Florida’s Distribution
Hub, the I-4 Corridor, is now a critical
link in the supply chain to some of the
biggest retailers serving Florida and the
entire Southeast. With no congestion.
And we’re just getting started. In just
the last few years, Port Tampa Bay has
added direct weekly Asian services and
expanded terminal capacity allowing

for multiple round-trip deliveries per
day, just minutes away from the largest
concentration of distribution centers
in the state. Attractive northbound
backhaul trucking rates extend our
reach beyond Florida serving the entire
eastern seaboard.
Get comfortable in your chair, give us
a call at 800.741.2297 and let us help
you relax knowing you have a Florida
First supply chain strategy, eﬃciently
serving the largest market in the
Southeast. WWW.PORTTB.COM

FLORIDA’S TOP ASSETS

TRADE

Wide Open to the World
It’s easy to fall in love with Florida ... especially if you’re visiting from a land-locked state.
Just look at all that ocean! Go ahead, splash around in it if you like. Just know that the
warm blue water you’re enjoying has a pivotal role to play in Florida’s economic success.

$150 billion+
OF GOODS ENTER OR EXIT
THROUGH U.S. CUSTOMS IN
FLORIDA ANNUALLY

58,000
EXPORT COMPANIES ARE
LOCATED IN FLORIDA

4TH
IN EMPLOYMENT BY MAJORITY
FOREIGN-OWNED FIRMS, IN U.S.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Florida boasts just the right combination of
assets to facilitate global trade: a multimodal
infrastructure, a multilingual workforce, an
impressive array of corporate and financial
resources and a strategic geographic location that is second to none. With 1,350 miles
of coastline supporting 15 deep-water ports,
Florida’s connection to global trade easily
stretches from Asia to the Americas and
across the Atlantic.
Not surprisingly, Florida’s total merchandise trade dropped significantly in 2020 due
to the global pandemic, but not for long.
Adding back $29 billion the following year,
Florida ended 2021 with $164 billion in
two-way trade, its highest level ever.
Merchandise exports grew 25.7% in 2021,
more than making up for the previous year’s

17.6% loss, while merchandise imports
regained 18.2%. At the same time, Floridaorigin exports regained 21.3%, recouping
nearly $10 billion in losses and, as a result,
Florida ended its year as the 7th largest
export state in the U.S.
Florida is home to more than 58,000
exporting companies — second only to
California — and hosts the nation’s second
largest Foreign Trade Zone network with 21
facilities statewide. Among the top merchandise commodities traded through Florida
ports are motor cars; civilian aircraft; engines
and parts; and electrical apparatus for line
telephony.
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT (FDI)
With its easy access to markets in Latin
America and the Caribbean, a $1 trillion GDP
and a population of 21.8 million, it should
come as no surprise that Florida remains
a national leader in attracting international
companies representing a wide variety of
industries and bringing capital, expertise,
technology and innovation to the Sunshine
State. Florida ranks 1st in the Southeast and
4th among all U.S. states in employment by
majority foreign-owned firms, and its most
populated city — Miami — is a leading U.S.
center for international banking; both foreign
and domestic financial institutions are eager
to establish their presence here.
And further facilitating FDI, are Florida’s
EB-5 Regional Centers that offer foreigners
the opportunity to obtain permanent U.S.
residency while investing in Florida.
Statewide, Florida’s population is both
multi-ethnic and multi-lingual. Slightly more
than a fifth of the state’s population is foreignborn, and 29.4% of households speak a
language other than English at home.
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125 Public
Companies
225 Private
Companies

Our annual list of the biggest
Florida-based companies
Now available for purchase
floridatrend.com/350

FLORIDA’S TOP ASSETS

WORKFORCE

See Our Talent Shine
CIVILIAN WORKFORCE

10.6 million

Ranked No. 8 among all U.S. states for workforce training
by Business Facilities magazine in 2022, Florida’s
workforce is ready to go when you are.

3rd largest in the U.S.

WORKFORCE TRAINING

8th in the U.S.
Business Facilities

HIGHER EDUCATION

Best in the U.S.,
5th consecutive year
U.S. News & World Report

12 Public Universities
28 Public State
and Community Colleges

Now that the pandemic is largely behind
us, new and expanding businesses need
skilled workers more than ever, and Florida
is ready to supply them. At 10.6 million,
Florida’s civilian workforce is third largest in
the nation and one of the most culturally and
linguistically diverse.
EXCELLENCE IN THE CLASSROOM
Florida is home to 12 public universities
and 28 public state and community colleges,
plus dozens of private colleges, universities and technical schools, and no Floridian
lives more than 50 miles from at least one of
them. In 2022, for a fifth consecutive year,
U.S. News & World Report ranked Florida
tops in the nation for higher education based
on graduation rates, student debt and time
needed to complete two- and four-year
programs.
Florida’s colleges and universities are
among the nation’s primary producers of

STEM graduates and tech business activity.
In 2021, Florida posted the largest year-overyear increase of net-new tech business
establishments (+2,715) across the U.S. and
second largest gain in tech jobs (+20,522)
according to CompTIA Cyberstates 2022
“State of the Tech Workforce” report. And its
community colleges — four of which have
won the biennial Aspen Prize for Community
College Excellence — are recognized among
the nation’s best.
Florida’s K-12 schools earn accolades
at the local level too. Among the first states
to offer voluntary pre-kindergarten, Florida
vaulted to No. 2 in the nation for successful
Advanced Placement (AP) performance in
2021. Additionally, 23 Florida high schools
earned places among the nation’s top 250 on
U.S. News & World Report’s 2022 “Best High
Schools” list; Miami’s School for Advanced
Studies led nationally at No. 4.
ON THE JOB TRAINING
Training programs available through
CareerSource Florida, the state’s innovative partnership for workforce training, make
it possible for business owners to become
fully operational and profitable in less time
and at lower cost. The agency’s Quick
Response Training and Incumbent Worker
Training grants help companies keep pace
with changing technologies as they recruit
and train employees in cutting-edge skills.
The Employ Florida Marketplace platform
helps job seekers find work and employers
connect with prospective job candidates.
And the new initiative “Get There Florida”
partners the state’s 28 colleges and 48
technical colleges/centers to help students
complete the necessary certifications and
workforce credentials for high-demand jobs
in manufacturing, logistics, transportation,
health care and information technology.
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FLORIDA’S TOP ASSETS

QUALITY OF LIFE

No Better Place to Play and Stay
BEST BEACHES
BEST IN THE U.S.: Siesta Key,
Sarasota, No. 2
BEST IN THE WORLD: Siesta Key,
Sarasota, No. 14
Plus 7 more Florida beaches among
the top 25 nationwide
- TripAdvisor 's 2022 Top Beaches

2 National Seashores
3 National Parks
175 State Parks
663 Miles of Beaches
700 Natural Springs
1,350+ Miles of Coastline
1,711 Rivers and Streams
7,700 Lakes

Most of us will not look back on 2020-21 with nostalgia. We
were too busy juggling kids and jobs from home, hoarding
hand sanitizer and navigating a worldwide pandemic. But
here we are on the other side ... Things are looking up.

Florida’s tourist industry took a hit, but
visitor numbers are surging again — up
55% over 2020 at 122 million. People are
flocking to Florida and not just to vacation.
According to Florida’s Office of Economic
and Demographic Research, almost 330,000
people have moved here over the past year,
and still they come — 61,728 New York
drivers’ licenses were swapped for Florida
plates in the first four months of 2022.
What are these new residents coming here
to find? Here’s an overview:
HISTORY
America’s oldest city, St. Augustine,
founded in 1565 with lots to see and do.
CULTURE
Eclectic galleries in Miami Beach,
Bradenton, Naples and Key West; original

works by Salvador Dali in St. Petersburg
and Louis Comfort Tiffany in Winter Park; the
Ringling’s fine art and circus memorabilia in
Sarasota; and the world’s largest single-site
collection of Frank Lloyd Wright architecture
at Florida Southern College in Lakeland.
TONS OF FUN
The world’s most visited theme parks,
plus the Kennedy Space Center Complex;
NASCAR; more than a dozen zoos; at
least two dozen aquariums and a turtle
hospital; USTA’s National Training Center in
Orlando; 1,250+ golf courses to play; plus
a full complement of pro sports franchises
including these champs: MLB’s Tampa Bay
Rays (awarded the 2020 American League
pennant); NFL’s Tampa Bay Buccaneers
(Super Bowl LV winners, 2021); and NHL’s
Tampa Bay Lightning (back-to-back Stanley
Cup winners in 2020, 2021 and almost 2022.
SIGHTS THAT ARE ALWAYS OPEN
Florida’s natural beauty: the Western
Hemisphere’s only natural coral reef; the
Everglades; Lake Okeechobee; dozens of
rivers with tongue-twisting names; and interesting natives — eagles and egrets, black
bears, panthers, alligators, manatees, Key
deer, dolphins and sea turtles. And to cap it
off — a Key West sunset celebration. There’s
nothing quite like it.
ALMOST UNCHANGING FORECAST
Florida is called “The Sunshine State” for
good reason. Coastal cities here average
240 sunny days per year, and the state’s
average annual temperature is 75 degrees
F (24 degrees C). And no matter where you
settle, a sandy beach and saltwater are never
more than 90 minutes away.
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SUCCESS STORIES

If you aren’t thinking
about bringing your
business to Florida,
why not?
Florida has advantages other states can't match. No personal
income tax. Seamless connections by land, sea and air. A ready
workforce. And beaches … 663 miles of them. Why would you
want to live anywhere else?
Maybe you’re thinking … well, Florida looks good on paper, but
what’s it really like to live and work there? Here’s what four CEOs
– each representing a different industry – have to say about their
unique experiences.
These real-life examples are proof that Florida is more than blue
skies and sandy beaches. It’s innovation, hard work and enduring
success. And now that you know it, won’t you join us? It’s an easy
bet that you and your distinctive company will thrive in Florida.

AVIATION & DEFENSE:

Red 6

LOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION:

Scotlynn
- Fort Myers

The midst of a pandemic might not seem the ideal
time to build a new company headquarters, but then
neither does launching a business fresh out of college
and in an unfamiliar location. Yet that’s exactly what
Ryan Carter did in Fort Myers 12 years ago, and it has
paid off handsomely.
Carter is the CEO of Scotlynn USA Division, a logistics
and transportation company in Fort Myers hauling
time-sensitive refrigerated produce and poultry across
the U.S. and North America. Team oriented to the max,
Scotlynn’s 400 employees committed to working
nonstop throughout the pandemic, and as a result, the
firm’s revenue between 2020 and 2021 nearly doubled
to a record $700 million.
During that same period of time, Scotlynn built a new
60,000-sq.-ft. headquarters building, which in addition
to workspace included a host of employee amenities – a
locker room, basketball court, walking track, weights
and a chef who provides employees with breakfast and
lunch for a small cost.
Hardly a surprise then to learn that Scotlynn USA
ranks No. 25 among “Best Large Companies to Work for
in Florida 2022” and that Carter was named “Florida’s
Small Business Person of the Year,” by the U.S. Small
Business Administration in 2021.

- Orlando and Miami
Former fighter pilot and
CEO of the firm Red 6,
Daniel Robinson is on a
mission to change how the
U.S. military trains its pilots.
Instead of using exclusively
virtual reality methods,
Daniel Robinson
Robinson calls for adding
augmented reality – synthetic images layered over
the real world through a pilot’s visor while flying.
In June 2022, Red 6 successfully flew its
first multi-aircraft training flight against multiple
augmented reality assets, which Robinson calls
“a major step toward the creation of an outdoor
Military Metaverse in which all warfighters across
all domains can train together.”
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Ryan Carter

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY:

MANUFACTURING:

Urban SDK

Tervis

News flash … in case you hadn’t noticed, there’s
just no getting away from technology. It’s everywhere these days, which is why Drew Messer
and Justin Dennis, co-owners of the Jacksonvillebased firm Urban SDK, are on a mission to help their
customers – many of whom represent agencies
involved in road construction, real estate development and law enforcement – deal with the mountains of data that come their way on a regular basis.

Florida is known far and
wide as a friendly, laid-back
sort of place, but there is
one unwritten rule: If you
don’t own at least one Tervis
tumbler, you might not be a
real Floridian.

- Jacksonville

- North Venice

Launched in 2019, Urban SDK compiles data from
the real world to determine, for example, where best
to locate streets, buildings and vegetation in a particular area using geographic information systems and
real world data from metro planners, transportation
operators, civil engineers, law enforcement officers
and real estate developers.
“We can tell you which roads are more congested
and when – daily, hourly, right now – without even
going to the site,” says Dennis.
“And so what clients get from us,” Messer adds, “is
critical data to inform these decisions, making sure
that the infrastructure we build in our communities
is going to advance that particular community.”

Norbert Donelly and
Rogan Donelly (right)

Tervis dates back to 1946 and a pair of Detroit-based
engineers – Frank Cotter and G. Howlett Davis who
harnessed the insulation power of air to create the world’s
first permanently sealed, double-walled plastic tumbler,
which keeps hot drinks hot and cold drinks cold. They
called their invention by the last three letters of each of
their last names — ter-vis.
Tervis tumblers might never have caught on but for
John C. “Jake” Winslow, an enterprising entrepreneur
who saw the potential among boaters, golfers and other
leisure enthusiasts to keep their drinks cold and their
hands dry while enjoying outdoor activities. He bought
the company in 1967 and moved it to North Venice where
it remains to this day, pumping out all manner of lively
drink vessels – tumblers, mugs, sippy-cups and wine
glasses, to name a few.
When Jake Winslow died in 1983, his son-in-law Norbert
Donelly took the top spot to be followed by his son Rogan
Donelly, who is expanding the company once again.
Construction is underway in North Port on a 70,000-sq.ft. fulfillment center, destined for a soft opening in the
fourth quarter of 2022.
“We’re growing like crazy,” says Rogan, a fact he finds
no surprise given the enduring popularity of the tumblers
and Florida’s pro-business attitude. “Even in the midst of
a pandemic, we’ve continued to thrive.”

Justin Dennis
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Research
Florida
NASA’s Artemis plans to take the
next giant leap to the moon and
beyond, and propels Florida’s space
economy with opportunities for private
companies and university researchers
to provide support systems and
technologies. Here’s a look at what’s
under development in the state.
By Amy Keller
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Lockheed Martin:
Orion Spacecraft Factory
The site that once housed a space camp
and Astronaut Experience attraction, today, is
home to Lockheed Martin’s STAR Center — a
55,000-sq.-ft. spacecraft factory for Orion, the
gumdrop-shaped crew capsule that Lockheed
Martin is building to ferry astronauts into orbit
around the moon and beyond.
While just about every state in the nation
supplies parts, materials and subassemblies for
the Orion spacecraft, all of those components
eventually make their way to the Space Coast
for final assembly. Production activities at the
1-year-old STAR Center — short for Spacecraft,
Test, Assembly Resource Center — include the
assembly and testing of heat shields, panels
and a thermal protection system. Wire harness
and tubing assemblies that are part of the
spacecraft propulsion system and life-support
systems that carry water, oxygen and nitrogen
are also built there — as is electric ground
support equipment.
Lockheed has delivered its first two Orion
capsules. Three additional Orion spacecraft are
in various stages of production, says Lockheed
Martin’s Orion Production Program Director
Kelly DeFazio.
DeFazio says its key elements are its safety
features. “It is the safest rated (spacecraft) for
deep space exploration. Outfitted with radiation shields, and heat shields, it really is for
deep space travel to combat those elements
to ensure that our astronauts will stay safe to
Mars and back,” DeFazio says.
While NASA has spent more than $13.8
billion developing and building the first two

Orion spacecraft since 2006, when the project
got started, costs are coming down. A 2019
contract for a second batch of Orion capsules
totaled $2.7 billion, and NASA plans to order
a third batch in 2022 at a cost of $1.9 billion.
NASA has an option to order another six capsules from Lockheed Martin into the 2030s.
DeFazio says savings are being realized via
supply chain efficiencies that come with bulk
orders and spacecraft reuse. “We will not be
throwing away the crew module as it returns
back from space,” she says. “We do have a
very robust reuse and recycle program that
will allow us to bring our crew modules back
in and incrementally repurpose and refurbish
more and more of our light equipment so we
can support NASA deep space exploration for
years to come.”

Lockheed
Martin’s
STAR Center
will build the
capsule that
will ferry
astronauts
around the
moon and
beyond.

Along with subcontractor ASRC Federal, Lockheed Martin’s Orion spacecraft team
has 440 employees at the Neil Armstrong Operations and Checkout Building at
Kennedy Space Center and the Lockheed Martin STAR Center — and plans to
hire another 100 by the middle of next year. Positions range from mechanics,
technicians and engineers to finance and businesspeople.
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SpaceX: Lunar Lander
Once their approximately weeklong lunar
excursion is complete, the Starship will deliver
the astronauts back to Orion.
SpaceX is expanding its facilities at Kennedy
Space Center to support development of the
Starship. The 20-year-old company — which
is owned by billionaire Elon Musk and headquartered in California — already launches its
Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy rockets carrying
satellites and astronauts into orbit from KSC’s
Launch Complex and operates a facility there
that processes and stores boosters and payload
fairings for the Falcon rockets. Now, SpaceX is
building a launch tower for the Starship, and the
company is expanding its site on Roberts Road
to focus on “Starship development plus integration and support of future Starship missions at
Kennedy Space Center,” according to NASA’s
website.
While rural South Texas has served as the
premier launch site for Starship, SpaceX has
squabbled with locals over beach and road
closures and environmental concerns — and
although the Federal Aviation Administration
recently gave SpaceX a green light to expand its
sprawling Starship facility, Musk hinted that the
facility may end up as a research and development center with KSC as the “main operational
launch site.” As of July, the aerospace company
had more than 100 job openings posted at
Cape Canaveral.

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft
and Super Heavy rocket
booster is outfitted with
Raptor rocket engines.
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In 2021, NASA chose SpaceX to land the
next humans on the moon using its Starship
human landing system. The 400-foot, fully
reusable vehicle consists of two main parts —
the Starship spacecraft and a rocket booster
called Super Heavy that is outfitted with Raptor
rocket engines powered by liquid oxygen and
methane. The two pieces are designed to separate at the edge of space, with the boosters
descending back to Earth and landing in a controlled, upright manner near the original launch
site, while the shiny steel Starship — sans crew
— continues on toward the moon. Once in
orbit, Starship will dock with either Orion or the
lunar Gateway space station, where it will pick
up astronauts and shuttle them to the lunar
surface.

PHOTO COURTESY: FLORIDA TREND / BLUE ORIGIN (BOTTOM); SIERRA SPACE (TOP)

Blue Origin:
Moon Lander 2.0 and Beyond
Blue Origin, Jeff Bezos’ Seattle-based
space flight company, will get a second
crack at selling its lunar lander to NASA.
While the federal space agency awarded a
$2.9-billion lunar lander contract to SpaceX
in 2021, it announced plans in March to
“bring a second entrant to market” to
develop a spacecraft in parallel with SpaceX.
Blue Origin has said it plans to compete, but
it may have to make some adjustments to
the Blue Moon lander it originally designed
for the mission. NASA is requiring the new
landers to carry more crew and cargo and be
able to dock with the lunar orbiting space
station known as Gateway. Eventually, NASA
aims to establish a habitat on the moon
known as Artemis Base Camp, but for early
Artemis missions, NASA’s Gateway will serve
as that habitat, housing crew and equipment
for moonwalks, experiments and the collection of samples.
In the meantime, Blue Origin has found
success in the space tourism sector — completing five crewed missions carrying 25
people into suborbital space from its base
in the West Texas desert aboard a reusable rocket system called New Shepard.
The company also operates a 650,000sq.-ft. manufacturing complex near Cape
Canaveral, where it’s developing a reusable
rocket called New Glenn that will be capable
of carrying people and payloads into low

Earth orbit and beyond. It plans to launch
the massive rocket — which can carry twice
the payload volume of any existing rocket
— from LC-36 at Cape Canaveral, a historic
site that’s hosted more than 140 Atlas rocket
launches.
Among the company’s most intriguing
concepts is Orbital Reef — a commercial
space station it’s developing in concert
with Colorado-based Sierra Space and
other partners, including Boeing, Redwire,
Genesis Engineering Solutions and Arizona
State University. Envisioned as a “mixeduse business park” in space for commerce,
research and tourism, Blue Origin and Sierra
Space aim to deliver the project by 2027.
In related news, Sierra Space announced in
June that it will open a commercial space
flight training center and astronaut academy
at its offices at Kennedy Space Center, where
the company’s Dream Chaser “spaceplane”
is set to launch in 2023, flying cargo resupply
missions to the International Space Station.
Sierra Space President Janet Kavandi, a
former NASA astronaut who flew three shuttle missions, will lead the training center.

Blue Origin,
Sierra Space
and other
partners are
working on a
“mixed-use
business park”
in space called
Orbital Reef.
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Redwire
worked with
Boeing to
build solar
arrays for the
International
Space Station.

Technology created by Redwire, a Jacksonvillebased space company, has supported more
than 180 missions to space, including the Parker
Solar Probe mission (which has flown seven times
closer to the sun’s surface than any previous
spacecraft) and deep space journeys to Pluto.
The public company has also partnered with
Boeing to provide solar arrays to the International
Space Station and is working on a set of rollout
solar arrays to power the lunar Gateway — a critical component of the Artemis program that will
serve as an outpost orbiting the moon.
“We are also providing the cameras for the
Orion spacecraft, both on the outside and the
inside, that will provide imagery, situational
awareness and orientation knowledge for the
spacecraft,” says Andrew Rush, Redwire’s
president and COO. “We’re doing that for the
spacecraft for multiple missions.”
Rush sees other opportunities for Redwire with
Artemis — particularly as it relates to manufacturing in space with lunar regolith, the fragmented
rock debris, or moon dirt, that covers most of
the moon’s surface. The company already has
a solid track record in that area. Made in Space
— a startup that Redwire acquired in 2020 —
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manufactured the first object in space (a ratchet
wrench) in 2014 with its special Zero-G 3D
printer, which can be operated remotely and generates zero emissions. Building on that success,
Redwire successfully printed sample coupons
aboard the International Space Station in 2021
from a material resembling regolith — a demonstration that opens up a world of possibilities for
space exploration.
Rush says the ability to use raw materials
on the moon will be critical to the sustained,
long-term presence of the Artemis program.
“That will one day let us build landing pads and
structure on the moon and sustainably explore
the lunar surface and take it on to Mars, too,”
Rush says. “Really as people go to the moon and
go back there sustainably, the ability to use local
resources is very important; the ability to repair
things is really important.”

PHOTO COURTESY: FLORIDA TREND / REDWIRE

Redwire:
Solar Arrays
and Space
Manufacturing

Eta Space:
Refueling in Space

PHOTO COURTESY: FLORIDA TREND / ETA SPACE (TOP); SIDUS SPACE (BOTTOM)

Eta Space in Rockledge knows a thing or
two about cryogenic propellant, or rocket
propellant. The former NASA engineers who
founded it spent years working on cryogenic
fluid management technology for the space
agency and are now using their expertise
to develop solutions to help NASA refuel
vehicles in orbit and on the moon.
Since 2019, the company has been
working with a Connecticut-based electrochemical systems company called Skyre on
a NASA contract to develop a propellant
production plant on the moon.
Jack Fox, a project manager at Eta Space,
says the aim of the project is to develop a
production plant at the moon’s south pole
that would excavate the ice that’s located
there, melt it, separate it into gaseous hydrogen and oxygen and then liquefy it and store
it. It’s not the easiest of tasks. While liquid
hydrogen and oxygen are robust rocket
propellants, keeping them in their liquid

state requires
extremely cold
temperatures of
minus 297 degrees
Fahrenheit for
oxygen and minus
423 Fahrenheit for
hydrogen.
The Brevard company won a second
“tipping point” contract from NASA in 2020,
valued at $27 million, to develop the first
free-flying cryogenic propellant depot in
low Earth orbit. The demonstration project,
known as LOXSAT (short for liquid oxygen
satellite), is slated to launch in 2024 and will
test how well Eta’s technology is able to
overcome some of the physical challenges of
transferring rocket fuel in space. If all goes
as planned, it will pave the path for Eta’s
next big endeavor — a fully commercial
cryogenic propellant depot in space called
Cryo-Dock.

Eta is working
on a fully
commercial
cryogenic
propellant depot
in space called
Cryo-Dock.

Sidus Space: Next-Gen Moon Suits
Sidus Space — a Cape Canaveral-based contractor that provides satellite
services, space-based data collection, mission-critical hardware and a range of
other space-related equipment and services — is working with Charlotte, N.C.based Collins Aerospace (a unit of Raytheon) on a NASA contract to develop
next-generation space suits that astronauts will wear when working outside
of the International Space Station, and eventually, on the moon. According to
Collins Aerospace, the next-gen suits it’s designing will be lighter and more
comfortable and allow greater range of motion.
Dan Burbank, a Collins Aerospace senior technical fellow and former astronaut, told reporters at a June news conference that the goal is to create a suit
that functions as an individual spacecraft but has the “feel of a ruggedized
set of extreme sport outerwear,” according to
media reports. That’s a pretty tall order, considSidus Space and Collins
ering that the garments must protect astronauts
Aerospace are designing a
from extreme temperatures, in an environment
space suit that will be lighter
that’s almost an absolute vacuum, devoid of air.
and more comfortable.
The NASA contract has a potential value of $3.5
billion through 2034.
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Space Research
From controlling dust to producing food,
extraordinary challenges. Innovators at these Florida
universities are working to overcome future obstacles.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Director of the
Center for Lunar and
Asteroid Surface
Science, a node of
NASA’s Solar System
Exploration Research
Virtual Institute, UCF
physics professor
Daniel Britt leads a
consortium of lunar,
asteroid and Mars
surface scientists across the globe who are working to make
space exploration safer and more efficient. “The whole idea
is to understand these alien places much better in order to
explore smarter and cheaper — because what ultimately drives
this is going to be cost and risk,” Britt says.
In other research, UCF scientists are doing simulations of
dust interactions with things like wheels from lunar rovers,
human movement, landing plumes and analyzing how the
simulants react under certain conditions. Researchers can get a
better understanding of how the wheels of a future lunar rover
might interact with the surface of the moon — whether those
wheels will compact or loosen up the lunar dust, or where the
dust ends up getting lodged.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Phil Metzger, a former
senior research physicist
at Kennedy Space Center,
and UCF researcher
Adrienne Dove are collaborating with a company
called Truventic, which was
founded by UCF physicist
Robert Peale, to develop a
more advanced version of
Ejecta STORM called Ejecta BLAST — a sensor which
aides in lunar landing.
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EMBRY-RIDDLE
AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY
When Intuitive Machines’ Nova-C lunar lander
delivers its first commercial payload to the moon
later this year, it will carry a camera designed by engineering students and faculty researchers at Embry-Riddle that will capture the first ever third-person
views of a spacecraft landing on the moon.
The team has been working on the project since
2020, when Stephen Altemus, the founder and
president of Houston-based Intuitive Machines and
a graduate of Embry-Riddle, challenged his alma
mater to build the camera.
EagleCam has three cameras with fish-eye lenses,
which allow for a very wide field of view. The images
will provide “high-value” information about lunar
dust plumes, which can wreak havoc on human
and robotic systems. Embry-Riddle also signed an
agreement with NASA/Kennedy Space Center to
test whether an electrodynamic dust shield system
integrated into two of the camera’s lenses is able to
effectively shake the moon dust off.

FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Associate professor at
Florida Institute of Technology,
Andrew Palmer is working with
Kraft Heinz and a team of more
than a dozen FIT researchers
to mimic how crops would be
grown on Mars. In a specialized
“red house,” they planted
tomato seeds in unconsolidated rocky material that has no
organic material or nutrients available, with powerful LED lighting focused on the plants.
The aim was to grow plants that were high
enough quality to eat — and it succeeded, Palmer
says. The research also suggested that Mars is a
stressful environment for plants because of the
extra metals and salts in Martian regolith.
Figuring out ways to overcome those challenges
will help future missions, Palmer says, and will also
provide valuable information about new methods
of farming critical to sustaining future generations
here on Earth.

PHOTO COURTESY: FLORIDA TREND / UCF RESEARCH (TOP, BOTTOM LEFT)

long-term missions to the moon and Mars present
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The Place
You Need to Be
With its abundance of blue skies, sandy
beaches, the world’s best theme parks and
real-live rocket launches, Florida has many
reasons to grow. And earlier this year, it added
one more. According to U.S. Census Bureau
data, Florida led the nation for new businesses opened between January 2021 and
January 2022 — a total of 683,680. Why does
this matter? Because even in the midst of a
nationwide pandemic, Florida-based businesses thrive. And yours can too.
The world knows Florida as a great place to
vacation. Turns out, it’s an even better place
to establish a business, raise a family and put
down roots. No matter where you choose to
settle in the Sunshine State, you are never more

NORTHWEST

p.47

than 50 miles from a postsecondary educational
institution, 90 miles from a deep-water port and
within easy driving distance of destinations you
know — Miami, Fort Lauderdale, Orlando, Cape
Canaveral, Tampa, Pensacola and Jacksonville.
And along the way, you’re sure to find a golf
course, tennis court, theme park, historic site,
shopping mall, natural spring, fishing hole,
sandy beach and more within easy reach.

GULF OF
MEXICO

So, are you ready to take a deeper dive?
Each of Florida’s eight economic development
regions is packed with business advantages,
fun things to do and a superior quality of life.
But know this ... with so many great places
to consider, choosing just one could be a
challenge!

NORTH CENTRAL

p.44

NORTHEAST

p.56

EAST CENTRAL
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1,516,046

Population

966,996

Population

1,832,765

Population

Labor Force

713,462

Labor Force

399,807

Labor Force

905,981

Labor Force

1,978,054

Households

621,544

Households

407,843

Households

731,902

Households

1,570,604

Total Earnings

$41.3 bil.

Total Earnings

Total Earnings

$121.29 bil.

Median Per Capita Income

$41,895

Median Per Capita Income

$37,344

Median Per Capita Income

Total Retail Sales

$14.3 bil.

Total Retail Sales

Population

Total Retail Sales

TAMPA BAY

$25.2 bil.
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SOUTH CENTRAL

Population

4,990,877

Population

Labor Force

2,406,862

Households

2,100,493

Total Earnings

$137.6 bil.

$20.02 bil.

p.70

Total Earnings

SOUTHWEST

$56.2 bil.
$53,143
$30.6 bil.

p.67

4,008,603

Median Per Capita Income

$51,412

Total Retail Sales

$81.3 bil.

SOUTHEAST

p.60

255,942

Population

1,368,799

Population

6,841,100

Labor Force

99,924

Labor Force

633,592

Labor Force

3,488,978

Households

108,263

Households

591,265

Households

2,839,403
$424.9 bil.

Total Earnings

$4.2 bil.

Total Earnings

$42.3 bil.

Total Earnings

Median Per Capita Income

$50,493

Median Per Capita Income

$34,156

Median Per Capita Income

$59,502

Median Per Capita Income

Total Retail Sales

$87.9 bil.

Total Retail Sales

$3.2 bil.

Total Retail Sales

$27.4 bil.

Total Retail Sales

Sources for key demographics: US Census Bureau, 2021; Labor Market Statistics Center, Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, 2022; State Profile: Florida, Woods & Poole Economics, 2022 projections.
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$88,897
$148.1 bil.
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21.8 million
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10.6 million
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$418.1 billion
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East Central
Florida’s East Central region is recognized throughout the world for
its real rockets and mega theme parks. But if that’s all you know about
this place, it’s time to take a closer look. Thanks to a workforce of 10.6
million, four commercial airports, one seaport, a spaceport and 118
miles of Atlantic coastline, technology, transportation, health care and
education thrive here too.
BREVARD
LAKE
ORANGE
OSCEOLA
SEMINOLE
SUMTER
VOLUSIA

1
1
4

COMMERCIALLY
LICENSED SPACEPORT
DEEP-WATER
SEAPORT
COMMERCIAL
AIRPORTS

14

COLLEGES/
UNIVERSITIES

AVIATION & AEROSPACE

Florida’s Space Coast remains abuzz with
anticipation regarding the launch of NASA’s
Artemis 1 moon mission. Canceled its first
two tries because of rocket malfunctions,
then postponed a third time in advance of
Hurricane Ian, plans now call for liftoff later
this fall, possibly between November 12 and
27, 2022.
Elsewhere along the Cape:
• Satellite manufacturing company
Terran Orbital has announced plans to build
a 660,000-sq.-ft. manufacturing complex
capable of producing 1,000 satellites per
year in Merritt Island. Estimated completion: 2025
• Space Perspective, a space tourism
company with plans to ferry people to the
edge of the atmosphere in its space balloons
beginning in 2024, is building a headquarters and manufacturing facility at the Space
Coast Regional Airport in Titusville with an
estimated 240 jobs expected by the end
of 2026.
• At the Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex, “Gateway: The Deep Space
Launch Complex,” a 50,000-sq.-ft. attraction
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The SpaceX Dragon Endeavor
spacecraft has completed crewed
missions to the International
Space Station.

showcasing the future of space exploration
and including a simulated journey through
space, has opened.
KEY PLAYERS: Blue Origin, Kent, Wa.; Boeing, Chicago,
Ill.; Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex, Merritt
Island; SpaceX, Hawthorn, Ca.
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As we look ahead to a cleaner, greener future, OUC knows
our responsibility to our community goes beyond delivering
energy and water. We’re focused on partnerships, innovation
and action – continuing to evolve and drive change as a reliable,
connected source of essential services.
At the same time, we’re leveraging new technologies and diversifying
our portfolio with renewable energy to meet our goal of net-zero
carbon emissions – positioning OUC for success as the partner of
choice on the road to a better community and a better world.
To learn more, visit OUC.com.
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TOURISM

Orlando’s theme parks, all of which suffered significant attendance
losses due to the pandemic, have come back with a vengeance as new
roller coasters continue to make their debuts. On the heels of Universal
Orlando’s 2021 opening of its VelociCoaster are: Ice Breaker debuting at
SeaWorld Orlando in February 2022 boasting the steepest beyond-vertical
drop in Florida, and Guardians of the Galaxy: Cosmic Rewind opening at
Epcot in May. One month later, in June 2022, SeaWorld Orlando confirmed
the construction of its seventh roller coaster, scheduled to open in 2023.
And coming next spring to Disney’s Tomorrowland: TRON Lightcycle Run.
Meanwhile, construction continues on Universal’s fourth Orlando theme
park – Epic Universe – which is expected to open by summer 2025. Universal
remains tight-lipped about specific details related to the project; however it
is believed that Super Nintendo World, which is featured at Universal Studios
Japan, will be among the “lands.”
KEY PLAYERS: SeaWorld Orlando, Orlando; Universal Orlando Resorts, Orlando;
Walt Disney World, Orlando.

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

It’s easy to think of Orlando as just a great place to vacation, but guess
what? According to WalletHub, this city of 2 million-plus is also the No. 1
best place in the U.S. to start a business. Among many new firms finding
homes here are:
• Checkr, a private company that leverages artificial intelligence and
machine learning to help companies perform background checks and
vet potential employees, will establish a headquarters in Orlando that is
expected to create 600 jobs.
• Hoverfly Technologies, a startup that makes tethered power drone
systems, is adding 50 positions to its staff of 60. The firm – a graduate of
University of Central Florida’s Business Incubation Program – recently moved
its headquarters to a 20,000-sq.-ft. building in Sanford.
• Texas lithium-ion battery
manufacturer Microvast has
purchased a 75,000-sq.-ft.
building in Lake Mary to use
as a research and development facility. The company is
expected to create 100 jobs
over five years.
• Astronics Test Systems
– which performs testing for
a wide range of products,
including military aircraft,
heart monitors and commuter
trains – is moving its headquarters from Irvine, Calif., to
Orlando to be closer to many
of its customers. The company
plans to add 60 employees to
its existing staff of 125 over the
next two years.
KEY PLAYERS: Engineering &
Computer Simulations, Orlando;
Electronic Arts, Orlando; SemTech IT
Solutions, Longwood

Full Sail University is building
a $3 million virtual production
studio in Winter Park.

Palm Bay
is Business
Ready
Business Incentives
Palm Bay assists new companies relocating to
the city or building a new base of operations
with two incentive programs that can save
businesses potentially millions of dollars which
can then be reinvested in the community.
Ad Valorem Tax Abatement program
Building Fee Rebate program

Labor Force
USA Today named the Palm Bay Metropolitan
Statistical Area 12th in the nation with the
most high-tech jobs.
21% of the workforce has a bachelor’s
degree or higher in target industries such as
science, engineering, and business.
Many workers are employed in target
industries such as manufacturing, science,
and aerospace engineering.
Workers in target industries are well paid,
with 11% of the households they maintain
making more than $100,000 annually.

Higher Education
Palm Bay knows the value of continuing
education to residents and employers.
Florida Institute of Technology (Florida
Tech), known for excellence in engineering,
science and aviation, operates the Center for
Advanced Manufacturing and Innovative Design
(CAMID), a state-of-the-art enterprise accelerator
that provides local companies access to hightech design and fabrication equipment, training
workshops, and networking opportunities.
University of Central Florida (UCF), known
for excellence in engineering, science, and
aviation, operates the Center for Advanced
Manufacturing and Innovative Design (CAMID).
Eastern Florida State College (EFSC) has
bachelor’s academic programs ranging from
computer information technology to life
sciences and teaching.

www.developpalmbay.org
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LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Companies seeking smooth connections
find exactly what they need in Florida’s East
Central region:
By land: With fewer cars on the road
in 2020 due to the pandemic, the road
project labeled “I-4 Ultimate” was able to
be completed in record time.
• By air: East Central boasts four international airports – Daytona Beach; Melbourne
Orlando International; Orlando Sanford; and
Orlando International Airport, which served
40.3 million passengers in 2021 and added
15 gates at its new Terminal C.
• By sea: More than two years after the
pandemic brought cruising to a standstill, the
industry is making a comeback, welcoming
2.4 million multiday passengers from October
1, 2021, through May 31, 2022. Likewise,
cargo revenue in 2021 increased by 15.7%
over the previous year and is projected to
climb to a record $17.7 million in 2022.
• By rail: Construction continues on the
Miami-to-Orlando leg of the fast passenger
rail system Brightline, which currently serves
Florida’s east coast from Miami to West
Palm Beach. If all goes according to plan,
Brightline will begin running trains to Orlando
by Christmas 2022.

Port Canaveral is on track to break the record set in 2019 for cruise
passengers if current trends continue.

EDUCATION

Florida’s East Central region is packed
with academic excellence, starting with
two Brevard County high schools named
among the nation’s top 200 on U.S. News &
World Report’s “Best High Schools 2022”:
Westshore Junior/Senior High School in
Melbourne (No. 55) and Edgewood Junior/
Senior High School in Merritt Island (No. 113).

Among colleges, Orlando-based
University of Central Florida ranked among
the nation’s “Top 20 Most Innovative
Universities” by U.S. News & World Report
for the fifth consecutive year.
Also earning recognition:
• Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
in Daytona Beach, ranked No. 1 for online
bachelor’s degree programs.
• Rollins College in Winter Park and
Stetson University in DeLand, ranked No. 1
and No. 4 respectively among regional
universities south by U.S. News & World
Report.
• Full Sail University, building a $3-million
virtual production studio on its 210-acre
campus in Winter Park that will combine
live-action footage and computer-rendered
graphics in real time – essentially creating a
live, virtual studio set.
• Eastern Florida State College in Cocoa
planning to invest $87 million – its largest
investment ever – in academic buildings,
student housing and other improvements
on its Cocoa campus, including a STEM
building with science classrooms and labs
and planetarium.

HEALTH CARE
FPL and GE Digital opened the Microgrid Control Laboratory at UCF for
engineering faculty and students to simulate power grid control operations.
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AdventHealth Orlando moved up a notch
this year to take the No. 2 position among
Florida’s best hospitals with top 40 rankings in six specialties on U.S. News & World
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Orlando
Health's
Orlando
Regional
Medical
Center was
ranked No. 8
overall among
Florida's best
hospitals by
U.S. News &
World Report.

Report’s “Best Hospitals 2022-23”: diabetes
and endocrinology (No. 29); cancer (No. 30);
neurology & neurosurgery (No. 31); gastroenterology & GI surgery (No. 41); orthopedics (No. 45); and obstetrics & gynecology

(No. 47). Its pediatric hospital – AdventHealth
for Children – ranked No. 39 in neonatology.
Elsewhere in the region, Orlando Health’s
Orlando Regional Medical Center was ranked
No. 8 overall among Florida’s best hospi-

tals by U.S. News & World Report, and its
children’s hospital – Orlando Health Arnold
Palmer Hospital for Children – excelled
in five specialties: pediatric diabetes and
endocrinology (No. 28); neonatology (No. 34);
pediatric orthopedics (No. 35); pediatric
neurology and neurosurgery (No. 41) and
pediatric urology (No. 49). Also receiving
honors: Nemours Children’s Hospital,
which ranked No. 40 in pediatric orthopedics and No. 50 in pediatric diabetes and
endocrinology.
And in other health news:
AdventHealth Orlando is one of seven sites
worldwide chosen by the Davos Alzheimer’s
Collaborative to pilot a study that aims to
make early detection of Alzheimer’s disease
more accessible. Though there is no cure,
early detection of signs and risk factors for
Alzheimer’s gives patients time to participate
in clinical drug trials and find medications
that work for them.

LIFE & LEISURE
Off the Beaten Path
East Central is rightly famous for its theme parks, but if you
just can’t handle one more ride on one coaster, take a walk
on the wild side. Wander up the Space Coast to Merritt Island
National Wildlife Refuge for a close-up look at gulls, terns,
egrets, herons, ibises and storks flying free and undisturbed
by all that rocket “stuff” at the Cape. There’s no charge to
explore here, and if you’re lucky, you might spot a bald eagle.

Where Browsing is a Contact Sport
Welcome to the town of Mount Dora. This tiny little dot on
the map in Central Florida has the power to attract thousands
of visitors who come for the knick-knack market, fresh-baked
cookies and interesting shops. You won’t find a Picasso or a
Van Gogh here, but you might take home the perfect plate for
Grandma. Aficionados may scoff at places like this, but doesn’t
everyone deserve a healthy dose of cuteness now and then?
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North Central

ALACHUA
BRADFORD
COLUMBIA
DIXIE
GILCHRIST
HAMILTON
LAFAYETTE
LEVY
MADISON

1
5

What comes to mind when you picture the perfect place to live in
Florida? We’re betting that your ideal destination has one or more
of these: sandy beaches, ocean views, moderate temperatures,
perhaps a theme park within reasonable proximity. Now add a worldclass university to this list and you’ve put yourself in Florida’s North
Central region, where many who first came here as college students
have stayed to raise families, join existing firms and/or launch new
ones. Adding to this region’s appeal: ready access. Companies with
customers and suppliers spread far and wide will find seamless road
and rail connections here along with easy links to two of Florida’s
busiest deep-water ports.
INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY
MARION
SUWANNEE
TAYLOR
UNION

COMMERCIAL
AIRPORT
COLLEGES /
UNIVERSITIES

North Central is home to the University
of Florida — the nation’s 5th ranked public
university — where innovations created in
its classrooms and laboratories become
products that can be licensed and commercialized quicker than at almost any other
university nationwide. According to the think
tank Heartland Forward, only Pittsburgh’s
Carnegie Mellon University beats UF for
turning knowledge into market power, a
process otherwise known as technology
transfer.
In 2022, for the first time ever according to
the National Science Foundation, University
of Florida surpassed $1 billion in research
spending, almost half of which took place
in the six colleges of UF Health. Leading
the way was the College of Medicine in
Gainesville and Jacksonville at $347 million
with another $120.2 million generated by
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the Colleges of Public Health and Health
Professions, Veterinary Medicine, Pharmacy,
Dentistry and Nursing combined. And further
adding to the pot: $278 million from UF’s
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences
and another $131.8 million from the Herbert
Wertheim College of Engineering.
Approximately $469 million of total
research conducted at UF in 2021-22 was
funded by federal agencies, including the
National Institutes of Health, the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the Department of Energy and
NASA. Another $171.7 million came from the
state of Florida.
With its record $1.076 billion in research
expenditures, UF joins an exclusive group
of some 15 public universities across the
country, including the University of Michigan,
UCLA and the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, to surpass the $1 billion mark.

And helping innovators move their discoveries
from conception to commercialization are
two UF-supported incubators — The Hub in
downtown Gainesville and Sid Martin Biotech
in nearby Alachua.
Furthering UF’s expanding reputation for
innovation:
• The 84,000-sq.-ft. Herbert Wertheim
Laboratory for Engineering Excellence
opened in October 2021, and nearby, at the
263,000-sq.-ft. Malachowsky Hall for Data
Science & Information Technology, construction continues with a projected opening in
April 2023.
• In November 2021, the University
of Florida and California-based Scripps
Research signed an agreement to welcome
the Florida branch of Scripps into the research
arm of UF’s academic health center with the
aim of accelerating the translation of basic
scientific discoveries into clinical advances to
benefit human health. Potential areas of study
include cancer, immunology and infectious
disease, neuroscience, HIV/AIDS, structural
biology and molecular medicine.
• Construction is underway at The
Convergence, a 420-acre mixed-use development near the Sid Martin Biotech incubator
in Alachua combining single-family homes,
commercial space and a technology hub.
Anchored by Momentum Labs and adjacent
to Progress Park, the development’s goal is to
create a collaborative atmosphere where hightech innovation thrives alongside a vibrant
residential community.

nonstop services to/from Atlanta, Charlotte,
Dallas-Fort Worth and Miami. A recent
upgrade at the airport includes a 15,200sq.-ft., two-gate passenger terminal with
expanded restrooms and a second foodand-beverage station, as well as a lactation
room and outdoor pet relief area.
Logistics firms that have clustered here
in recent years include FedEx, Chewy.
com, Dollar Tree and Amazon, with more
expected as this region’s warehouse
capacity continues to grow.
• Work continues on a second phase
of Red Rock Development’s Florida
Crossroads Logistics project in Ocala to
include 1.5 million square feet. of warehouse space in the I-75 industrial corridor
near distribution centers belonging to
Amazon, AutoZone and Chewy.com.
• Construction has begun on Trailhead
Logistics Park in Ocala. The 943,426-sq.-ft.
spec warehouse on 64 acres located on CR
484 west of I-75 anticipates completion by
December 2022.
KEY PLAYERS: Amazon, Seattle, Wa.; Chewy.com, Dania
Beach; FedEx, Memphis, Tenn.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

With an abundance of sunshine and
wide-open spaces, North Central Florida
continues to draw interest in solar energy
development from Florida’s two primary
providers: Duke Energy Florida and Florida
Power & Light (FPL).

In July 2021, Duke announced plans to
add four new 74.9-MW solar facilities across
the Florida peninsula, three of which were to
be located in the North Central region — one
each in Suwannee, Levy and Alachua counties. Construction was expected to begin in
early 2022 but, to date, all three remain on
the drawing board as Duke shifts gears to
accommodate 10 sites for its new “Clean
Energy Connection” solar program. The first
of these sites — the Fort Green Renewable
Energy Center located in South Central’s
Hardee County — opened in June 2022.
Completion dates for the pending North
Central facilities have yet to be determined.
Meanwhile, FPL continues pushing toward
completion of its “30-by-30” plan to install 30
million solar panels in Florida by 2030. As of
summer 2021, the firm was on track to have
installed 15 million panels by 2022 putting
FPL more than 50% toward realizing its goal.
In other energy news, a research team at
the University of Florida has developed a
system that can provide energy for homes
during prolonged power outages. The
Intelligent Control System is powered by
rooftop solar energy and a battery that uses
artificial intelligence to decrease the cost
of keeping essential home appliances and
other electronic devices running. The system
has been tested through real-time computer
simulations, and the next step is to install,
deploy and test a real system in a house or
similar-sized building, a process that could
cost as much $100,000.

KEY PLAYERS: Applied Genetic Technologies, Gainesville;
Axogen, Alachua; ELISA Technologies, Gainesville

LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Companies in need of “easy-in, easy-out”
logistics will find exactly what they need in
Florida’s North Central. I-75 bisects the region
on its way north from Miami to Atlanta, and
Gainesville is the halfway point. Another hour
to the north is I-10 at Lake City, providing
easy access east to Jacksonville and west
through Pensacola to New Orleans. And
reasonably close to further facilitate trade
are two deep-water ports: JaxPort (80 miles
to the northeast) and Port Tampa Bay (130
miles to the south).
There’s air access here too. Gainesville
Regional Airport offers an average of 16 daily
departures on American and Delta airlines with

FPL pushes toward completion of its “30-by-30” plan to install
30 million solar panels in Florida by 2030.
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HEALTH CARE

Among hospitals statewide on U.S. News
& World Report’s “Best Hospitals 2022-23,”
UF Health Shands in Gainesville once again
stood out, earning Top 50 rankings in five
specialties: orthopedics (No. 26); ear, nose
and throat (No. 40); geriatrics (No. 45) and
pulmonary and lung surgery and urology (tied
at No. 48 each). Equally impressive, its sister
facility with Top 50 rankings in five pediatric
specialties, three of which scored below
No. 30: diabetes and endocrinology (No. 13);
pulmonology and lung surgery (No.18); and
cardiology and heart surgery (No. 26).
In July 2022, UF Health became the first
Southeastern U.S. site to house a groundbreaking device providing personalized
cancer treatment with a combination of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
precision radiotherapy to treat the most challenging types of cancers, such as pancreatic
and liver.

LIFE & LEISURE
Take a Walk on the Wild Side
North Central spans 13 counties with tons of things to see and do indoors
and out. Board a glass-bottom boat at Silver Springs, Florida’s oldest tourist
attraction. Hang with free-flying butterflies in their climate controlled rainforest
at the Florida Museum of Natural History in Gainesville. Pop in to the Santa Fe
College Teaching Zoo, the only college zookeeper training facility in the U.S.
Go antiquing in Micanopy, Florida’s self-proclaimed antiques capital just 15
minutes south of Gainesville with dozens of shops to explore. Pay a visit to the
little community of Cross Creek where author Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings penned
her Pulitzer Prize winning novel “The Yearling” in 1942. Then cap it all off with
a trip to the Gulf Coast town of Cedar Key for a glimpse of “Old Florida” and a
bowl of award-winning clam chowder.

EDUCATION

In addition to its U.S. News & World Report
5th place ranking among public universities
in 2021-22, UF scored No. 28 on the list of
national universities and, for the first time
ever, earned top spot in the nation for its
online bachelor’s degree programs. In 2022,
Money magazine put Florida at No. 8 on its
list of top ten “Best Colleges by Value.”
Other educational institutions serving
North Central with reasons to boast include:
• Santa Fe College in Gainesville, known
for its teaching zoo and offering nine bachelor’s degrees and certificates in 13 areas
of study.
• Central College of Florida offering associates and bachelor’s degrees at its main
campus in Ocala, and at satellite campuses
in Levy and Citrus counties.
• Florida Gateway College in Lake City
providing 60+ academic options, ranging
from bachelor’s and associates degrees in
the humanities, business, education and
health sciences to single semester certificates in high-demand occupations such
as welding, cosmetology and phlebotomy.
• North Florida College with campuses
in Madison and Live Oak offering a B.S. in
nursing along with Associate in Arts and
Associate in Science transfer degrees and
certificate options in more than five specialty
occupations.

Fancy a Little Horsin’ Around?
Then don’t miss the Ocala World
Equestrian Center featuring indoor and
outdoor arenas, events and a 248-room
hotel aptly titled The Equestrian. A UF
veterinary hospital has opened at the Ocala
World Equestrian Center and is serving fourlegged clients. Coming soon: A second hotel
with 400 rooms; and a 1,000-acre facility
to host weddings and equestrian events.
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And How 'bout a Serious
Dip?
The 82,252-sq.-ft. Florida
Aquatics Swimming and
Training complex is now
open in Ocala with a 10-lane
Olympic-size pool, one- and
three-meter diving boards
and 2,000 spectator seats.

REGIONAL ROUND-UPS

NORTHWEST

Northwest
There’s a lot to like about Florida’s Northwest. Known for its white
sandy beaches, sparkling blue waters and moderate year-round
temperatures, this region offers business owners the best of all worlds
— an opportunity to live in paradise and to staff their businesses with
skilled aviation, technology and logistics workers who are ready to
retire from the military, but not necessarily the workforce.
BAY
CALHOUN
ESCAMBIA
FRANKLIN
GADSDEN
GULF
HOLMES
JACKSON
JEFFERSON
LEON
LIBERTY

AVIATION & DEFENSE

OKALOSSA
SANTA ROSA
WAKULLA
WALTON
WASHINGTON

3

DEEP-WATER
SEAPORTS

4

COMMERCIAL
AIRPORTS

8

COLLEGES/
UNIVERSITIES

Florida’s Northwest is home to eight military installations, including NAS Pensacola,
NAS Whiting Field, Hurlburt Field, Eglin AFB
and Tyndall AFB, which together account
for some 56,000 military and civilian jobs.
Added to these are many thousand more jobs
generated by the privately owned aerospace
manufacturers, aircraft maintenance firms
and defense contractors that cluster here.
Making news in this sector:
• ST Engineering, constructing its second
of four jet aircraft maintenance and repair
facilities at Pensacola International Airport
with completion of the 177,000-sq.-ft. hangar
anticipated by late 2022. When all hangars
are completed, ST Engineering will have
700,000+ square feet under one roof and
expects to employ at least 1,725 aviation
workers by 2028.
• Partnering with Northwest Florida State
College’s Aviation Center of Excellence, Hsu
Innovation Institute has opened a 27,000sq.-ft. aviation training center at Bob Sikes
Airport in Crestview. The facility’s campus,
which includes a large hangar and access to
an 8,000-ft. runway, will offer instruction for
students seeking to compete for high-tech
aviation and aerospace jobs with the goal

of training to become FAA-certified airframe
and powerplant mechanics as well as pilots.
• Construction continues on Leonardo
Helicopters’ multimillion-dollar aviation
maintenance facility at Whiting Aviation Park
next to Naval Air Station Whiting Field. Plans
call for Leonardo to move its headquarters
and support center to the park over the next
few years.
• Boeing Global Services will spend
$2.5 million to add 20,000 square feet to
its aircraft maintenance repair and overhaul
facility in Fort Walton Beach.
• California-based defense contractor
American Metal Bearing, a manufacturer
of propulsion bearings for the U.S. Navy
and NATO allies, plans to build a new headquarters on 11 acres in the Walton County
Industrial Park near Freeport.
• UAV Corp. is expanding its Skyborne
Technology operations in Gulf County with
the goal of making space travel cheaper
and more accessible to the public. Plans
call for development of a SkySpace airship
that could transport passengers to space for
about $50,000.
KEY PLAYERS: The Boeing Company, Chicago, Ill.;
Leonardo Helicopters US, Philadelphia, Pa.;
ST Engineering, Singapore
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NORTHWEST

LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Northwest Florida’s airline
industry took a hard hit during the
pandemic, but it is roaring back. In
2021, the region’s four commercial
airports reported these best-ever
passenger numbers:

Thanks to its unique panhandle shape and
easy access by air, sea and land, Northwest
Florida is a logistics super-star. Advantages
here include three deep-water ports, four
commercial airports, two railroads designated Class 1 and one interstate highway
providing easy links to three more.
Among recent developments:
• Amazon’s new 630,000-sq.-ft. robotics
fulfillment center currently under construction in Tallahassee anticipates completion
by early 2023. The $200-million facility is
expected to create 1,350 full-time jobs.
• Construction of a 251,000-sq.-ft. FedEx
distribution center in Panama City to service
the region from Pensacola to Tallahassee.
Opening in fall 2022, the new facility replaces
an existing 60,000-sq.-ft. structure; 280 jobs
are expected.
• The launching of a $26-million improvement program by Port Panama City, which
includes a storage dome to increase capacity
for wood pellets manufactured in nearby
Jackson County; expansion of its east
terminal; and construction of an intermodal
distribution center.

• Pensacola International:
2,324,044

KEY PLAYERS: Amazon, Seattle, Wa.; FedEx, Memphis,
Tenn.; Port Panama City, Panama City

Tourism is the biggest factor
for record-breaking numbers in
Northwest Florida airports.

AIRPORTS REBOUND
AND EXPAND

• Destin-Fort Walton Beach
Airport: 1,998,587
• Northwest Florida Beaches
International: 1,598,492
• Tallahassee International:
656,192

Tallahassee International:
Construction is underway on
a $28-million international
passenger processing facility
featuring a passenger port-ofentry and federal inspection
station and other improvements to
accommodate international flights.
Pensacola International Airport:
City officials are planning a major
expansion to include a new
concourse, additional loading
gates and expanded parking.

MANUFACTURING

• Tallahassee-based Danfoss Turbocor
has broken ground on a new, 167,000-sq.-ft.
facility in Tallahassee. Scheduled for completion in early 2023, the site is expected to triple
the firm’s current manufacturing capacity.
• Clearwater-based Purple Square
Management is building a 24,500-sq.-ft.
commercial bakery and distribution facility
at the Okaloosa Industrial Air Park. The
company, which operates Popeyes, BaskinRobbins, Dunkin’ and other chains in 10
states, plans to create 60 jobs as a result.
• Central Moloney has chosen Bay County
for a $20-million expansion of its manufacturing operations. Headquartered in Pine
Bluff, Ark., the company designs and manufactures electrical distribution transformers
and transformer component parts for utilities
and distribution throughout the U.S.
• Gulf Cables, a manufacturer of the
aluminum and copper insulated cables used in
utility projects, has opened a 160,000-sq.-ft.
manufacturing facility next to its existing
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plant at the Santa Rosa County Industrial
Park near Milton.
KEY PLAYERS: Central Moloney Components, Pine Bluff,
Ark.; Danfoss Turbocor, Tallahassee; Gulf Cables, Milton;
Purple Square Management Company, Clearwater

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

Home to three public universities,
Northwest Florida is a natural catalyst for
high-level innovation and technological
transformation.
Taking shape across the region:
• Researchers at the FAMU-FSU College
of Engineering are working with NASA to
develop a hybrid electric system powered
by hydrogen using ambient air or concentrated oxygen to help reduce or eliminate
aviation emissions. Part of NASA’s University
Leadership Initiative, the program provides
opportunities for university-led teams to
conduct research supporting the space
agency’s goals.
• Following the successful 2020 launch of
its national cybersecurity workforce development program — CyberSkills2Work — the
University of West Florida has received a
$3-million grant extension from the National
Security Agency to expand the program with
the goal of preparing and placing 1,650
trained cybersecurity professionals within
the next two years.
• North Florida Innovation Labs broke
ground in June 2022 on its new research
incubator. Located in the Innovation Park
corridor — home to several high-tech
companies as well as the FAMU-FSU

The Florida Institute for Human
and Machine Cognition plans to
add a $20-million research facility
adjacent to its existing campus
in downtown Pensacola to house
its Resilience and Performance
division. Estimated opening: 2024.

College of Engineering and the National High
Magnetic Field Laboratory — the 40,000-sq.ft. building will have 31 labs and 20 offices
as well as coworking spaces and conference
rooms. FSU made a $5.6 million commitment
to the incubator earlier this year.
KEY PLAYERS: AppRiver, Gulf Breeze; Bit-Wizards, Fort
Walton Beach; Digital Boardwalk, Pensacola; Hixardt,
Pensacola

LIFE & LEISURE
Where Life’s a Beach
It’s no wonder tourists flock to Florida’s
Northwest, then put down roots. This narrow
strip of land along the Gulf of Mexico is home
to some of the prettiest beaches and bluest
water on earth. Don’t miss these barrier
island beauties: Henderson Beach, Grayton
Beach and St. George Island State Park.

ENERGY

Florida’s capital city, Tallahassee, owns
and operates the 4th-largest municipal electric service in Florida and the 22nd largest
in the U.S., serving 122,000+ residential and
commercial customers. It’s been recognized
by the American Public Power Association
as having the best public utility in the nation,
and Tallahassee has no intention of resting
on its laurels. This city already has two solar
facilities integrated into its system and plans
to convert all city offices, service facilities,
light-duty vehicles and fixed route buses to
renewable energy over the next decade. It
won’t be easy or quick, but this city is determined. Long-range plans call for providing
customers with 100% clean, renewable
energy by 2050.

HEALTH CARE

New and improved facilities include:
• Baptist Health Care’s $615-million,
50-acre campus in Pensacola on track to
open in early 2023. The 264-bed hospital is
the single largest and most expensive health
facility in Northwest Florida.
• PanCare of Florida continuing to grow
its health care services for underserved
patients. In June 2022, the nonprofit organization broke ground on a full-service pharmacy in Panama City. Next up: a laboratory
and women’s health center.
• Gulf Coast Regional Medical Center
adding more than 13,000 square feet to its
main facility and another 6,000 square feet
to its diagnostic and rehabilitation center in
Panama City.
• Site preparation underway for construction of Panama City Beach’s first full-service
hospital, a joint venture between Tallahassee
Memorial HealthCare, St. Joe Company
and the Florida State University College of
Medicine with 100 rooms, including doctors’
offices and an urgent care facility. Estimated
completion: 2024.

Love Water, but Hate Sand and Salt?
We have inland freshwater lakes
too. One of them — an almost perfect
circle — is newly reopened for the first
time in six decades. Public swimming
is allowed at Lake DeFuniak between
March 1 and September 30.

So Much to See and Do
Pine forests, dozens of small towns
with quirky names, Florida’s capital, the
Blue Angels at work, five flags to admire in
Pensacola and the dolphins at Gulfarium
Marine Adventure Park.

EDUCATION

For the fifth consecutive year, personal
finance website WalletHub.com has named
Tallahassee among the top 20 most educated
cities in America based on quality of education and educational attainment. Nearly half
(48%) of Tallahassee residents over 25 have
a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Northwest Florida is home to three of
Florida’s 12 public universities, all of which
have earned at least one accolade in U.S.
News & World Report’s 2022 college/
university rankings. Florida State University

and Florida A&M were recognized in the
National Universities category at No. 55
and No. 202 respectively, while University
of West Florida took the No. 35 position
among Regional Universities South. Also
worthy of celebrating, two grants for
Florida A&M University: $30 million from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration to support environmental
science studies and $1.5 million from HCA
Healthcare to fund scholarships aimed at
attracting more undergraduates to careers
in health care.
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Tampa Bay
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Florida’s Tampa Bay region is easy to like. Just spend a few minutes
on WalletHub and you’ll see why. Not only is Tampa ranked No. 8
nationwide among “Best Large Cities to Start a Business” (up from
No. 10 a year ago), it’s the No. 2 “Most Pet Friendly City,” the No. 11
“Most Fun City in the U.S.” and the No. 14 “Best Place for First Time
Home Buyers.” If you’re already a Tampa resident and looking forward
to retirement in the not too distant future, don’t bother to relocate.
Tampa is No. 9 among WalletHub’s “Best Places to Retire.”
HEADQUARTERS

The Tampa Bay region is home to 20
corporate headquarters and perhaps none
shines brighter than Publix Super Markets.
The Lakeland-based grocery chain ranked
No. 42 on Fortune’s 2022 list of the world’s
most admired companies — six slots higher
than last year’s ranking and the only Florida
company to snag top 50 honors.
Among recent and pending arrivals in this
busy sector are:
• HSP Group, a global expansion services
provider establishing a corporate headquarters in Tampa to assist companies with the
expansion and management of their international operations.
• Signode Industrial Group, a leading
manufacturer of transit-packaging consumables, relocating its corporate headquarters
from Glenview, Ill., to Tampa.
• Genesis Systems, a startup aimed at
solving the world’s looming water crisis,
relocating its headquarters from Kansas
City to Tampa with plans to manufacture
atmospheric water generators.
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• NVGTN (pronounced “navigation”), an
athletic wear online retail company investing
$15 million in a 100,000-sq.-ft. facility in
Pasco County to house its customer service
and fulfillment operations.
KEY PLAYERS: The Mosaic Company, Tampa; Publix Super
Markets, Lakeland; Roper Technologies, Sarasota

MANUFACTURING

If asked to name Tampa Bay’s top industries, would you think to include manufacturing near the top? If not, you should. At
67,830, Tampa Bay is second only to MiamiFort Lauderdale for manufacturing employment. And this sector is growing.
• Tampa Tank-Florida Structural Steel
has announced plans to expand its Tampa
headquarters located in Gibsonton with a
$3-million investment in new equipment
and the addition of 60 new jobs for welders,
fitters, machinists and equipment operators
by the end of 2022.
• Austrian-based RHI Magnesita, an international supplier of refractory products —
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materials that can withstand extreme heat
in manufacturing — has announced plans
to open a regional headquarters in Tampa.
KEY PLAYERS: Advanced Airfoil Components, Gibsonton;
CAE USA, Tampa; Jabil, St. Petersburg

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

To call technology a “booming industry
sector” in Tampa Bay would be a gross
understatement. This region boasts the
second largest IT employment in Florida
and it’s growing. In fact, so many new tech
companies have found homes in this region,
one has to wonder … can we make room for
more? Absolutely!
Recent growth in this thriving sector
includes:
• TheIncLab, a data visualization and artificial intelligence firm that relocated from
Washington, D.C., to Tampa in 2020, has
expanded its headquarters, adding 40 jobs
in 2022 and moving from a 400-sq.-ft. space
to 8,000 square feet in Ybor City.
• Boston-based cybersecurity analytics
firm Rapid7 has opened its 10th U.S. office
in Tampa at Sparkman Wharf with plans to
hire 100+ workers.
• Shufflrr, a firm that develops marketing
presentation software, has relocated from
New York to Tampa with plans to create 30
jobs in sales, business development and

Florida Aquarium partners with Biscayne National Park to address the loss
of coral in Florida waters and grow mountainous star coral, a reef-building
source of coral found off the coast of South Miami in Biscayne Bay

account management over the next three
years.
• IT firm Avanade, a provider of cloud and
technology services to a variety of companies including Microsoft, has opened its first
U.S. Engineering Hub in Tampa with plans

The SunRunner makes the trip from downtown St. Pete to the
beaches about 20 minutes faster than the trolley because it
runs on semi-dedicated lanes.
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to hire 500 software engineers over the next
three years.
KEY PLAYERS: KnowBe4, Clearwater; ReliaQuest, Tampa;
OPSWAT, Tampa

LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Tampa Bay excels at logistics and transportation because it has easy links and all
the right assets:
By air
Tampa International, largest of the region’s
three commercial airports, handled 18.1
million passengers in 2021, up 77% from
the previous year, but not quite reaching
pre-pandemic numbers. Not to worry,
however.
TIA anticipates significant passenger gains
over the next two decades and is preparing
to handle them as construction resumes
on its Airside D project. In the meantime,
Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport
logged a 155.7% increase in passengers in
2021 and St. Pete-Clearwater International
Airport scored its busiest month ever —
278,618 passengers — in July 2022.
By sea
Port Tampa Bay, Florida’s largest port by
physical size and cargo tonnage, remains

among the nation’s most diversified,
handling all major cargo categories
including liquid and dry bulk, containers,
commodities and automobiles. In FY2021,
33.4 million tons of cargo passed through
the port, including 181,738 TEUs of
containerized cargo, a 22% increase over
the previous year; there was no cruise
activity.
On the southern edge of Tampa Bay,
10.4 million tons of cargo moved through
the newly renamed SeaPort Manatee,
including 135,666 TEUs as well as 109
million gallons of citrus juice, 1.2 billion
bananas, 39 million pineapples and 38
million avocados as the port extended its
partnership with Del Monte Fresh Produce
through at least 2026
By land
Tampa Bay offers 500 miles of active
railroad and siding tracks operated by
Florida-based CSX, which maintains
a major rail yard, intermodal terminal,
Transflo terminal and automotive distribution center in Tampa, as well as an
interstate highway network that puts 34
million consumers within an 8-hour drive.
KEY PLAYERS: Blue Grace Logistics, Riverview; Dole
Fresh Fruit Company, Gulfport, Miss.; Integrity
Express Logistics, Cincinnati, Ohio

LIFE SCIENCES & HEALTH CARE

FLORIDA’S
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There’s a reason why Publix Super Markets,
LEGOLAND® Florida Resorts, Florida’s Natural and Amazon Air
call Polk County home. With its strategic central location, Polk delivers the
connectivity, competitive costs and workforce talent your business needs to thrive.
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Morsani College of Medicine & Heart Institute,
some 1,800 students, faculty and staff live,
work and study along Tampa’s downtown
waterfront.
Here, too, students enjoy ready access to
Morsani’s primary teaching hospital, Tampa
General, which for the seventh year in a

In downtown Tampa, University of South
Florida’s CAMLS — Center for Advanced
Medical Learning and Simulation — provides
state-of-the-art, hands-on learning opportunities for practicing physicians and medical
students. Nearby, at USF’s 395,000-sq.-ft.

3
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CONNECT TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES
www.cfdc.org | (863) 937-4430
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row has been named Tampa Bay’s “Best
Hospital” by U.S. News & World Report with
top 50 rankings in seven medical specialties: ear, nose and throat (No. 16); diabetes
and endocrinology (No. 27); orthopedics
(No. 33); gastroenterology & GI surgery
(No. 34); obstetrics and gynecology (No. 40);
rehabilitation (No. 40); and pulmonology and
lung surgery (No. 49). Tampa General is also
the nation’s sixth busiest transplant center,
logging a total of 558 individual adult and
pediatric transplants in 2021, including its
1,500th adult heart transplant to date.
Also earning top 50 rankings from U.S.
News & World Report in 2022-23 is Moffitt
Cancer Center at No. 25 nationwide for
cancer care and Sarasota Memorial
Hospital with a pair of No. 35s for rehabilitation and urology.

And on the pediatric side, Johns Hopkins All
Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg scored
Top 50 rankings in: pediatric neurology &
neurosurgery (No. 18); pediatric diabetes and
endocrinology (No. 34); pediatric nephrology
(No. 34); and pediatric orthopedics (No. 50).
In addition to providing direct patient
care, Tampa Bay’s Life Sciences sector has
a thriving technology component. Thanks
to familiar names like Johnson & Johnson,
Amgen and Bristol Myers Squibb, this region
has become a natural magnet for newly
emerging biotech companies looking to make
their marks. Recent arrivals include:
• Switzerland-based Inpeco, the pioneer
in clinical lab automation to reduce errors
and advance medical diagnoses, opening a
regional headquarters at CAMLS in downtown Tampa;

• NuMedTechs, establishing a U.S.
research hub in Tampa to grow its diagnostic abilities and treatment processes
associated with diagnosing respiratory
conditions; and
• BeniComp, a health tech company in
the insurance space looking to create 100
new jobs through 2025.

EDUCATION

Educational opportunities thrive at all
levels throughout Tampa Bay.
University of South Florida is named
among the nation’s top 50 public universities
by U.S. News & World Report for the fourth
year in a row, but this year, the news is even
sweeter. For the first time in school history,
with its score of 42, USF joins the elite group
of top 100 universities nationwide.

LIFE & LEISURE
Hip, Hip, Hurray! The Greatest Show
on Earth Is Coming Back to Town
If you thought live circus was a thing
of the past, rejoice! Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey will be back in the fall
of 2023 with loads of thrills, high-flying
acts and jaw-dropping moments … just
no animals. A global search for the best
acts in the world is already underway,
with rehearsals scheduled to begin in
June 2023, followed by the official U.S.
launch to more than 50 cities in North
America starting in September. Tickets
go on sale in April 2023.

Here Comes the Sun!
At last … a direct route to sun and
fun. Opening October 21 in Pinellas
County — SunRunner — a 16-stop
transit line that will shuttle passengers
between downtown St. Petersburg
and St. Pete Beach. The trip takes 35
minutes each way – about 30% faster
than the current bus service. Riding
will be free for the first six months of
operation, then it’s $2.25 one way.

Saying Goodbye to an Icon
Winter, the bottlenose dolphin
with a prosthetic tail who starred in a
movie and turned Clearwater Marine
Aquarium into a global tourist attraction, died in November 2021 from an
intestinal problem. Discovered entangled in a crab trap off the coast of
Cape Canaveral in December 2005,
Winter was transported to Clearwater
where she was fitted with a prosthetic
tail and became the star of her own
movie, “Dolphin Tale.” Winter was
believed to be about 16 years old.
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Also scoring points in U.S. News & World
Report’s 2022 rankings:
• Florida Polytechnic University: No. 1
— Top Public Schools; No. 3 — Regional
Colleges South; No. 1 — Best College for
Veterans; and No. 30 Best Value School
• University of Tampa: No. 20 — Best
Regional Universities South; No. 20 — Best
College for Veterans; and No. 34 — Best
Value Schools.
• Florida Southern College in Lakeland:
No. 8 — Best Regional Universities South;
No. 11 — Best Value School; and No. 16
— Most Innovative (tie).
Educational excellence in Florida’s
Tampa Bay region is not limited to colleges
and universities. Sarasota County is home
to Florida’s 2nd and the nation’s 24th best
high school according to U.S. News & World
Report’s 2022 “Best U.S. High Schools”
list. Snagging the honors for multiple years
is Pine View School in Osprey.

BUILT BY

KASIA

FOUNDED IN

Saint Leo University has opened a $20-million, 59,500-sq.-ft. wellness
center on its Pasco County campus. The facility includes fitness equipment,
a gymnasium, a swimming pool, a campus ministry, a cafe and space for
counseling and health services.

FLORIDA

Kasia
Vanoverberghe
Founder of
Pensacola Pierogi

Supported by nearly 250 Florida Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
consultants and staff members, entrepreneurs who start small businesses in
Florida not only grow, they thrive.
Kasia Vanoverberghe, founder of Pensacola Pierogi in Pensacola, didn’t
know where to begin when she set out to build her pierogi business. She
reached out for help from the SBDC and got to know a local consultant,
who helps her stay on track and avoid costly mistakes.
With the help of the SBDC, Kasia is honoring her Polish
roots and building a legacy of success for her two sons. Hear
Kasia’s story and find the knowledge and resources you need
to launch, grow and thrive at foundedinflorida.com.

foundedinflorida.com
Paid for by Florida SBDC. Log on today to find an SBDC near you.
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Florida’s Northeast is on a roll. Long touted as home to three Fortune
500 companies, its signature city Jacksonville added a fourth in 2022
when Landstar System joined the pack at No. 491, only to be swiftly
followed by Dun & Bradstreet Holdings, which moved its headquarters
here and cracked the Fortune 1000 for the first time at No. 987.
Boasting 875 square miles, Jacksonville is the largest city by area in
the continental U.S. and one of only a handful where city and county
governments function as one. Adding to its appeal: a prime East Coast
location affording easy access to multiple markets by land, sea and air.
LOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION

It’s no secret that Florida’s Northeast
region excels in many industry sectors, but
if you had to pick just one to highlight, a safe
bet would be logistics and distribution. The
proof is in how JaxPort has weathered a
world-wide pandemic that almost no one
saw coming or could easily prepare for. Prior
to even ever hearing the word “COVID,”
JaxPort had embarked on a U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers’ $484-million project to deepen
its shipping channel to 47 feet in order to
accommodate the growing numbers of large
post-Panamax vessels from global carriers.
The project was proceeding apace when
along came COVID, putting a huge damper
on transportation and the logistics industry
worldwide.
Not surprisingly, many ports around the
country were caught off guard and, as a
result, experienced unprecedented congestion, long waits to load and unload goods
and too few trucks to carry the freight inland.
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Ships that could not unload their
cargo elsewhere are finding
JaxPort more accessible.

THERE’S
A REASON
BUSINESS
IN FLORIDA
IS LOOKING

UP.

MAKE YOUR WAY TO
THE JACKSONVILLE REGION.
Whether you’re looking to establish roots downtown, at the beaches or
anything in between, Northeast Florida has it all. With a solid corporate base,
a growing talent pool and a strong business community, the Jacksonville
region provides the perfect environment for businesses to thrive.
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NORTHEAST

JaxPort wasn’t one of them. In the midst
of all the COVID chaos, JaxPort continued
to hum with open berths, plenty of cranes
and trucks ready to haul, while the harbor
deepening project continued apace, until in
May 2022 — three years ahead of schedule
— JaxPort announced its completion and
began welcoming the larger post-Panamax
vessels.
Meanwhile, on land:
• American Roll-on Roll-off Carrier
(ARC) has relocated its headquarters from
Parsippany, N.J., to Ponte Vedra Beach.
ARC and its affiliates own and manage the
largest U.S. flag roll-on, roll-off, such as cars,
trucks, trailers and aircraft as well as other
types of cargo.
• Shipping company Veho is opening
a $1.1-million last-mile delivery station
at Southbound Distribution Center in
Jacksonville.
KEY PLAYERS: Amazon, Seattle, Wa.; Crowley Marine,
Jacksonville; CSX Corporation, Jacksonville

AVIATION/AEROSPACE

Aviation behemoth Boeing, in partnership
with the Jacksonville Aviation Authority, has
begun constructing the industry’s first ever
“digitally enabled” maintenance, repair
and overhaul facility for military aircraft at
Cecil Airport. The 370,000-sq.-ft. project,
including 270,000 square feet of hangar
space and another 100,000 square feet of
office and support shop space, is expected
to add 3,800 jobs over 10 years. Estimated
completion: 2023.
On the passenger side, Jacksonville
International Airport welcomed Breeze
Airways in March 2022, providing non-stop
service to seven U.S. cities, including Las
Vegas, New Orleans, Hartford, Conn., and
Richmond, Va., and resumed three weekly
direct flights to San Juan, Puerto Rico, via
Frontier Airlines. In St. Johns County, Elite
Airways has begun non-stop direct service
twice weekly from St. Augustine to Newark,
N.J., and once weekly to Portland, Me.

FINTECH

Florida’s Northeast is home to four Fortune
500 companies and nearly 20 major banks,
insurance and investment firms on Forbes’
Global 500 list. Familiar U.S. brands thriving

Dunn & Bradstreet is moving its headquarters from New Jersey to Jacksonville.
The move will create 500 jobs over the next five years.

here include Bank of America, Citi, JPMorgan
Chase, Fidelity National Financial, FIS, Wells
Fargo and VyStar Credit Union. Foreign firms
finding stateside homes here too include:
Frankfurt-based Deutsche Bank and
Sydney-based Macquarie Group.
Making news in this sector:
• Global financial technology giant FIS has
opened its new world headquarters on the
edge of downtown Jacksonville in the historic
Brooklyn neighborhood. The $145-million
project consists of a 12-story, 377,000-sq.ft. tower and an eight-level parking garage.
Interior amenities include 25,000 square feet
of client engagement and innovation centers
and, for employees, a workout facility and
on-site dining hall with views of the St. Johns
River. With the opening of its new facility,
FIS expects to bring at least 500 new jobs
to Jacksonville by 2029.
• Financial tech giant Fiserv has purchased
Jacksonville-based banking technology firm
Finxact Inc. Fiserv was an early investor in
Finxact, which was founded in 2016, and will
pay approximately $650 million to acquire
the remaining ownership.
• Nymbus, a leading provider of banking
technology solutions, is relocating its corpo-
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rate headquarters to downtown Jacksonville
and bringing more than 600 new jobs in the
process.
• Jacksonville-based VyStar Credit Union
has announced plans to merge with its
neighbor, First Coast Federal Credit Union,
also based in Jacksonville. VyStar is the
nation’s 14th largest credit union with more
than 800,000 members and $12 billion in
assets. First Coast currently has one office
and about 1,700 members.
KEY PLAYERS: Fidelity National Financial, Jacksonville;
FIS, Jacksonville; VyStar Credit Union, Jacksonville

HEALTH CARE

Superior health care remains a hallmark
of Florida’s Northeast as, for the sixth time
in seven years, Mayo Clinic Jacksonville is
named Florida’s No. 1 “Best Hospital” by
U.S. News & World Report. The 2022-23
results placed this facility among the top 50
hospitals nationwide in seven adult medical
specialties: cardiology and heart surgery,
diabetes and endocrinology, gastroenterology and GI surgery, geriatrics, neurology
and neurosurgery, orthopedics and pulmonology and lung surgery. In February, Mayo

LIFE & LEISURE
announced plans to add five floors on top of
its existing eight with anticipated completion
in 2026.
Also recognized among Northeast
facilities:
Jacksonville’s Brooks Rehabilitation
Hospital was named No. 36 in Rehabilitation.
Brooks has multiple facilities across Florida,
including a new 60-bed hospital in south
Jacksonville.
On the pediatric side, Wolfson Children’s
Hospital, a Baptist Health affiliate, took top 50
honors in pediatric neurology and neurosurgery at No. 46. In April 2022, Wolfson opened
its seven-story Borowy Family Children’s
Critical Care Tower with two floors serving
as main lobbies for Wolfson Children’s and
Baptist Jacksonville, and five floors dedicated to children’s intensive care.
In other Northeast Florida health care
news:
• Jacksonville’s Ascension St. Vincent’s
Riverside Hospital is one of three U.S. hospitals to enroll patients in a global clinical trial
to study artificial intelligence-based software
that could change how atrial fibrillation is
treated. Trial results are expected in 2024.
• Permits have been approved for the
construction of a $64-million, 173,200-sq.ft. VA outpatient clinic and 30,000-sq.-ft.
domiciliary with 32 units on Jacksonville’s
northside. The domiciliary will provide residential rehab and treatment services for
homeless veterans. Anticipated completion:
summer 2023.

EDUCATION

Ready availability of educational opportunities at all levels ensures that talent thrives
in Florida’s Northeast. St. Johns County,
home to Florida’s oldest city, St. Augustine,
is one of only two school districts in Florida
to receive a grade of A each year since 2010.
And three Jacksonville high schools were
among the nation’s top 200 on U.S. News &
World Report’s “Best High Schools, 2022":
Stanton College Preparatory School (No. 75);
Darnell Cookman Middle/High School
(No. 142) and Paxon School/Advanced
Studies (No. 178).
With a combined graduate and undergraduate enrollment topping 17,000,
University of North Florida is on U.S. News
& World Report’s “Best Colleges — National

So Much to See and Do
Jacksonville turned 200 in 2022,
so this place has had plenty of time to
build a reputation for fun. The “Don’t
Miss” options here include: The
Cummer Museum of Art and Gardens
celebrating 60 years in 2022; MOSH
the Museum of Science & History; and
the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens
(2,000 animals!). And don’t neglect
surrounding cities: to the north is
Fernandina Beach with 400+ historic
homes and to the south, America’s
oldest city — St. Augustine — plus

90 miles of Atlantic Ocean coastline
for swimming, snorkeling, sailing,
surfing and sunning.

A Great Place to Live and Work
WalletHub puts JAX among the top
25 best places to live in the U.S. And it’s
even better if you’re a woman in tech.
New York-based SmartAsset ranks
Jacksonville No. 13 among 60 U.S. cities
based on gender pay gap in tech and
the percentage of the tech workforce
who are women.

Universities 2022” at No. 263 and cited
among “Top Public Schools” at No. 132. In
addition, UNF’s Coggin College of Business
has been named among the 2002 “Best
Business Schools” by The Princeton Review
for a 15th consecutive year.
Newly unveiled at Coggin College: a
“Women in Business Initiative” with funding
from some of Jacksonville’s most prestigious
companies — including Borland Groover,
CSX, the Adecco Group and Truist — and
structured to provide female students with
mentorship and advancement opportunities.
And to support this region’s thriving logistics sector, UNF continues to partner with
Crowley Maritime as the Crowley Center for
Transportation and Logistics takes shape
with the aim of providing state-of-the-art
training to ensure that JaxPort is always
staffed with a full complement of skilled
workers who are prepped and ready to join
this region’s busy maritime industry.
Jacksonville University’s Davis College of
Business & Technology is fintech focused
too, offering two new programs in financial

technology: a major in fintech on the bachelor’s degree level and a fintech concentration
on the master’s degree level. And brand new
this year: the Jacksonville University College
of Law, welcoming its first class of would-be
lawyers to its downtown campus in fall 2022.
Anticipated graduation: May 2025.
Also making headlines across the region:
• Edward Waters University, Florida’s first
independent and historically black institution of higher learning, with the receipt of
a $500,000 grant from the National Park
Service for the preservation of its Centennial
Hall Library. Built in 1916 to house a gymnasium and several classrooms, the building
became the college library in 1976 and today
contains nearly 13,000 print volumes along
with access to more than 250,000 electronic
books.
• Flagler College in St. Augustine, which
began life as Henry Flagler’s Ponce de Leon
Hotel in 1888 and was repurposed 80 years
later as a liberal arts college in 1968, once
again ranked No. 4 on U.S. News & World
Report’s “Best Regional Colleges South.”
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SOUTHEAST

Southeast
Southeast is an exceptional place to live and work because a little
piece of everything that makes Florida great is represented across
these seven counties: Miles of bright blue ocean and sandy coastal
beaches; five deep-water ports; four international airports; easy
multi-modal access via rails and roads; a multicultural/multilingual
workforce; outstanding educational institutions; world-class health
care; and fun things to see and do.
BROWARD
INDIAN RIVER
MARTIN
MIAMI-DADE
MONROE
PALM BEACH
ST. LUCIE

5 DEEP-WATER
SEAPORTS
5 COMMERCIAL
AIRPORTS
16 COLLEGES/
UNIVERSITIES

LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Companies in need of seamless logistics are finding multiple options in Florida’s
Southeast. Consider these developments in
St. Lucie County alone:
• Opened in fall 2021: a 245,000-sq.-ft.
FedEx Ground sorting center employing
700 package handlers now and 200 more
to come;
• Opening in fall 2022: an Amazon fulfillment center employing 500+ full-time
workers;
• Coming in 2023: a 427,000-sq.-ft. distribution center and food service warehouse
employing 389 from the West Palm Beachbased food distributor Cheney Brothers.
Elsewhere, Florida’s Southeast ports are
back to pre-pandemic status and payloads.
In FY2021, PortMiami, the closest U.S.
East Coast deep-water container port to
the Panama Canal, boasted a record 1.254
million TEUs of containerized cargo, and
with 1.038 million TEUs, Port Everglades
wasn’t far behind.
On the cruising side, PortMiami and Port
Everglades remain the world’s No. 1 and
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No. 3 cruise ports. Miami served 252,000+
passengers in 2021 and opened new terminals for Norwegian Cruise Line, Carnival
and Virgin Voyages, which launched its first
Miami-origin cruise in 2022. Coming soon,
MSC Cruises’ $450-million state-of-the-art
terminal capable of servicing multiple cruise
ships at one time, in 2023, and a new Miami
headquarters for Royal Caribbean in 2024.
At Port Everglades, where the world’s
largest cruise ship – Royal Caribbean’s
“Wonder of the Seas” – embarked on its
maiden voyage in March 2022, Disney Cruise
Line is adding a homeport, while at the Port
of Palm Beach, Bahamas Paradise Cruise
Lines has rebranded as the Margaritaville at
Sea Paradise, with 3-day/2-night cruising
options to Freeport in Grand Bahama.
Air cargo activity is rebounding too. In
2021, Miami International handled 2.7 million
tons of cargo compared to 2.3 million the
previous year, thanks in part to major renovations/expansions by DHL Express and
FedEx Express at their MIA cargo hubs. Air
passenger numbers were even more impressive, doubling from 18.6 million in 2020 to

HAVE IT ALL at these

Logistics Parks

in

St. Lucie County, Florida

Where Florida’s Turnpike
and I-95 meet!

In the heart of SE Florida, midway between Miami and Orlando
Within a 3-hour drive of 70% of Florida’s population

Choose from 5.8 million SF of logistics/warehouse
space currently under construction in multiple
parks with delivery in 2022 and 2023

1

Immediate access to I-95, Florida’s
Turnpike or BOTH available
Regional labor force of 315,000+
Countywide Free Trade Zone #218

Hope Commercial Holdings

Business-friendly government
offers unmatched speedto-market
Top quality Class A space from
leading developers available
from 16,500 to over 1 million SF

70
70

Build-to-suit, shovel-ready sites
also available

Featured Properties:

Class A industrial for lease and build-to-suit
from the Sansone Group

772.336.6250 | www.yourEDC.com

1

8+ Commerce Parks
now under construction

Class A warehouse space for lease from 25,000 SF
from JBL Asset Management
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37.3 million in 2021 and setting MIA on a
course to surpass 50 million air passengers
in a single year soon.
Elsewhere, Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport served 28.1 million
passengers in 2021, up from 16.49 million the
previous year, while Palm Beach International
Airport handled 5.26 million passengers as
it added economy flights to London, Oslo,
Berlin and other European cities via Norse
Atlantic Airways.
KEY PLAYERS: Amazon, Seattle, Wa.; DHL Express,
Plantation; FedEx, Memphis, Tenn.

FINANCE & TECHNOLOGY

Southeast Florida has long been known
as a place where wealthy entrepreneurs from
the north build lavish second homes in anticipation of one day retiring beside the ocean.
That’s not the case so much anymore.
Entrepreneurs are still moving to Southeast
Florida, but they’re not waiting until retirement. They’re bringing their businesses – and
in many cases their employees – with them.
Much of that movement is taking place in
the finance and technology sectors and in
one case, it is changing the face of Miami
quite literally.
When completed by the end of 2022, 830
Brickell will be the first new stand-alone
office building to open in Miami’s financial
district in more than a decade. Tenants in
the 55-story building will include Microsoft
with 50,000 square feet of space to house its
Latin America regional team; private equity
firm Thoma Bravo with 36,500 square feet;
and Canadian asset management giant CI
Financial, leasing 40,000 square feet for
its U.S. headquarters. Standing 725 feet,
830 Brickell will be Miami’s second-tallest
office building and the city’s fourth-tallest
building over all after the 868-foot Panorama
Tower, the Four Seasons Hotel Miami and the
Southeast Financial Center.
Among other recent developments in
Southeast’s thriving financial and technology
sector:
• BlockTower Capital, an investment firm
specializing in cryptocurrency and blockchain technology, has moved its headquarters to Miami from New York.
• Paysend, a British financial-technology company with more than 6.5 million
customers and 330 employees, has opened

Miami-based AEXLAB garnered $5 million in funding as the startup
prepares to launch its first video game, VAIL VR.

1NCE, a German tech company
with offices in nine countries,
chose Miami for its North
American headquarters
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its Americas headquarters in downtown
Miami. Paysend’s app enables businesses
and individuals to send money to more than
150 countries.
• Investment firm Starwood Capital Group
has opened a new headquarters building
to house its 300 Miami-based corporate
employees. Overall, the company employs
about 4,000 people across 16 offices
worldwide.
• As part of a significant expansion that will
double its presence in Doral, global cloud
technology leader Ingram Micro Cloud is
recruiting in Miami to fill more than 200 positions. With operations in 50 countries, Ingram
Micro Cloud is one of the world’s largest
providers of cloud products and services.
• 1NCE, a German technology company
with offices in nine countries, has chosen
Miami for its North American headquarters,
with plans to hire 100-150 employees over
the next three years. 1NCE is an internet of
things network carrier offering software and
service at flat rates.
• San Francisco-based Okcoin, a cryptocurrency trading platform, has opened a Miami
office to serve customers in Latin America.

• Miami has been named the new U.S.
headquarters for Grover, a Berlin-based
company which enables users to rent tech
products by the month.
KEY PLAYERS: CI Financial, Toronto, Ont.; Microsoft,
Redmond, Wash.; Thoma Bravo, Chicago, Ill.

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing continues to be an
important business sector in Florida’s
Southeast. Among companies that have
planted solid roots here are: HEICO
Corporation; Lufthansa Technik; Piper
Aircraft; and Sintavia, which recently opened
a 55,000-sq.-ft. high-tech additive manufacturing facility in Hollywood with plans
to quadruple its production capacity of
lightweight precision parts for aviation and
aeronautics.
Recent developments include:
• Central Florida-based design-builder and
manufacturer Finfrock has begun pouring
concrete for a South Florida-based parking
project at its new 140,000-sq.-ft. precast
concrete manufacturing facility in Belle
Glade, which is expected to have a $242
million economic impact on the region.
• And soon to join this busy Southeast
sector is Accel International Holdings, which
broke ground in Port St. Lucie in December
2021 on a new $55-million, 150,000-sq.-ft.
manufacturing facility that is expected to
employ 125 workers.

• Florida Memorial University, partnering
with Slip-N-Slide Records CEO Ted Lucas
to launch a Cyber Innovation Hub that helps
students at this historically black university
land high-paying technology jobs or start
their own companies in cryptocurrency,
cyber security, renewable energy and other
tech fields.
• Indian River State College, winner of 47
men’s and 39 women’s consecutive NJCAA
swimming and diving titles, welcoming the
executive offices of USA Diving to its main
campus in Fort Pierce.
• Miami Dade College, designated a
National Center for Academic Excellence
in Cyber Defense by the National Security
Agency for its cybersecurity curriculum.
• Nova Southeastern University, partnering
with the Alan B. Levan NSU Broward Center
of Innovation and TD Bank Group to build a
200-job “technology hub” in South Florida.
• The University of Miami, entering the
non-fungible token (NFT) market with its
launch of Canes Vault, a platform for selling
digital Hurricanes football collectibles.

• Broward College, recognized as one of
the nation’s top community colleges as a
“finalist with distinction” in the 2021 Aspen
Prize for Community College Excellence.

HEALTH CARE

Florida’s Southeast has good reason
to crow about its health care capabilities
starting with its 19th consecutive No. 1 position in ophthalmology awarded by U.S. News
& World Report’s “Best Hospitals 2022-23” to
Bascom Palmer Eye Institute at the University
of Miami. Also achieving top 50 marks at UM
were neurology and neurosurgery (No. 25)
and cancer (No. 48). Elsewhere in the region,
Cleveland Clinic Florida in Weston earned the
No. 37 in gastroenterology & GI surgery, while
Mt. Sinai Medical Center in Miami Beach
came in at No. 49 in geriatrics.
Pediatric facilities in Southeast Florida
fared well too. On U.S. News & World Report’s
“Best Children’s Hospitals 2022-23,” Joe
DiMaggio Children’s Hospital at Memorial
Regional Hospital in Hollywood, took honors
in five pediatric specialties: neurology and

KEY PLAYERS: Automated Manufacturing Systems,
West Palm Beach; Lufthansa Technik, Miami; Techtronic
Industries, Fort Lauderdale

EDUCATION

Seventeen Southeast Florida high schools
were named among the top 250 nationwide
in U.S. News & World Report’s “2022 Best
U.S. High Schools” rankings. One of them
– School for Advanced Studies in Miami –
moved up a notch this year to claim fourth
place overall. And for the third year in a row
Miami-Dade Public Schools received an
“A” rating from the Florida Department of
Education.
This region is also home to 16 institutions
of higher education, including:
• Florida International University, celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2022 and
launching the world’s first master’s degree
specializing in cruise line operations.

Memorial Healthcare System is on track to complete a $166-million,
four-story expansion of Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital in
Hollywood in November.
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Find Your Future in

BeACH And downtown
Investment And deveLopment oppoRtunItIes
Vibrant Beachfront • Dynamic Downtown & Commercial Corridors
Office, retail and commercial from 200 to 20,000 sq. ft.
new construction and renovated. variety of locations.
The mission of the Hollywood Community Redevelopment Agency is
to act as a catalyst for investment and to eliminate slum and blight.

Hollywood, FL Community Redevelopment Agency
www.ChooseHollywoodFL.com

Find Your Future in

Hollywood offers:
• easy access to I-95, I-595, I-75 and the Florida turnpike
• Tri-Rail commuter service to Miami & West Palm Beach
• Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport,
serving more than 90,000 travelers each day
• Port Everglades, generating more than $30 billion worth
of business activity annually
Hollywood, FL Community Redevelopment Agency
www.ChooseHollywoodFL.com
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LIFE & LEISURE
Natural Adventures Galore
If you’re a fan of sand and saltwater,
this is your paradise. No land-locked
counties here, and it’s the only place
where, in a single day, you can watch a
sunrise over the Atlantic, drive “overseas”
and arrive in time to catch a sunset over
the gulf. In between, there’s plenty more
to see and do including three national
parks (Biscayne, within reach of the
Miami skyline; Everglades, a river of grass
just outside the city; and Dry Tortugas,
70 miles off the coast of Key West accessible only by boat or seaplane.

An Aging Beauty … Revived!
The Boca Raton, an iconic hotel first opened
in 1926 along the Atlantic Ocean in Palm Beach,
is looking way younger than her age these days!
Thanks to a well-deserved makeover, she’s
grown from 100 rooms to more than 1,000 and
has added a boatload of amenities, including two
18-hole golf courses; a 50,000-sq.-ft. spa; seven
swimming pools; 30 tennis courts; 13 restaurants
and bars; and 200,000-sq.-ft. of meeting space.

Soccer Rules!
Calling all soccer fans: The World
Cup is coming to South Florida! Word
arrived in June 2022 that FIFA has
selected Miami Gardens’ Hard Rock
Stadium as one of 16 sites in the U.S.,
Canada and Mexico to host matches
for its 2026 World Cup competition.
Meanwhile, David Beckham’s dream
to build a stadium for his soccer team

Adventist Health will open a Blue
Zones wellness center at Legacy
Hotel & Residences, a mixed-use
tower under construction in
downtown Miami.
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in Miami cleared another hurdle in
September 2022 when he and his
co-owners Jorge and Jose Mas won
the final zoning vote that will allow
construction to begin on their Miami
Freedom Park project. In addition to a
soccer stadium, the development will
include space for shops, offices, integrated bike paths and a park.

PHOTO COURTESY: MIAMIFREEDOMPARK.COM/PLAN (BOTTOM RIGHT)

neurosurgery (No. 25); pulmonology and
lung surgery (No. 34); orthopedics (No. 39);
neonatology (No. 41); and cardiology and
heart surgery (No. 49). Nicklaus Children’s
Hospital in Miami was also recognized in five
specialties: pediatric neurology and neurosurgery (No. 25); pediatric pulmonology and
lung surgery (No. 34); neonatology (No. 41);
pediatric orthopedics (No. 44); and pediatric cardiology and heart surgery (No. 47).
And weighing in with just one specialty was
Holtz Children’s Hospital at UM-Jackson
with the No. 40 in pediatric diabetes and
endocrinology.
In other news, a flurry of new health care
facilities are either recently completed or
on the way:
• Jackson Memorial, Miami-Dade’s
publicly funded health system, has opened
a hospital in Doral to serve one of the region’s
fastest-growing neighborhoods.
• In Broward County, HCA has opened
its new Florida University Hospital next to
the Nova Southeastern University campus
in Davie.
• Baptist Health South Florida is on target
to complete a $110-million expansion of its
West Kendall hospital by the end of 2022.
• Also scheduled for completion in 2022:
the expansion of Memorial Healthcare
Systems’ Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital
to 300,000 square feet. and eight stories.
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Southwest
CHARLOTTE
COLLIER
LEE

2 COMMERCIAL
AIRPORTS
/
4 COLLEGES
UNIVERSITIES

Scotlynn USA’s North
American division has
a new 60,000-sq.-ft.
headquarters and
logistics facility in Fort
Myers. The building
includes a gym, a
basketball court,
outdoor recreational
space, a cafeteria and
workspace for more
than 350 employees.

Southwest is Florida’s smallest economic development region by size,
but it looms large in assets and likeability. This region’s largest county
— Collier — is Florida’s second richest and home to the city of Naples,
dubbed America’s No. 1 “Best Beach Town to Live In” by WalletHub.
In Lee County, Fort Myers leads the nation in fastest growing cities
and this year jumped from No. 8 to No. 5 on WalletHub’s “Best Small
Cities to Start a Business.” Here too is Charlotte County, strategically
located along I-75 between Tampa and Miami, providing easy access
to more than 4 million customers within a 90-mile radius and coming
soon, the spectacular Sunseeker Resort.
LOGISTICS & DISTRIBUTION

Companies desiring easy accessibility to
domestic and international markets need
look no further than Florida’s Southwest.
Here, where I-75 bisects the region from
north to south, five deep-water ports are
within a day’s drive and goods move seamlessly in and out by air, sea, rail and road.

In all three counties comprising this region,
construction is underway on facilities to
support logistics and distribution.
ABC Supply, in Charlotte County, is
constructing a nearly 60,000-sq.-ft. combination warehouse and office facility next
to Punta Gorda Airport with an anticipated
completion date of early 2023. Nearby, on
the grounds of the Enterprise Charlotte
Airport Park a 378,000-sq.-ft. warehouse
logistics center is taking shape next to where
a 250,000-sq.-ft. FedEx Ground facility is
under construction.
Stonemont Financial Group and joint
venture partner Geis Cos. have purchased
35 acres in Fort Myers for the development
of a 500,000-sq.-ft. Class A industrial park
with easy proximity to I-75, U.S. 41 and
other major thoroughfares. Titled Legacy
at Oriole Road, the development is slated
to include two warehouses, each measuring
250,000-sq.-ft., and will be designed to
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accommodate tenants needing as little as
37,000 square feet. Estimated completion:
summer 2023.
Uline, a packaging giant in Collier County,
broke ground in fall 2021 on a $96-million
distribution center in Naples. The 937,000sq.-ft. project, which includes a warehouse
and office complex, anticipates an early 2023
opening.
KEY PLAYERS: Cheney Brothers, Riviera Beach; Scotlynn
USA Division, Fort Myers; Uline, Pleasant Prairie, Wisc.

MANUFACTURING

Energy Harness, a Cape Coral-based LED
lighting maker, is garnering attention for its
Active Airflow UV-C fixture, which uses UV
light to kill airborne pathogens, including the
COVID-19 virus. The fixture, which underwent testing at Florida Gulf Coast University,
works by exposing indoor air to a large dose
of high-energy UV-C light as the air passes
through the device.
KEY PLAYERS: Global Tech LED, Bonita Springs; Morey
Machining & Manufacturing, Fort Myers; Pelican Wire,
Naples

TRANSPORTATION

After nearly two years of COVID-induced
declining airport activity, Southwest Florida
International Airport in Fort Myers is making a

comeback, setting an all-time monthly record
as 1.51 million passengers traveled through
the facility in March 2022. Leading the
influx was Delta Airlines with 284,407 total
passengers. Southwest Florida International
served more than 10.3 million passengers
in 2021 to remain among the top 50 U.S.
airports for passenger traffic. In May 2022,
Paragon Flight Training, which is based at
Page Field in Fort Myers, announced a new
flight training partnership in conjunction with
Purdue University Global that will reduce the
overall time and expense needed to earn a
Bachelor of Science in professional flight.
At Punta Gorda Airport in Charlotte County,
Allegiant and Sun Country provide low-cost,
nonstop air services to more than 50 U.S.
destinations. In 2021, the carriers served a
combined passenger count of 1,569,836.
And in June 2022, Charlotte Technical
College’s FAA-certified Aviation Maintenance
Technician School received $3 million from
the state for a new combined hangar and
classroom facility to meet growing demand
for certified aircraft mechanics.
Meanwhile, in Collier County, Naplesbased air-service charter company Elite
Jets has added a dozen new team members,
including seven pilots, to its workforce in
response to increased demand from affluent
business and leisure travelers. Founded

Elite Jets, a private jet charter service based at the Naples Airport, has
hired seven employees, including three pilots, to accommodate increased
demand for charter travel spurred by the pandemic.
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in 2016, Elite Jets has grown to include a
private terminal at Naples Airport consisting
of three adjacent hangars and a fleet of five
luxury jets — four Embraer Phenom 300s
and one Embraer Legacy 500 — and recently
extended its lease with the Naples Airport
Authority to 2050.

HEADQUARTERS

More than a year after exiting bankruptcy, The Hertz Corporation continues to
rebound at its headquarters in Estero with
an emphasis on electric vehicles. As part
of its plan to go fully electric, Hertz ordered
100,000 Teslas last fall to be delivered over 14
months. In February 2022, Hertz expanded
its global electric vehicle commitment with
a $19-million investment in Luxembourgbased UFODrive, the first all-digital, all-electric car rental service controlled from an app.
And settling into a new headquarters in
Florida’s Southwest: Matilda Jane Clothing,
a girls’ and women’s apparel business.
Previously based in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
Matilda Jane has taken up residence in an
8,000-sq.-ft. office in Fort Myers. The firm’s
CEO, Donna Noce Colaco, formerly served
as president of Fort Myers-based Chico’s
brand White House Black Market.

LIFE SCIENCES & HEALTH CARE

Florida’s Southwest region is served by
three primary health care systems — Lee
Health with five hospitals in Lee County:
Lee Memorial Hospital, HealthPark Medical
Center, Gulf Coast Medical Center, Cape
Coral Hospital and Golisano Children’s
Hospital; NCH Healthcare with two hospitals
in Collier County: NCH Baker and NCH North
Naples; and in Charlotte County, two former
Bayfront Health facilities newly rebranded as
Shore Point Health Port Charlotte and Shore
Point Health Punta Gorda.
Currently in the planning stages:
• A new acute care facility from Lee
Health, tentatively titled Lee Health Colonial
Campus, will include 216 hospital beds, 16
operating rooms, an emergency department
with 30 emergency room bays, a 16-bed
observation unit and a medical office
building. Anticipated opening date: 2027.
• In 2022, three of this region’s hospitals
were cited on U.S. News & World Report’s
“Best Hospitals in Florida”: Lee Memorial

LIFE & LEISURE
Lots to See and Do!
Florida’s Southwest has a little bit of everything to offer:
historic downtowns, quaint shops, eclectic galleries,
symphony orchestras, theaters, festivals, museums and
more. In Fort Myers, don’t miss the Edison and Ford Winter
Estates, and plan to spend some quality time at the Naples
Zoo at Caribbean Gardens, where the animals graze among
plants. Be on the lookout for natural wonders too at Sanibel
Island, Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, Ten Thousand Islands
and Everglades National Park.
Looking for Some Peace and Quiet?
Let’s be honest — Florida can wear you out. Too many
beaches, too many theme parks, too many tourists. So here’s
a thought. If you’re looking for a little solitude in Florida’s
Southwest, may we suggest the tiny town of Matlacha
(pronounced Mat-la-SHAY), population 582, just off the coast
of Cape Coral and Pine Island? Within easy reach of all three
Southwest counties, it’s a good place to fish, grab a bite to eat
and browse a few shops without all the usual tourist crowds.

in Fort Myers earned a No. 12 along with
facilities in Miami Beach and Tampa; while
Gulf Coast Medical Center in Fort Myers and
NCH Baker Hospital in Naples shared No. 15
honors with a Miami facility.
Medical manufacturers are making news
in this region too:
• Arthrex, a Naples-based leader in minimally invasive surgical technology, has partnered with health care safety and efficiency
firm Skytron on dual-purpose products
providing better patient care and increased
operating room efficiency. In June 2022,
Arthrex was ranked second among best
places in the country for employees to grow
a career in health care by LinkedIn.
• As EmCyte, a medical manufacturer,
nears completion of a 13,000-sq.-ft. warehouse for medical devices, plans are in the
works for exterior renovation at its headquarters in Fort Myers. Founded in 2008,
EmCyte produces FDA-approved platelet
plasma treatment kits which offer orthopedic
patients an alternative option to traditional
treatments, including surgery.
KEY PLAYERS: Arthrex, Naples; Lee Health, Fort Myers; NCH
Healthcare System, Naples; NeoGenomics, Fort Myers

EDUCATION

Southwest Florida is home to Florida Gulf
Coast University, which jumped to No. 56
in 2022 among U.S. News & World Report’s
“Best Regional Universities South,” and to
No. 7 among “Most Innovative Schools.”
Students enrolled in GCU’s Daveler & Kauanui
School of Entrepreneurship are especially
fired up — encouraged by their professors
to break from traditional college outcomes
by using their degrees to create jobs instead
of applying for them.
Florida SouthWestern State College is
offering baccalaureate, associate and certificate programs in Punta Gorda, Naples, Fort
Myers and LaBelle, plus a Corporate Training
Center in Bonita Springs, where programs
can be tailored to the needs of Southwest
employers. Also available in the region, two
private private universities — Hodges and
Ave Maria.

TOURISM & HOSPITALITY

Sunseeker Resort Charlotte Harbor, the
massive property taking shape along the Peace
River and Florida’s Gulf Coast in Port Charlotte,
won’t welcome its first guests until May 2023,
but as of February 2022, it began accepting
reservations for those anticipated stays. The

property, which will be the first completely
new-build resort with more than 300 rooms
to open in Southwest Florida in more than
13 years, features 785 guest rooms, 60,000
square feet of meeting and conference space,
19 dining options, 11 bars, two pools, a marina,
retail outlets, a state-of-the-art fitness center
and spa and an 18-hole golf course exclusive to
guests. A wholly owned subsidiary of Allegiant
Travel Company, Sunseeker Resort Charlotte
Harbor is expected to generate at least 1,200
jobs in Southwest Florida over the next year.
The Pink Shell Beach Resort & Marina, a
long-time fixture in Fort Myers, is undergoing
a makeover of sorts. The property has evolved
from a single cottage in 1950 to a 12-acre
beach resort and marina offering 195 condostyle villas, all with beach views. Scheduled
updates include the kitchens, bathrooms and
floors throughout.
Great Wolf Lodge South Florida, an indoor
water park resort full of family-friendly attractions for all ages is coming to Naples in 2024.
Highlights include: a 100,000-sq.-ft. indoor
waterpark with rides and slides for every
age level from toddlers to grandparents; a
62,000-sq.-ft. family entertainment center; and
family-friendly themed suites with separate
sleeping quarters for kids.
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REGIONAL ROUND-UPS

SOUTH CENTRAL

South Central

DESOTO
GLADES
HARDEE
HENDRY
HIGHLANDS
OKEECHOBEE

1

STATE
COLLEGE

Aspen Institute
named South
Florida State
College to its list
of 25 semifinalists
for the prestigious
$1 million
Aspen Prize
for Community
College
Excellence
awarded every
two years.

The first thing you need to know about Florida’s South Central region
is this: it’s land-locked. You will find no sandy ocean coastline here,
which is exactly why this could be a perfect place to site your business.
Everything you need to prosper and grow workwise is within a 100-mile
radius: seven deep-water seaports; eight international and two regional
airports; nine municipal airparks; three railroads; three interstate
highways, plus Florida’s Turnpike; and a system of navigable rivers and
canals linking Florida’s east and west coasts through Lake Okeechobee.
And while you won’t have an ocean to look at every day, you will have
wide-open spaces and reasonable costs. And, hey, you can still enjoy
beaches – hundreds of them in fact – within an easy drive.
LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Florida’s South Central region is ideally
situated to facilitate the distribution of
supplies. In addition to interstate highways,
this region boasts four U.S. highways and 12

South Florida State College in DeSoto County
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state roads as well as ready rail cargo capabilities via CSX and South Central Florida
Express.
At Sebring Regional Airport in Highlands
County, a new hangar complex is beginning to take shape, along with a 1,776-foot
extension to Runway 01-10 to accommodate existing and future airport operations.
And recently completed: new rail between
the CSX mainline and Sebring Airport’s rail
yard feeding into Sebring’s industrial park to
support airport tenants and other businesses
in the area. Sebring Regional, by the way, is
a designated Foreign Trade Zone.
Airglades International Airport in Clewiston
is gearing up to develop a new, state-ofthe-art perishable cargo airport and full-service logistics center. The new facility, to
be located in Hendry County, will boast a
10,000-foot runway and provide services

LIFE & LEISURE
Paradise Among the Stars
Looking for a slice of serenity during these trying times?
Stargazing might be just the ticket. And you’re in luck
because Kissimmee Prairie Preserve in South Central
Florida offers up some of the best starry nights ever.
Located about 25 miles north of Okeechobee off U.S. 441,
this gem of a place boasts 54,000 acres of wide open prairie
almost 30 miles from the nearest town. It’s a popular place
to hang out, so you won’t be alone, and there is a built-in
catch – the park closes daily throughout the year at 6 p.m.
In order to enjoy the dazzling night sky at this state park,
you must reserve a campsite well ahead of your visit and
plan to arrive early on your designated day.

for international perishable importers and
domestic growers under one roof. In 2020,
Airglades Airport was designated a U.S.
Customs Port of Entry Inspection Facility.
KEY PLAYERS: Bernie Little Distributors, Sebring;
Walmart Distribution Center, Arcadia

EDUCATION

Energy Center in 2016; its Wildflower and
Cattle Ranch centers in 2018 and 2020
respectively; and a fifth facility – Rodeo Solar
Energy Center in 2021.
Hendry and Okeechobee counties have
also loomed large as solar energy sites in
FPL’s goal to become this state’s largest
generator of solar energy, adding Hammock

This region’s single institution of higher
education made news in April 2022, as Aspen
Institute named South Florida State College
to its list of 25 semifinalists for the prestigious $1 million Aspen Prize for Community
College Excellence awarded every two
years. The 2023 winner will be announced
in early spring 2023. South Florida State
College has campuses in three South Central
counties: Avon Park in Highlands County;
Arcadia in DeSoto County; and Bowling
Green in Hardee County; as well as its Lake
Placid Center in Highlands County.

KEY PLAYERS: Florida Power & Light, Juno Beach; Duke
Energy Florida, St. Petersburg

HEALTH CARE

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Blessed with an abundance of available
land and sunshine, Florida’s South Central
region has a long history of involvement with
solar power. In 2009, the state’s largest utility
– Florida Power & Light – elected to build its
first solar power plant in Desoto County. At
25 MW and about 90,000 panels, DeSoto
Next Generation Solar Energy was not only
the first facility of its kind in the U.S., it would
help launch a wave of similar facilities across
Desoto County, including FPL’s Citrus Solar

Solar Energy Center in 2018 and the Blue
Heron and Okeechobee Solar Energy
Centers in 2020, to be followed in 2021 by
a pair of Okeechobee sites – Fort Drum Solar
Energy Center and Lakeside Solar Energy
Center.
Not to be outdone, Florida’s other primary
utility – Duke Energy Florida – has made good
on its commitment to provide 700 megawatts of clean energy to Florida customers
across 10 solar facilities between 2018 and
2022. Last of the 10 sites to complete the
challenge was the Charlie Creek Solar Power
Plant in Hardee County, which became
capable of producing enough electricity to
power approximately 23,000 homes at peak
production annually beginning in summer
2022.

Duke Energy Florida is building
the 74.9-megawatt Fort Green
solar power facility on 500 acres in
Hardee County.

Raulerson Hospital in Okeechobee has
changed its name to HCA Florida Raulerson
Hospital. The move comes as 12 HCA hospitals in Southeast Florida officially adopt new
names and logos signaling their association
with the statewide collaborative health care
network known as HCA Florida Healthcare.
Serving more than 6.4 million patients
annually, HCA Florida Healthcare connects
11,000 staff physicians, 49 hospitals and
more than 350 physician practices to provide
health care throughout the state.
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On Topic. On Time. On Trend.
News alerts that are easy to read on any device and filled
with timely news, insights and analysis.

DAILY PULSE
Wide-ranging look at the
top business and political
headlines and commentary
of interest to Florida’s top
executives
31,700+ Subscribers
Delivered weekdays
by 9:00 a.m.

AFTERNOON
UPDATE
Update on the day’s top
headlines and newsmakers
31,700+ Subscribers
Delivered weekdays
at 2:00 p.m.

MOVERS &
INFLUENCERS
Executive personnel moves,
promotions, milestones,
board appointments, civic
accomplishments and more
15,000+ Subscribers
Wednesday
Delivered at 11 a.m.

FLORIDA TREND

FLORIDA TREND

FLORIDA TREND

Essential, breaking real
estate news and analysis

Essential, breaking health
care news and analysis

Essential, breaking education
news and analysis

13,500+ Subscribers

15,000+ Subscribers

14,000+ Subscribers

Monday Delivered
at 11 a.m.

Tuesday
Delivered at 11 a.m.

Thursday
Delivered at 11 a.m.

REAL ESTATE

HEALTH CARE

SUBSCRIBING IS EASY AND FREE.

floridatrend.com/alerts

EDUCATION

Florida’s

Rural
Communities

Rural
Renaissance

Considering a start-up or business relocation? There are more than
a few reasons to make rural Florida your home base. Anticipating record
growth over the next few years, rural Florida is laying the groundwork for
business to move in. Poised with plentiful incentives to entice businesses
to invest in these communities, a rural renaissance is underway.

RURAL COMMUNITIES

A Focus on Rural Florida:
The Sunshine State’s
Best-Kept Secret
By Heidi Tyline King
In 2022, Florida is predicted to post 4.8%
economic growth, with a 4.3% increase in
employment. While it’s no secret that the
Sunshine State offers an attractive climate
for businesses, what has flown under the
radar is the opportunity that exists in rural
Florida areas.
There are several reasons to consider
rural Florida for your next business venture.
Land for expansion and shovel-ready sites
abound. These counties have anticipated
and prepared for inevitable growth.
Likewise, transport access is easy. State and
interstate highways, railroads, airports, and
waterway channels — simplify national and
global logistics and distribution.
Workforce resources are plentiful. Talent
and a strong labor pool to power your business are abundant. Plus, incentives and tax
breaks await. In addition to no state taxes,
local, county, and state incentives entice
businesses to invest in these communities.
Rural Florida also offers a lower cost
of living, and a stress-free lifestyle offers

work-life balance. The pandemic has shifted
priorities and lifestyle choices, making the
slower pace and easy living of rural life
more attractive than ever.
Finally, it’s not that rural. Florida counties
with the least population density are located
in the north and south central part of the
state, but all are within 50 miles of major
cities.

RURAL AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY

Anticipating rural growth and understanding that Florida’s rural communities
are great places to locate and grow business, the state created three distinct Rural
Areas of Opportunity (RAOs) encompassing 30 counties. These areas are officially
designated through Executive Order of
the Governor and must be re-certified
every five years. Florida has provided and
focused infrastructure and other resources
in RAO communities to stimulate private
capital investment and business growth.
Recent business and company activity have
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Rural Areas of Opportunity (RAO)

opportunity
florida
North Florida
Economic
Development
Partnership
Florida
Heartland
Economic Region
of Opportunity

demonstrated the success of these investments and indicate that these regions are
primed for increased economic growth. The
result will be measured in high value-added
jobs, capital investments, and a significant
economic ripple throughout each area.
“We have experienced a significant
increase in project inquiries over the past
two to three years in our region,” says
Jeff Hendry, executive director of the
North Florida Economic Development
Partnership. “Many see the opportunities
to take advantage of the vast amount of
affordable land prime for development, the
unique access to a skilled workforce within
the rural communities and metro areas
within 45 minutes, transportation assets
connecting our entire region, and local
governments and communities committed
to targeted economic growth. The future
economic growth of our rural communities is certainly bright, and the continued
investment from the state of Florida has
been a key in our efforts.”

There are three distinct Rural Areas
of Opportunity (RAO):

PARTICIPATING
COMMUNITIES

Northwest:
All communities in the Opportunity Florida
region are designated as Rural Areas of Opportunity,
including Calhoun, Franklin, Gadsden, Gulf, Holmes,
Jackson, Liberty, Wakulla, and Washington counties,
the area within the city limits of Freeport, and Walton
County north of the Choctawhatchee Bay and the
Intracoastal Waterway.

Opportunity Florida

76

North Florida
Economic Development
Partnership 

78

Bradford County

80

North Central:

Columbia County

82

The North Florida Economic Development
Partnership (NFEDP) comprises the North
Central Rural Areas of Opportunity. This includes all
communities in Baker, Bradford, Columbia, Dixie,
Gilchrist, Hamilton, Jefferson, Lafayette, Levy, Madison,
Putnam, Suwannee, Taylor, and Union counties.

Dixie County

84

Gilchrist County

86

Hamilton County

88

Jefferson County

90

Lafayette County

92

Levy County

94

Madison County

96

Putnam County

98

South Central:
The Florida Heartland Economic Region of
Opportunity (FHERO) includes all communities
within DeSoto, Glades, Hardee, Hendry, Highlands,
and Okeechobee counties, and the cities of Pahokee,
Belle Glade, and South Bay in Palm Beach County, and
Immokalee in Collier County.

FLORIDA HEARTLAND ECONOMIC REGION OF OPPORTUNITY

DESOTO • GLADES • HARDEE • HENDRY • HIGHLANDS • OKEECHOBEE
BELLE GLADE • IMMOKALEE • PAHOKEE • SOUTH BAY

To support RAO projects with the potential to attract business development,
government assistance for Rural Areas of Opportunity through REDI (Rural Economic
Development Initiative) includes:
» Preferential awards of grants and other financial assistance.
» Reduction or waiver of permit fees or match requirements.
» Assistance with preclearance reviews.

Suwannee County

100

Taylor County

102

Union County

104

Franklin County

106

Jackson County

108

Hardee County

110

» Training and technical assistance.
» Loan programs and tax incentives.
REDI Catalyst Sites take assistance a step further by targeting areas of regional
significance for the growth of a regional industry cluster. Currently, four identified
catalyst sites are located in Calhoun County in the Opportunity Florida region, Columbia
and Suwannee counties in the North Florida Economic Development Partnership, and
Highlands County in the Florida Heartland Economic Region of Opportunity.

Enterprise Florida, through its Rural Expansion Toolkit, provided significant support to rural organizations in
individual counties and communities enabling their participation. Enterprise Florida is Florida’s official State
Economic Development entity. For more information, visit enterpriseflorida.com.
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RURAL COMMUNITIES

HOLMES
JACKSON
WALTON

WASHINGTON

GADSDEN
CALHOUN
LIBERTY
GULF

Opportunity Florida
Ten rural counties in the Northwest Florida Panhandle make up the Opportunity
Florida region. This gateway to Florida has plenty of rural space to grow a business,
with logistics and distribution networks of state highways, interstates, and railroads
to ship your goods. Industry includes manufacturing, research — even space
travel. And while companies explore relocating to the Sunshine State because
of the favorable business climate, many local businesses also flourish in the
Opportunity Florida region. Great schools, access to the coast, and miles of green
space make the quality of life here just as attractive.

By the Numbers

Attractive Assets

» 670+ megawatts of solar generation

» 280,000+ workforce within
60-minute commute

» 4 regional and international airports
within 90 minutes
» 3 railroads

» High-quality health care services

» 84% high school diploma or higher

» 5 state colleges, 3 universities, and
4 technical schools

» 47.3% labor participation rate

» Affordable and abundant utilities

» 3.6% unemployment rate

» Creative incentives
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WAKULLA

FRANKLIN

Calhoun

Jackson

Franklin

Liberty

Gadsden

Wakulla

Gulf

North Walton

Holmes

Washington

Opportunity Florida
4636 Highway 90, Suite K
Marianna, FL 32446
850.633.4118
opportunityflorida.com

“From Wakulla to Gulf, Liberty
and Calhoun, and along the
I-10 corridor from Gadsden
to Northern Walton, the
Opportunity Florida region has
the skilled workforce for you
to locate in existing buildings
or create a new facility on
ready building sites so your
company can experience its
potential in your industry.
Opportunity Is Here!”
Roy Baker
Business Development Coordinator
Opportunity Florida

NORTH
WALTON

HOLMES
NORTH
WALTON

HOLMES

JACKSON

JACKSON

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

GADSDEN
GADSDEN
CALHOUN

CALHOUN
LIBERTY

LIBERTY
GULF

GULF

WAKULLA

WAKULLA

FRANKLIN

FRANKLIN

Opportunity is here

You should be too!

Northwest Florida is home to:
Advanced Manufacturing | Global Logistics and Distribution |
Cutting Edge Technology | Certified Industrial Sites

With a low cost of living and a high quality of life, our area is the perfect
home for your business and family, too
Want to learn more about the benefits and opportunities available in
the 10-county Opportunity Florida region? Reach out today

www.opportunityflorida.com | 850.633.4118
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RURAL COMMUNITIES

GILCHRIST
DIXIE

PUTNAM

LEVY

Baker

Hamilton

Putnam

Bradford

Jefferson

Suwannee

Columbia
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Taylor

Dixie

Levy

Union

Gilchrist

Madison

North Florida Economic
Development Partnership
3200 Commonwealth Blvd., Ste 7
Tallahassee, FL 32303

North Florida Economic
Development Partnership
Fourteen counties have partnered together to attract high quality jobs and
capital investment to the North Florida region. The North Florida Economic
Development Partnership supports business retention and expansion efforts,
serves as a point of contact for economic development managers, provides
training and development for area economic development leaders, and assists
potential businesses in site selection, relocation, and administration.

By the Numbers
» 90.7% high school graduation rate
» 3.5% unemployment rate
» $11.7 billion GDP; experienced
24.7% growth between 2012-20
» 12.3% of all private sector jobs are
manufacturing

» 21% of private sector jobs are in
transportation, trade, and logistics
» 155,897+ workforce with multiple
counties having access to large MSA
markets (Jacksonville, Gainesville,
and Tallahassee)
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850.443.7103 | nflp.org

“Rural Florida offers an untold
amount of opportunities
for businesses across all
industries. Rural areas from
the Panhandle to South Florida
provide huge talent bases,
available land, and easy
highway and port access
to customers across the
country and around the world.
We’re working every day to
make companies aware of
the innovation and growth
happening there.”
Cathy Chambers
Economic Development Director,
Florida Power & Light

BUSINESS
GROWTH
IS IN OUR
NATURE

The essence of who we are is found in nature.
Look around: Over 8,500 square miles of fresh air, blue skies, towering
timber and rich farmland, all strategically located for easy access to the
Southeast U.S. and Florida’s 20 million consumers. Sunshine that just won’t
quit in a region on the move, with two major interstates that intersect to put
Class 1 rail, international airports, and five seaports within a short drive.

Scan our horizons for prosperity in nature.
BAKER • BRADFORD • COLUMBIA • DIXIE • GILCHRIST
HAMILTON • JEFFERSON • LAFAYETTE • LEVY
MADISON • PUTNAM • SUWANNEE • TAYLOR • UNION

3200 Commonwealth Blvd, Suite 7 • Tallahassee, FL 32303
nflp.org • (850) 443-7103 or (850) 728-5191 • info@nflp.org

RURAL COMMUNITIES
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY
LAND
Bradford County has a
significant number of large tracts
of land — currently utilized
for silviculture and agriculture
— available for sale and
development at any time.

READY WORKFORCE
The Bradford County
Development Authority
and its partner the North
Florida Regional Chamber of
Commerce have partnerships
with Santa Fe College, North
Florida Technical College and
CareerSource North Central
Florida that allow for the
training and development of a
workforce compatible with any
number of industries.

City of Starke Downtown and Historic District
JOEL DAVIS

UNIQUE
CHARACTERISTICS

Bradford County is centrally located
with quick and easy access to the
entire Northeast Florida region.

Located directly on U.S. 301 —
a major state highway providing
a key connection between
Tampa and Jacksonville on the
west and east coasts of Florida
— and within the Foreign
Trade Zone associated with
Jacksonville and JAXPORT,

Bradford County has additional
convenient highway and railroad access
to the rest of the state of Florida and
the entire eastern seaboard of the
United States. It is very important
to note, the only airport (Keystone
Heights Airport — 42J) is in Bradford
and Clay counties.

Perhaps most importantly, Bradford
County is ready for development
and shares the cultural values
espoused throughout the rural
Northeast Florida region: strong
work ethic and opposition
to unnecessary and overly
burdensome government regulation.
Bradford County is where you
want to be; home of the sweetest
strawberries this side of Heaven!

COUNTY: Bradford

HOUSEHOLDS: 9,318

COUNTY CONTACT:

FLORIDA REGION: Northeast

COUNTY SEAT: Starke

POPULATION: 28,540

LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Public sector / state and local
government

William E. Sexton
County Attorney
945 North Temple Ave
Starke, FL 32091
will_sexton@bradfordcountyfl.gov
bradfordcountyfl.gov

DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 39
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Welcome to Bradford County...
where Agriculture
meets Industry
Every day we help companies like
yours achieve their goals through low
corporate taxes, zero percent income
tax and streamlined regulations. What
can a future in Florida do for your
business? Join others looking for
resources and site selectors looking
at Bradford County, Florida.

Location...
Location...
Location...
Getting your products to market is
no problem either. Centrally located,
Bradford County offers easy access
to markets that are just a short drive
away. Easy access to rail and interstate
highways ensures QUICK DELIVERY of
your products to consumer markets
throughout the region and far beyond.
DESIGNATED
FEDERAL
TRADE  ZONE

#itsbetterinbradford
Bradford
County
Development
Authority
100 E Call Street
Starke, FL 32091
(904) 964-5278
Fax: (904) 964-2863
www.choosebradfordcounty.com

60 MILLION CONSUMERS WITHIN A DAY TO BRADFORD COUNTY

RURAL COMMUNITIES
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Along U.S. Hwy 90E, the North Florida
Mega Industrial Park is a 2,622-acre
development with rail opportunities.
Fully entitled and shovel-ready for
8 million square feet of industrial;
100,000 square feet of commercial
development with a designated area
for workforce housing. Adjacent to
the NFMIP is the Lake City Gateway
Airport boasting an 8,000-foot runway
with plans to expand to 10,000 feet.
Located just south and parallel to I-10
in northern Lake City, the Bell Road
Distribution Corridor is a connector
road linking U.S. Hwy 41 and U.S.
Hwy 441 through an industrial zoned
area. With hundreds of acres available
for development, it is easy to find
the perfect parcel of land. Uniquely
positioned just minutes away from
Florida’s interstate system, this corridor
is simply the most strategic location
for manufacturing and distribution
development opportunities.

Head Spring at Ichetucknee Springs State Park

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

• Distribution

The county’s location at the intersection
of I-10 and I-75, its proximity to a fullservice international seaport at JAXPORT,
the immediate accessibility to two Class
I railroads — Norfolk Southern and
Florida Gulf & Atlantic railroads — and
the convenience of being centrally located
to several regional and international
airports create a strategic destination for
manufacturing and distribution industries
that are looking to move into the
southeast region of the U.S.

READY WORKFORCE

VISION FOR THE FUTURE

Sitting in the heart of a 14-county
rural region expands the available
workforce to over 450,000 within
a 45-minute drive, and 1.5 million
people within a 60-minute drive.

Growth has not always been easy for
Columbia County. In 2009, a strategic
plan identified targeted development
areas within the county. Recognizing the
seven key areas of development along

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
• Manufacturing

COUNTY: Columbia
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 70,000
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 40.4
HOUSEHOLD MEDIAN WAGE:
$46,494
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with their potential targeted industries was
the first step taken by many to ensure that
Columbia County would successfully grow
well into the future.
With over $21 million in grant funding through
the Department of Economic Opportunity
and the state of Florida and almost $67
million in private investment, all of the seven
identified key development areas either have
infrastructure and utilities in place or projects
underway for construction. Columbia County
is well positioned to continue growing.
Strategic location, infrastructure at each
interchange, access to world-class
transportation and a willing partner
in Columbia County make bringing
manufacturing, distribution, retail, or other
business here an easy decision. COME and
GROW WITH US!

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
688,914 within 60-min. drive
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE: 4,000 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Lake City
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Anderson Columbia Co.

COUNTY CONTACT:
David Kraus
County Manager
davidkraus@columbiacountyfla.com
386.623.6320
columbiacountyfla.com
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Dixie County has available sites ready for
development that can be purchased or
leased. Cross City Airport leases some
of its county-owned land and hangars
for aviation and light manufacturing
businesses. Along U.S. Hwy. 19/98, a
north/south 4-lane corridor that runs
through Dixie County, large and small
parcels are available with water, sewer,
and power. Natural gas is feasible based
on usage demand and job creation.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
Historically, Dixie County has been a
“wood-basket” where trees were planted,
harvested and forests replanted. This
process enables sawmills to continue
to expand their operations today. For
example, one local business that has
expanded over the years harvests
hardwood and processes, packages, and
distributes the end product to big box
stores and chain restaurants. Additionally,
Horseshoe Beach has a small but robust
commercial seafood sector attracting
many saltwater fishing enthusiasts.

READY WORKFORCE
Close to half a million people of
workforce age live within a 60-mile
drive-time of Dixie County. CareerSource
Florida Crown serves Dixie County
with employee recruitment, screening
applicants, and training. College of

Cross City Lumber, LLC
JEFF CARY, CROSS CITY, FL

Central Florida offers college credit
certificates in over 33 areas of study to
serve business and industry with highly
skilled workers. Dixie County High
School prepares students for college and
success in a global society.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
Putnam Lodge, built in 1927-28 by the
Putnam Lumber Company, is part of a
bygone era in Florida’s forestry history.
Beside the old Dixie Highway (U.S. Hwy.
19/98), Putnam Lodge, a part of the old
“company town,” accommodated tourists
then and now. The lobby and the dining
room were decorated exclusively with
artfully stenciled “pecky cypress,” a now
virtually extinct lumber product. The

COUNTY: Dixie
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 18,352
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 44.2
HOUSEHOLDS: 6,778
COUNTY SEAT: Cross City
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peephole from the 1920s prohibition
still exists in the fireplace mantle.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Dixie County’s vision is to continue
to enhance and promote education
through innovative programs in its
high school and at the local College of
Central Florida. The county continues
to advance its economic development
sites through site preparedness analysis
and infrastructure enhancement. The
Cross City Airport is a prime location
for economic activity, which has been
showcased by the annual Cross City
Airport Fly-In in April. Dixie County
believes you have to see it to believe all
it has to offer!

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
~500,000
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
6,264.1 acres
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Resolute Forest Products and
Cross City Lumber

COUNTY CONTACT:
Carol West
cmckwest@bellsouth.net
352.542.4362
dixiecounty.us

Dixie County
Dixie County provides a quiet and serene quality of life where
everyone knows everyone else. With a strong sense of community,
residents are hard-working and patriotic. An emphasis on education
has resulted in students setting and achieving their goals.
The coastline draws visitors who often build a second home;
some bringing their businesses with them to a welcoming
community that assists with business location needs.

JEFF CARY, CROSS CITY, FL

CONSIDER THESE POSSIBILITIES:
• Land available to lease or purchase

• A ready-to-work labor force

• Tax abatement consideration

• Expedited permitting

• Assistance in finding a third party for
build-to-suit

• Low cost of living

• Access to major transportation
corridors (highways, rail, air, and sea)

• Workforce training programs
(College of Central Florida
and Big Bend Technical College)

For a confidential, personalized site visit to see it and believe it!
Call Carol West at 352.542.4362 or email: cmckwest@bellsouth.net.
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Gilchrist County, a rural agricultural
county, offers many opportunities for
business endeavors. Interested businesses
are encouraged to request approvals
to create site-ready land for target
industry sectors such as solar power,
agritourism, agribusiness, hospitality and
tourism. Available property listings can be
obtained through local real estate agents
as well as private sellers.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
• Agribusiness
• Agritourism
• Solar Power
• Light Industrial Manufacturing

Hart Springs on the Gilchrist Blueway Trail

• Hospitality & Tourism
• Business Start-ups
• Information Technology
• Financial and Professional Services
• Logistics & Distribution
• Cleantech
• Headquarters

READY WORKFORCE
Gilchrist County’s A-rated schools offer
comprehensive programs to prepare
students for success in college and career
by ensuring students are productive,
contributing citizens, and have an
appreciation for and willingness to serve
their community.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

VISION FOR THE FUTURE

Gilchrist County with a small town
atmosphere has strong civic and
community pride, a comprehensive
school system, local health care options,
and a wealth of outdoor recreation
opportunities. At least 50 freshwater
springs can be found along our rivers, with
the historical Suwannee River bordering
the west and the Santa Fe River bordering
the north. Known as the “Springs Capital
of the World,” a relatively low cost of
living and a safe environment provide
Gilchrist County residents and businesses
the opportunities to thrive and prosper,
both in life and in commerce.

Gilchrist County’s vision is for our communities
to work in harmony to provide opportunities
for all citizens through balanced growth
and enhanced education, while preserving
our proud heritage, natural resources, and
agriculture. One of our primary tasks is ensuring
tomorrow’s workforce is adequately prepared.
Along with a highly rated public education
system and academies in areas such as business,
health care, and agriculture, Gilchrist County
provides numerous educational and training
opportunities through technical and vocational
schools. Gilchrist County will continue
promoting educational, medical, employment,
and recreational opportunities.

COUNTY: Gilchrist

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE: 7,051

COUNTY CONTACT:

FLORIDA REGION: North Central

AREA/ACREAGE: 350 sq. mi.

POPULATION: 17,864

COUNTY SEAT: Trenton

DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 41

LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Gilchrist BOCC

Donna Creamer
Executive Director
dcreamer@gilchrist.fl.us
352.463.3198
DiscoverGilchrist.com

HOUSEHOLDS: 7,493
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HAMILTON COUNTY - FLORIDA’S
FRONT PORCH

Hamilton County is a rural area, rich in
history, and loaded with real Southern
charm, perfectly located at Florida’s
primary northern entryway of I-75
and I-10. But we are about more than
location and logistics. Hamilton County
is about people. For generations, our
community has attracted tourists to our
pristine springs, rivers, and rich natural
beauty. Just as we welcome visitors to
the banks of our rivers and to the front
porches of our homes, the Hamilton
County Development Authority is here
to welcome your business and industry
investment.

Hamilton County’s location provides
perfect positioning for a range of
industries. We are welcoming of
businesses of all sizes because we
understand that a healthy and holistic
economy provides opportunities from
the upcoming entrepreneur to the family
farmer, from the international phosphate
mining company to the celebrity chef
looking to give back to his hometown.
Just as they have found success in our
hometown, you can too. Below are just
some of the many reasons Florida’s Front
Porch can work for you.

PRIME LOCATION FOR
DISTRIBUTION

Hamilton County sits just north of
the I-10/I-75 east/west interchange.
Connecting these two primary interstates

C

Suwannee River in White Springs
HAMILTON COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

offers easy access to ports, rail, and air —
guaranteeing your company’s product can
be delivered quickly and easily.

Locate here and thrive in our low-tax
environment, while employees enjoy the
benefit of no personal income tax.

SPEED TO MARKET ASSISTANCE

RICH, LOCAL HERITAGE

We know that speed to market is
essential. In Hamilton County, you will be
welcomed by business-friendly leadership
where we can complete permitting in
as little as 45 days. We have sites that
provide access to major transportation
corridors ready to be developed.

SUNSHINE AND LOW TAXES

Business dollars go a lot farther in
Hamilton County given the state’s
tax advantages, tax exemptions, no
state personal income tax and our
community’s low cost of living.

If you are a fan of either nature or history,
there is plenty to see and do. Hamilton
County’s rivers, crystal clear springs, and
numerous lakes are an unending source of
recreational possibilities. Or explore the
history and charm of the towns and discover
why Hamilton County was named Florida’s
first countywide Main Street Community.
Strolling shady streets and narrow lanes
reveals the true spirit and forgotten flair of
small town Florida.
Welcoming businesses with hospitality,
opportunity, and Southern charm is all in a
day’s work in Hamilton County.

COUNTY: Hamilton

POPULATION: 14,428

COUNTY CONTACT:

FLORIDA REGION: North Central

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE: 96,118

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD
INCOME: $38,569

COUNTY SEAT: Jasper

Chadd Mathis
Economic Development
Director
cmathis@hamiltoncda.org
Phone: 386.792.6828
Cell: 386.855.1426
Hamiltoncda.org
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LARGEST EMPLOYER: Nutrien
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At the Corner
of Commerce
PERFECTLY LOCATED AT
FLORIDA’S PRIMARY NORTHERN
ENTRYWAY OF I-75 AND I-10
Hamilton County has the ideal location and logistics for your growing business, but our assets don’t end
there. We welcome businesses of all sizes. We understand that a healthy and holistic economy provides
opportunities to upcoming entrepreneurs and industrial equipment suppliers alike – from an international
phosphate mining company to an Italian precision agriculture company. And just as they have found success
in our corner of commerce, you can too.

Prime Location

Trained Talent

Publicly Owned Product

Hamilton County is home to the first
three Florida exits on Interstate 75, near
the I-10 corridor. The connection of
these two primary interstates is a key
axis point from the Port of Miami in the
South to JaxPort in Jacksonville to the
east. Our logistical crossroads offers
companies a real-time solution to
market distribution.

Our region has an abundance of trained
and reliable talent, with nearly 30,000
employees working in our target
industries. And as for tomorrow’s
talent, there are six post-secondary
educational institutions within 60
minutes, where nearly 21,000 students
are enrolled and more than 3,100
degrees and certificates are awarded
each year.

We know that speed to market is
critical to your success. Hamilton
County has two publicly-owned sites,
offering more than 140 acres suitable
for warehousing, distribution,
manufacturing and precision
agriculture. Our local government is
committed to fast tracking permits and
offering infrastructure assistance to
ensure your timeline and budgeting
needs are met.

Welcoming businesses, innovators and entrepreneurs to our community is all in a
day’s work. Contact us and come see how Hamilton County can work for you.
Chadd Mathis, Executive Director: cmathis@hamiltoncda.org | 386.855.1426
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
There is site-ready land at the SR 59/
I-10 interchange that is available for
development and in many other areas
of the county. This interchange has water,
wastewater, high-level of electric power,
and natural gas. Tri-County Electric Coop
recently entered into an agreement with
Conexon to provide high-speed internet
throughout Jefferson County, which will
drastically improve all those served by
Tri-County Electric. The acreage around
the interchange has had a great deal
of investigation and analysis by Leotta
Location+Design.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
Jefferson County is located at the edge of
the north central and northwest regions
of Florida. These rural regions are quickly
emerging as areas of opportunity for
manufacturing in the southeastern U.S.
Our competitively priced land, access to
major transportation systems, and eager
workforce provide clear advantages to
companies that choose to locate here.
Clean, midsize manufacturing can easily
compete regionally, nationally, and globally
from Jefferson County. Manufacturing and
distribution are a natural fit for Jefferson
County.

READY WORKFORCE
Close to half a million people of workforce
age live within a 60-mile drive of

Simpson Nurseries
Jefferson County. CareerSource North
Florida serves Jefferson County with
employment recruitment, screening
applicants, and job training. FSU, FAMU,
UF, Tallahassee Community College,
North Florida College, and Lively
Aviation Tech School are some of the
nearby training schools. CareerSource
offers incumbent employee training, as
well as tailors training to fit the needs of
a new business.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
We have centuries of agricultural
history, which ranges from large-scale
row-cropping, ranching, pecan and citrus
orchards, silviculture, dairies, and
nurseries to niche markets, specialty
finished meats, vineyards, organic
produce, and honey. If providing
businesses and consumers with goods

COUNTY: Jefferson
FLORIDA REGION: Big Bend
POPULATION: 14,555
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 44.2
HOUSEHOLDS: 6,778
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and products is your business, you should
consider Jefferson County’s ample,
affordable opportunities. Whether you
are a large distributor, transportation
or logistics company, warehouse or
processing business, Jefferson County can
serve your industry well.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Jefferson County has a rich history filled
with a full landscape of rolling pastures,
picturesque horse farms and tobacco
barns, and many winding canopy roads.
But the economic development growth
of neighboring Tallahassee and Leon
County is now stretching into and
influencing Jefferson County. Jefferson
County’s growth strategy is to attract
quality job opportunities for its citizens
while minimizing changing its natural
beauty and maintaining a slower-pace
quality of life.

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
~500,000 (60-mile radius)
ACRES/ACREAGE: 392,365 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Monticello
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Trulieve and Simpson Nurseries

COUNTY CONTACT:
Shannon Metty
smetty@jeffersoncountyfl.gov
850.342.0223
jeffersoncountyfl.gov

Relax and Sit a Spell !

JEFFERSON COUNTY
Stretching from the Gulf of Mexico to the state of Georgia, Jefferson County is
called Florida’s Keystone County. Pristine rivers and streams, ample hunting and fishing
preserves, and vast woodlands and plantations uniquely identity Jefferson County.
Canoeing, kayaking, bird-watching and horseback riding are popular pastimes.
Jefferson County is one of the only counties remaining in Florida with no stoplights.
At the same time, exciting activities play an important community role, including the
Watermelon Festival, in its 70th year, and the historic Monticello Opera House which
hosts a yearlong parade of plays and musical events.
Jefferson County is dotted with charming bed and breakfast inns, country cabins, hotels,
motels, and camping sites. Numerous restaurants with a “hometown atmosphere” are
ready to serve. We welcome friends and visitors alike in a special “southern” way.

Come visit us! Relax, prop your feet up and sit a spell.
jeffersoncountyfl.gov • visitjeffersoncountyflorida.com
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Lafayette County currently features an
existing and established zoned industrial
park located near the town of Mayo.
The industrial park offers a diverse
range of facilities suitable for both first
time business owners and established
businesses alike. Additionally, the
county boasts nearly 200,000 acres of
developable land. The range of this land
varies from smaller parcels close to town,
to larger parcels secluded in the pristine
setting of old Florida.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
The primary targeted industries for
Lafayette County are agriculture, forestry,
and small to midsize manufacturers.
The county already hosts a supportive
community of agriculture-based
businesses ranging from commercial
poultry producers to small and large
scale cattle operations. The large
wooded areas of the county also lend
themselves to the forestry industry and
related producers. The spacious areas of
developable land allow for manufacturers
ranging from small to midsize.

READY WORKFORCE
Lafayette County is centrally located
to numerous technical and vocational
schools in neighboring counties, as
well as North Florida College and
Florida Gateway College. Students are

Lafayette County Courthouse
encouraged to pursue opportunities
in technical fields including welding,
electrical, and nursing while completing
their high school credits. This produces
a larger number of ready-to-work
graduates with the skills to expand the
impact of your business.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
Centrally located to all major routes of
travel in north central Florida, including
I-10, Highway 19, and I-75, Lafayette
County features beautiful scenery placed
on the backdrop of countless springs
and the incredible Suwannee River.
The serene background backed with

COUNTY: Lafayette
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 7,937
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 37.3
HOUSEHOLDS: 3,177
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expansive space allows for potential
development of key industries that may
need exclusivity in their setting.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
The vision for the future of Lafayette
County is simple, much like living in
this small community. The aim is to
move forward with controlled growth
and welcome new partners to assist
in developing the area, but to do so
in a way that allows us to protect and
maintain the beautiful ecosystems and
environmental wonders of one of the
last pieces of old Florida for future
generations to enjoy.

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
409,787
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
196,000 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Mayo
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
T.W. Byrd's Logging

COUNTY CONTACT:
Steve Land
Clerk of Court
sland@lafayetteclerk.com
386.294.1600
LafayetteCountyFL.org

Lafayette County
Nestled just off of the Big Bend of Florida, Lafayette County offers
a way of living that is hard to come by in most other areas of the
state. Boasting beautiful springs, lush woodlands, and the relaxing
Suwannee River, this area has the perfect touch of Old Florida.
Whether you’re looking to bring industry, small business, or simply
find the perfect area to raise a family, you’d be hard pressed to find
an area as diverse and welcoming as Lafayette County.

For more information, visit LafayetteCountyFL.org
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Levy County has available sites ready for
development that can be purchased or
leased. Williston Airport leases some of its
city-owned land and hangars for aviation
and non-aviation businesses. Williston
Airport has two runways, 7,000 feet and
5,000 feet. Along U.S. Hwy 19/98, a north/
south 4-lane corridor that runs through
Levy County, large and small parcels are
available. Three parcels totaling 387 acres
have had further investigation and analysis,
and are deemed site ready.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
• Agribusiness/Agritourism
• Aviation

Clam Farming

• Manufacturing

JEFF CARY, CROSS CITY, FL

• Transportation/Logistics

READY WORKFORCE
Close to half a million people of workforce
age live within a 60-mile drive of Levy
County. CareerSource CLM serves Levy
County with employee recruitment,
screening applicants, and specialized
training. College of Central Florida offers
college credit certificates in over 33 areas
of study to serve business and industry
with highly skilled workers. Eagle Vistas
Flight School, an aircraft maintenance
facility with FAA authorized inspection
services, is located at the Williston Airport.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

VISION FOR THE FUTURE

Levy County has a very unique saltwater
industry that has been self-sustaining for
many generations. In Cedar Key, three
clam farms with approximately 150
certified clam growers raise an aggregate
90 million clams annually. This accounts
for more than 90% of Florida’s total
clam cultivation, which makes Cedar
Key the largest producer of farm-raised
clams in Florida. This very small coastal
community attracts shellfish connoisseurs
to the Key’s restaurants, also those who
enjoy water sports and recreation.

Levy County is home to the new
Chiefland Campus of College of
Central Florida. The county has
two airports, the 4-lane U.S. 19/98
corridor, the 4-lane U.S. 27 Alternate
and U.S. 27 highway, which takes
you directly to I-75, and the Florida
Northern and CSX Roadmaster have
a rail presence. These assets combined
with the county’s commitment to
recruit new economic development
projects is believed by most to be the
vision for the future.

COUNTY: Levy / Nature Coast
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 41,503
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 47
HOUSEHOLDS: 17,519
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DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
9,080 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Bronson
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Sebring Marine Industries, Inc.
(a.k.a. Monterey Boats)

COUNTY CONTACT:
Scott Osteen
Executive Director,
Nature Coast Business
Development Council
Director@naturecoast.org
352.221.3793
naturecoast.org

LEVY COUNTY

Explore Florida’s Untamed Coast

Discover your next adventure in a world of natural wonders far beyond
the hustle and noise of man-made attractions. Outdoor enthusiasts
and sportsmen have long found a wealth of opportunities within the
boundaries of Levy County. Word has spread about this diverse, unspoiled
region known as “Florida’s Natural Paradise” where the human population
is dwarfed by the multitude of birds and wildlife that call the area home.
Its scenic beauty, wildlife and outdoor recreational opportunities make
Levy County the perfect destination. With nearly one fifth of the county
set aside for state and national wildlife areas, Levy is blessed with
numerous parks, preserves, springs and wildlife refuges where visitors
can discover rest and recreation in abundance. In fact, there are over 25
nature-based recreational sites in Levy.

For more information, visit:

VisitNatureCoast.com
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Madison County has available sites
ready for development. Countyowned sites adjacent to Interstate
10 have water, sewer, electricity, and
gas on site. Four I-10 interchanges are
located within the county, three of
which have infrastructure in place. With
quick access to Interstates 10 and 75,
Hwy 19/98 4-lane, rail access, close
proximity to airports, and only 115 miles
to JAXPORT, the county is logistically
suited for product transport. Incentives
to locate include possible land donation,
tax abatement, and more.

Madison County Industrial Park Sites

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
With an abundance of natural
resources, a proud agricultural heritage,
and ready access to transportation
corridors, Madison County is a logical
choice for logging and timber, agriculture
and food operations, logistics and
distribution, and manufacturing. Annett
Bus Lines, Birdsong Peanuts, Blue Triton,
Taylor, Duke Energy, Florida Plywoods,
Gray Logging, Stahl-Meyer Foods,
TriCounty Electric Cooperative, Trulieve,
and more have operations within the
county. The vibrant communities of the
county are also home to successful
entrepreneurs.

READY WORKFORCE
Half a million people of workforce age
live within 60 miles of Madison County.
CareerSource North Florida, located in

Madison, is ready to serve business and
industry with all aspects of employee
acquisition and training. North Florida
College (Madison) offers programs in
Advanced Manufacturing, CDL Truck
Driving, Public Safety, and Nursing along
with traditional degrees, certifications
and transfer programs. Dozens of other
higher education and workforce training
programs are within 60 miles of Madison.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
Madison County is a land of striking
beauty. Bordered on three sides by
beautiful rivers, home to Blue Springs
State Park, and a short distance to the
Gulf of Mexico, the county is a playground
for outdoor enthusiasts. Friendly, hardworking, and talented people call Madison

COUNTY: Madison
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 18,352
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 44.2
HOUSEHOLDS: 6,778
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County home. The legendary Ray
Charles spent his early childhood days in
Greenville, and World War II hero Colin P.
Kelly was born in Madison.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
With a “Taking Care of Business” attitude
and supportive leadership at the county
and community levels, prosperity is in
full swing. Infrastructure improvements,
including an aggressive broadband
communications effort, have positioned
the county for growth. The cost of
living is among the lowest in the state.
Resources for education, training, and
workforce development ensure a strong
employee base. All signs point to roaring
2020’s. The future is NOW in Madison
County!

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
532,072 (60-mile radius)
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
6,264.1 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Madison
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Manufacturing

COUNTY CONTACT:
Doug Brown
Executive Director Madison County
Development Council
850.973.1822
madisonfldevelopment@gmail.com

The land. The workforce. The infrastructure. The incentives.

NEW
HIT SINGLE

As Florida’s first ele
ctric cooperative
fiber-to-the-hom
e project, Tri-Count
y
Electric Cooperative
and Conexon
Connect will partn
er to deliver
high-speed fiber br
oadband
to the entire coun
ty.

Just as you need building blocks to compose a great song, finding the perfect
location for your next great business venture also requires the right mix.
When you’re ready to write your next chart topper, take a look at us. Madison
County hits all of the right notes for your success. Here’s our “playlist”:
» Available and potentially donated land

» Expedited permitting

» Tax abatement consideration

» Low cost of living

» Assistance in finding a third party for build-to-suit

» Workforce training programs
at North Florida College

» Access to major transportation corridors
(highways, rail, air, and sea)
» Ready-to-work labor force

Join these companies who have found
their groove in Madison County:

» Friendly people
» Profound natural beauty

For more information, contact: madisonfldevelopment.com
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BUSINESS CLIMATE
Putnam County, Florida, is a progressive
rural community with easy access
to major metropolitan areas, a
competitive business climate, and an
attractive lifestyle. We are located in the
northeastern region of Florida, just to the
south of Jacksonville, which is Florida’s
largest municipality by population and
size. We’re nearly equal distance to
Jacksonville, Ocala, Daytona, Gainesville,
and Orlando, making us the hub of
Northeast Florida. We are located within
two hours’ driving distance to all major
attractions in central Florida, international
airports, and many of Florida’s beautiful
beaches. While having a favorable lowcost of doing business, we take pride in
a relaxing waterfront life with affordable
utilities and proximity to over 20
colleges/universities.

READY WORKFORCE
The available workforce to companies
looking to expand or locate in Putnam
County is very diverse. Putnam
County’s workforce size is 27,877.
Putnam County’s labor pool draw area,
as calculated by combining Putnam’s
labor force plus neighboring Alachua,
Bradford, Clay, Flagler, Marion, St. Johns,
and Volusia counties is 756,539. Putnam
County’s unemployment rate is 5.9%.
Our workforce’s median age is 44 years

Putnam County Business Park
old, with 70.4% of residents aged 25 and
older having a high school diploma and
9.4% of the same age group having a
college bachelor’s degree or higher.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
Putnam County is the rural heart of
North Florida — combining a high
quality of life, abundant natural resources,
and opportunities for businesses and
residents to thrive. The beautiful St. Johns
River, one of a few rivers in the world
that flows north, is the centerpiece of the
county and runs the length of it, making

for great waterfront living, as well as
providing commercial working waterfront
locations.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Our plan is to continue progressively
welcoming balanced growth and further
diversifying our industrial base ensuring
success and prosperity for all. Our
future includes the attraction of quality
sustainable jobs that pay competitive
wages, providing a prepared workforce
with increased skill and education levels,
and having more available shovel-ready
commercial and industrial sites.

COUNTY: Putnam

COUNTY LABOR FORCE: 28,332

COUNTY CONTACT:

FLORIDA REGION: Northeast

TOTAL ACREAGE: 827 sq. mi.

POPULATION: 74,521

COUNTY SEAT: Palatka

DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 45

LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Georgia Pacific

Dana Jones
President
danajones@chamberpc.com
386.328.1503
putnamcountychamber.com

HOUSEHOLDS: 29,822
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Located on U.S. Highway 90, just one-half
mile from the Interstate 10 interchange,
is Suwannee County’s 500-acre catalyst
site, which is perfect for manufacturing
and industrial-sized businesses. The site
has water, electrical power, natural gas,
fiber, and a rail spur. Suwannee County
also has two smaller industrial parks
and five employment centers whose
use is intended for development in such
areas as manufacturing, distribution, and
warehousing.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
While Suwannee County is attractive
for nearly all types of economic
development, the EDO has identified
several targeted industry sectors that
match the county’s strengths and help
in providing a diversified sustainable
economy. They include, but are not
limited to, transportation and logistics,
manufacturing, agribusiness, cleantech,
tourism, lumber production, and
retirement services.

READY WORKFORCE
Suwannee County has a diverse
workforce that will complement any
business wishing to locate here. With
RiverOak Technical College and North
Florida College being located here in
the county we can customize training
programs to fit almost any need. In
addition, thanks to our centralized

1-10 and U.S. Route 129 Interchange
location along the I-10 and I-75 corridor,
we are a little more than an hour’s drive
to numerous major universities and
colleges, which gives us an unlimited pool
of talent to draw from.

County is also home to one of America’s
largest music venues, Spirit of the Suwannee
Music Park, which sees over 600,000 visitors
annually.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

In Suwannee County, we are seeing
unprecedented growth as rural counties
continue to be a more attractive option
for certain businesses and families. We are
committed to being a pro-business, progrowth county and creating an environment
that is conducive to the creation and
retention of business. With a continued
investment in developable properties and
infrastructure, we look forward to continued
growth all while protecting our natural
beauty and creating an enhanced quality of
life for all of our residents.

Suwannee County is one of Florida’s
most diverse counties. We are home to
numerous companies such as Pilgrim’s,
Ash Grove, and Binderholz. Our location
makes travel easy for both businesses
and individuals alike. In addition to its
accessibility and low cost of living at 13%
below the national average, Suwannee
County is a nature lover’s dream. We
offer numerous freshwater springs,
rivers, underwater caves, and hiking trails
for year-round adventure. Suwannee

COUNTY: Suwannee
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 44,046
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 42
HOUSEHOLDS: 19,401
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VISION FOR THE FUTURE

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
Over 286,000
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
Over 2,500 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Live Oak
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Pilgrim’s (poultry production)

COUNTY CONTACT:
Jimmy Norris
Suwannee County Economic
Development Director
jimmyn@suwcountyfl.gov
386.364.1700
suwanneecountyedo.com
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Beautifully rural, but surprisingly
accessible, Taylor County’s vast quantity
of undeveloped and affordable land,
attractive labor rates, and pro-business
attitude make it a ripe location for
locating or growing a business. Four
major U.S. highways and three interstates
offer connections to Florida’s air and
seaports. The Perry-Foley Airport is an
FAA approved municipal airport featuring
three runways with the longest being
5,013 feet. The rail system connects to
CSX and Norfolk Southern railroads.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
Taylor County’s leading industry is
manufacturing with an educated
workforce and a wealth of natural
resources. We have a multi-skilled labor
force with our multiple welding and
metal fabricating facilities, our explosives
manufacturing facilities, our lumber mill,
pulp cellulose mill, timber industry, mining
industry, vinyl structure fabricator, and
food manufacturing facility. A skilled labor
force creates an environment in which
new and existing business and industry
can thrive.

Historic Bloodworth’s in Perry
for careers in the electronic and
instrumentation, welding, and health care
industries. With an over 80% graduation
and certification rate, employers have
the workforce needed. In addition, Taylor
County is in commuting distance for
several highly accredited universities and
community colleges, and is prepared
to meet the rapidly changing academic
demands of the 21st century.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

READY WORKFORCE
Taylor County offers career and technical
education opportunities for secondary
and postsecondary students. Big Bend
Technical College prepares students

Come experience small town America at
its best, with rural charm and friendliness
reminiscent of “Old Florida,” and a
sportsman’s paradise. We are proud of
the progressive way we do business, our

COUNTY: Taylor
FLORIDA REGION: Big Bend
POPULATION: 21,072
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 41
HOUSEHOLDS: 7,854
COUNTY SEAT: Perry
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hardworking people, pro-business attitude,
and the unspoiled beauty of scenic North
Florida. We are home to numerous events
and festivals throughout the year, which
attract thousands of visitors annually. We’re
sure you’ll agree that here in Taylor County
we have the best of both worlds.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Committed to thoughtful, planned growth
and responsible land stewardship, a
solid economic development roadmap
was created for the future, including an
unparalleled master development plan
supporting regional employment centers,
mixed-use residential communities, and
large-scale agriculture preservation space.

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
298,341 (60-mile radius)
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
Numerous locations and buildings
are available for development
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Georgia Pacific, Foley Cellulose

COUNTY CONTACT:
Wallace Holmes
TCDA Chairperson
tcdaperry@gmail.com
850.584.5627
tcdaperry.com

Come Live and Work in

TAYLOR
COUNTY

Located in the Big Bend of Florida, Taylor County’s
idyllic quality of life offers some of the best
hunting and fishing in the state. It has the longest
undeveloped shoreline of any Gulf Coast county
and is a sportsman’s paradise. Low cost of living,
competitive land costs, and state and local
incentives make it an attractive choice for locating
or growing a business. The county’s largest industry
sector is manufacturing. Conveniently located to
three major U.S. highways, Taylor County is serviced
by rail, and has an FAA approved municipal airport.

For more information, visit www.tcdaperry.com or contact the
Taylor County Development Office at 850.584.5627 or email tcdaperry@gmail.com.
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
Union County has two tracts of land,
243 acres and 177 acres, within three
miles of I-75 that would be ideal
for warehouse/logistic projects, or
manufacturing and distribution projects.
Also available site ready is a small parcel
in downtown Lake Butler, previously
a farmers market. With the overall
popularity of farmers markets — which
will most likely become even more
popular as supply chain issues increase
for food and other commodities — this
location would be ideal for a farmers
market or other similar type small
business.

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
•Manufacturing
• Transportation/Logistics
• Agribusiness

READY WORKFORCE
Close to half a million people of
workforce age live within a 60-mile
drive of Union County. CareerSource
Northeast Florida serves Union County
with employee recruitment, screening
applicants, and specialized training.
College of Central Florida and Florida
Gateway College offer college credit
certificates and degrees in over 33 areas
of study to serve business and industry
with highly skilled workers.

Union County Courthouse

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
Union County is Florida’s smallest county
but may very well have the biggest heart!
Its most eastern community at the Old
Providence Baptist Church Cemetery is
where you will find the oldest cemetery
in Florida dating back to the 1700s. Union
County High School students are very
strong competitors in Future Farmers of
America (FFA) consistently winning the
top spot in the state every year in one
of 14 FFA programs, and twice becoming
national winners in 2002 and 2019. FFA
teaches leadership, personal growth,
and career success through agricultural
education and provides experiences to
apply these skills.

COUNTY: Union
FLORIDA REGION: North Central
POPULATION: 15,303
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 48
HOUSEHOLDS: 4,008
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Union County High School students
also excel in sports having been
state champions in football, baseball,
and girls softball. This demonstrates
student TEAM WORK, the ability to
get the job done successfully!!

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
The Union County Board of County
Commissioners’ vision for the future
is “An innovative, cost-effective
government, committed to a high
quality of life, uphold core values,
strive for excellence in public service
and be the county people are proud
to live, work and raise a family.”

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
350,000
DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE:
2,288 acres
COUNTY SEAT: Lake Butler
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Transportation

COUNTY CONTACT:
James Williams, CPM, CBC
Union County Coordinator
15 NE 1st Street
Lake Butler, Florida 32054
countycoord@unioncounty-fl.gov
Office: 386.496.4241
unioncounty-fl.gov

UNION COUNTY
COME DO BUSINESS IN UNION COUNTY
Union County may be Florida’s smallest county but it has
the biggest heart! With three incorporated towns, Raiford,
Worthington Springs, and Lake Butler, there’s plenty of
space to roam and lots of fun to enjoy. We’ve got fishing,
canoeing, kayaking, horseback riding, camping, bicycling
— everything the great outdoors has to offer.

Bring your business and enjoy your life! Properties available are located
within three miles of I-75, ideal for warehouse/logistics, manufacturing
and distribution. Other properties are located within 15 to 25 miles of
I-10 and I-75 with SR 100 and SR 121 road frontage.

For more information, visit:

UnionCounty-FL.gov or DiscoverUnionFL.com
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY
LAND
Franklin County has a 50-acre
industrial site at the county
owned airport. Stormwater,
sewer, and water capacity is
available. Taxiway access is
available.

TARGET INDUSTRY
SECTORS
• Aviation: The county’s airport
has three runways, each 5,000
feet long, with opportunities for
taxiway access.
• Hospitality: Franklin County
has a strong residential rental
industry, with some 3,000 rental
houses in several beach areas.

READY WORKFORCE
4,268 employed (2019)

UNIQUE
CHARACTERISTICS
85% of the county’s landmass
is in public ownership, either
state or federal forest, which
leads to great hunting and fishing

St. George Lighthouse on St. George Island

opportunities. The county has
approximately 60 miles of beach
shoreline developed in old style
Florida single family housing
making it a great place for family
vacations. St. George Island, with
about 2,500 rental houses, also
includes St. George Island State
Park, which is often listed as
one of the 10 best beaches in
Florida.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Franklin County is the Florida you
remember. As a small rural county,
we enjoy a laidback lifestyle that
our wide open spaces and pristine
environment allow. Our current
economic climate is predominately
tourism-based. We are actively
involved in infrastructure
advancements and are poised to
diversify and grow economically.

COUNTY: Franklin

AREA/ACREAGE: 4,000 acres

COUNTY CONTACT:

FLORIDA REGION: Northwest

COUNTY SEAT: Apalachicola
(pop. 2,500)

Michael Moron
County Coordinator
Michael@franklincountyflorida.com
850.653.5373
FranklinCountyFlorida.com

POPULATION: 12,364
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 47.3
HOUSEHOLDS: 4,691
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LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Hospitality/Service
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
• Endeavor Park Commerce Site
• Marianna Airport Park Commerce Site
• Marianna Jackson County Distribution
Park
• Spanish Trail Commerce Site

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
• Aviation and Aerospace: Support
activities for air transportation
• Light Manufacturing: Including other
food and beverage manufacturing
• Agribusiness: Support activities for crop
production; greenhouse, nursery, and
floriculture production
• Medium to Large Scale Distribution:
Warehousing and storage
• Heavy Construction: Nonresidential
building construction
• Automotive: Motor vehicle body and
trailer manufacturing
• Manufacturing: Other wood product
manufacturing, textile and fabric
finishing, and fabric
• Coating Mills, Cement, and Concrete
Product Manufacturing

READY WORKFORCE
The partnership between Chipola
College that provides workforce training
and area employers makes the labor
force in Jackson County very attractive.
A history of manufacturing requires
workers to learn new techniques in

Shangri-La Springs
new ways. This has helped the county
develop a labor force with a wide
variety of skills, but more importantly, a
labor force that is able to learn what the
employer needs to get the job done.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
With five interchanges along I-10,
Highway 231 running north/south, and
rail running in all directions, Jackson
County is one of the most logistically
diverse areas in the country. From Jackson
County, you can move your product
in any direction with these logistical
connections. Genesee & Wyoming’s Bay
Line Railroad provides easy access to the
Gulf of Mexico and the Port of Panama
City. Both I-10 and the Florida Gulf &
Atlantic Railroad connect with the Port
of Mobile in Alabama just 180 miles
to the west, or the Port of Jacksonville
located 262 miles to the east. Need to
head north? U.S. Highway 231 provides

COUNTY: Jackson
FLORIDA REGION: Northwest
POPULATION: 48,000
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 41.7
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
RATE: 91%
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easy access to I-65. Jackson County also
contains Marianna Municipal Airport
located in the county seat of Marianna.
With its created intent of being a military
training base, it has multiple approaches,
and its north/south approach has recently
been expanded to 6,000 feet.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
We work to keep our agricultural
economy, agritourism and ecotourism
industries, and our community and its
culture thriving. To do this, we attract
new and diversified employers, while
at the same time holding onto existing
employers and encouraging expansion.
We also focus on improving the county’s
business environment to make it easier
for businesses to build and grow here.
We want to grow the population, county
revenue, and the number of higher wage
jobs so Jackson County residents can
achieve greater economic prosperity.

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME:
$41,000
HOUSEHOLDS: 17,500
COUNTY SEAT: Marianna
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Family Dollar Distribution Center /
Logistics & Distribution

COUNTY CONTACT:
Zach Gilmore
Vice President of Business Development
zach@jacksonedc.com
850.557.5634 cell
jacksonedc.com

Connect
with the World
Northwest Florida’s logistics crossroads
connects you with shovel-ready sites,
modern infrastructure, and a ready workforce.
Our four certified Florida First Sites combine for almost 800 project-ready
acres. The completed due diligence on each of these industrial sites
minimizes risk and accelerates speed to market.

781 ACRES
CERTIFIED
223.5
MEGAWATTS
1 MILLION
PEOPLE
UNLIMITED
ACCESS

Three Jackson County sites each produce 74.5 megawatts of quiet, zeroemissions solar energy — more than is needed to power all the county’s
homes. This keeps costs down for everyone and keeps the region beautiful.
More than a million people live within a 60-mile radius of the county,
with a civilian labor shed topping 520,000. This workforce can meet any
employer’s needs thanks to area vocational-technical schools and easy
access to higher education.
Move your product in any direction with ease. Interstate 10 runs through the
county for quick East/West access. Run North/South on four lanes to I-65.
Take advantage of rail access to 3 different ports and connect with the world.

Connect with us today. We’re ready to do business.
ZACH GILMORE • 850.633.2203 • zach@jacksonedc.com
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AVAILABLE SITE-READY LAND
The Hardee County Industrial
Development Authority has proactively
built an inventory of shovel-ready
sites. Acres of land situated in a rural
community with access to infrastructure
and workforce are available and affordable.
Industrial, commercial and residential sites
allow for vast opportunity!

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS
• Manufacturing
• Health Care
• Technology
• Value-Added Agriculture

READY WORKFORCE
With a central location in Florida, Hardee
County employers have access to a
diverse and educated workforce. Local
education institutions remain committed
to preparing quality employees while
building meaningful partnerships with
businesses. The average annual wage costs
the Hardee County employer less than
the surrounding areas, giving businesses a
competitive advantage!

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS
Hardee County offers entrepreneurs an
inviting opportunity to enjoy rural values
and natural beauty with plenty of support
for many types of ventures. Manufacturing,
distribution, and logistics companies can

Hardee Senior High School Students Tour Hardee Fresh

choose from abundant acreage and
shovel-ready sites that are modestly
priced.
Hardee County welcomes new
business investment, including
incentives for qualifying companies.
The Hardee County Industrial
Development Authority (IDA) offers
support for relocating companies as
well as new businesses. Incentives
are provided on a case-by-case basis,
typically tied to job creation and
salary range.

COUNTY: Hardee
FLORIDA REGION: Heartland
POPULATION: 25,327
DEMOGRAPHIC: Median Age 35.4
HOUSEHOLDS: 7,991
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VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Hardee County is focused on
creating quality, full-time careers for
future generations. Diligently creating
a ubiquitous broadband system, a
large inventory of shovel-ready sites,
and an environment for business
growth, Hardee County is prepared
to meet your business needs. The
local education system remains
committed to creating a ready
workforce, and the space in Hardee
County is limitless!

REGIONAL LABOR FORCE:
76,587
COUNTY SEAT: Wauchula
LARGEST INDUSTRY EMPLOYER:
Production

COUNTY CONTACT:
Krystin Chapman
hardeebusiness.com

Hardee County
WIDE OPEN AND WELL CONNECTED

Hardee County Commerce Park:

Hardee County Industrial Development
Authority can assist with:

• 104 Acres available

• Starting up a company or
establishing a presence in Hardee
County.

• Unique economic development
funding incentives and grants

• Relocating or expanding existing
operations to Hardee County.

• County-wide ubiquitous broadband
at competitive rates

• Providing consultation on state,
regional and local incentives.

• 20 New shovel-ready lots

HardeeBusiness.com • 863.773.3030

POINTS OF CONTACT

BUSINESS LEADERS
To purchase Florida Trend’s Top 125
Public Companies and Top 225 Private
Companies lists with additional data not
published here, visit floridatrend.com/
toprank or contact Connie Greenblatt at
cgreenblatt@floridatrend.com.

Largest Public and Private Companies
TOP 20 PUBLIC COMPANIES
COMPANY

REVENUE

LINE OF
BUSINESS

(IN BILLIONS)

EMPLOYEES

Clearwater

$31.6

22,000

2 World Fuel Services

Miami

$31.3

3 Jabil Circuit

St. Petersburg

$29.3

Electronic
238,000 components
manufacturing

4 Lennar

Miami

$27.1

10,753 Residential
construction

5 AutoNation

Fort
Lauderdale

$25.8

6 Carrier Global

Palm Beach
Gardens

7 L3Harris

1

TD Synnex
(formerly Tech Data)

LOCATION

TOP 20 PRIVATE COMPANIES

IT distributor,
solutions

Fuel and energy
4,414 products,
services

COMPANY

1

Publix Super
Markets

2 H.I.G. Capital
Management
3

Southern Glazer’s
Wine & Spirits

LOCATION

REVENUE

(IN BILLIONS)

Lakeland

$48.0

Miami

$28.5

Miami

$25.0

EMPLOYEES

LINE OF
BUSINESS

230,000 Grocery stores
Investment
400 holding
company
22,800

Wine, spirits,
beer

135 Private
investment firm

4 Sun Capital Partners Boca Raton

$24.7

22,000 Dealerships

Family
5 JM
Enterprises

Deerfield
Beach

$18.8

$20.6

cold
58,000 Building,
chain solutions

6 Benderson
Development

University
Park

$14.5

Melbourne

$17.8

Telecom
47,000 equipment
development

7 Florida Blue

Jacksonville

$11.5

8 NextEra Energy

Juno Beach

$17.1

8 Japanese Global

Lake Mary

$8.0

National
9 Fidelity
Financial

Skin care,
775 nutritional
supplements

Jacksonville

$15.6

28,290 Title insurance

Jacksonville

$7.2

30,000 Supermarkets

Fidelity National
10 Information Services
(FIS)

9 Southeastern
Grocers

Jacksonville

$13.9

65,000 IT support

10 TBC

Palm Beach
Gardens

$6.7

10,000 Tire retailer

11 CSX

Jacksonville

$12.5

freight
20,900 Rail
transportation

Corp./Florida
11 Fanjul
Crystals

West Palm
Beach

$5.5

/
20,000 Agriculture
real estate

12 Mosaic

Tampa

$12.4

12,525 Phosphate,
potash mining

12 Morgan Auto Group

Tampa

$5.4

1,000 Dealerships

James
13 Raymond
Financial

St. Petersburg

$9.8

15,000 Financial services

Rock
13 Hard
International

Davie

$5.2

14 Ryder System

Miami

$9.7

42,800 Transportation
services

14 Quirch Foods

Coral Gables

$4.8

1,400 Food
distribution

15 Chewy

Dania Beach

$8.9

Retail pet food,
21,300 products

15 Sitel Group

Miami

$4.3

Outsourcing,
160,000 offshore
consulting

16 ODP

Boca Raton

$8.5

Office products
26,000 retail /
distribution

16 Arthrex

Naples

$4.0

6,000 Health care

17 Fanatics

Jacksonville

$4.0

7,000 Online retailer

$8.0

Telecom
25,000 infrastructure
services

18 Crowley Maritime

Jacksonville

$3.9

18 Hertz Global Holdings Estero

$7.3

Car rental
23,000 business

Marine
7,000 solutions,
energy and
logistics

19 Darden Restaurants

Orlando

$7.2

156,883 Restaurants

19 Rooms To Go

Seffner

$3.8

7,000 Furniture
retailer

20 Landstar System

Jacksonville

$6.5

1,399 Trucking

20 NASCAR

Daytona
Beach

$3.8

1,500 Auto racing

17 MasTec

Coral Gables

9,700 Energy provider

Ranked by 2021 revenue. Companies listed are those with Florida-based headquarters; derived from data
collected for Florida Trend’s Public 125 list. ©Copyright 2022 Trend Magazines Inc. This list may not be
reproduced in any format without written permission from the publisher.
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4,500 Automotive
Real estate
280 development,
property
management
15,000 Health care

40,000 Casinos

Ranked by 2021 revenue. Companies listed are those with Florida-based headquarters; derived from data
collected for Florida Trend’s Private 225 list. ©Copyright 2022 Trend Magazines Inc. This list may not be
reproduced in any format without written permission from the publisher.

POINTS OF CONTACT

ASSISTANCE AND FUNDING

Business Incubators

East Central

Tampa Bay

INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Burnout Game Ventures

Winter Park

burngameven.com

Goldstein Business Accelerator

Oviedo

goldsteinaccelerator.com

Groundswell Startups

Melbourne

swellstartups.com

Melbourne Makerspace

Melbourne

melbournemakerspace.org

MicaPlex

Daytona Beach

erau.edu/micaplex

National Entrepreneur Center

Orlando

nationalec.org

Seminole Technology
Business Incubation Center

Sanford

seminoleinc.com

Starter Studio

Orlando

starterstudio.org

TrepHub

Melbourne

trephub.com

University of
Central Florida Business
Incubation Program

Central Florida
Research Park,
Daytona Beach,
Kissimmee, Lake
Nona, Orlando,
Winter Springs

incubator.ucf.edu

weVENTURE

Melbourne

weventure.fit.edu

INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Catapult

Lakeland

catapultlakeland.com

Clearwater Business
SPARK

Clearwater

clearwaterbusinessspark.
com

Innovations Capital Group

St. Petersburg

innovationscapitalgroup.
com

Embarc Collective

Tampa

embarccollective.com

Entrepreneur
Collaborative Center

Tampa

hillsboroughcounty.org/
locations/entrepreneurcollaborative-center

Florida-Israel
Business Accelerator

Tampa

fiba.io

HuB

Sarasota

hubsarasota.com

On Demand Advisors

Sarasota

ondemandadvisors.com

SMARTstart Pasco
Incubator Network

Lutz

smartstartpasco.com/
business-incubators

Spark Growth

Bradenton

sparkgrowth.net

Northwest

Station 2 Innovation

Bradenton

station2innovation.com

INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Tampa Bay Innovation Center

St. Petersburg

tbinnovates.com

Business Innovation Center

Panama City

bicpc.com

Tampa Bay Wave

Tampa

tampabaywave.org

Co:Lab

Pensacola

colabpensacola.com

Travel Startups (TSI)

Saint Petersburg

travelstartups.co

Domi Station

Tallahassee

domistation.com

USF Connect

Tampa

usfconnect.org

Florida State University
Innovation Hub

Tallahassee

innovation.fsu.edu

Millaway Institute for
Entrepreneurship

Panama City

gulfcoast.edu/community/
millaway-institute

North Florida
Innovation Labs

Tallahassee

innovation-park.com/nfil

TechFarms

Panama City Beach

techfarms.com

North Central
INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Ocala Chamber
& Economic Partnership

Ocala

ocalacep.com/growing-jobs/
create-your-business

Santa Fe College
Business Incubators

Gainesville

sfcollege.edu/cied/incubators

Starter Space

Gainesville

starterspace.com

UF Innovate I Accelerate

Alachua

innovate.research.ufl.edu/
sid-martin-biotech/

Northeast
INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Beaver Street Enterprise Center

Jacksonville

bsecenter.net

BUSINESSFLORIDA.COM
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POINTS OF CONTACT

ASSISTANCE & FUNDING

Venture Capital Firms

Southeast
INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

VENTURE CAPITAL FIRM

LOCATION

WEBSITE

CIC Miami

Miami

cic.com/miami

Antares Capital (Florida)

Miami

antarescapital.com

EcoTech Visions

Miami

ecotechvisions.com

Arc Capital Development

Sarasota

arccd.com

Endeavor Miami

Miami

endeavormiami.org

Ark Applications

Lutz

arkapps.com

Axioma Ventures

Tampa

axiomaventures.com

FAU Tech Runway

Boca Raton

techrunway.fau.edu

Ballast Point Ventures

Tampa

ballastpointventures.com

Florida Women’s
Business Center

Delray Beach,
Hollywood, West
Palm Beach

Miami

citoventures.com

flwbc.org

Cito Ventures
ClearSky Security

West Palm Beach

clear-sky.com

Fort Lauderdale,
Miami

deepworkcapital.com

fi.co

DeepWork Capital

Orlando

Founder Institute

Florida Funders

Tampa

floridafunders.com

GBDC
Entrepreneurship
Institute

forefrontvp.com

gbdcei.org

Forefront Venture Partners

Boca Raton

Boynton Beach

H.I.G. BioHealth Partners

Miami

higbio.com

LAB Ventures

Miami

labventures.co

John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation

Miami

knightfoundation.org

The Launch Pad

Coral Gables

thelaunchpad.org

Las Olas Venture Capital

Fort Lauderdale

lasolasvc.com

Marc Bell Capital

Boca Raton

marcbell.com

Navigate Accelerator

Miami

navigateaccelerator.com

Miami Angels

Miami

miamiangels.vc

Rokk3r

Miami

rokk3r.com

MiroVentures

Boca Raton

miroventures.com

Starthub

Miami

starthubcenters.com

Montrose Capital Partners

Miami

montrosecapital.com

StartUP FIU

Miami

startup.fiu.edu

New World Angels

Boca Raton

newworldangels.com

Phyto Partners

Boca Raton

phytopartners.com

The TED Center

Delray Beach,
Hollywood

tedcenter.org

PS27 Ventures

Jacksonville

ps27ventures.com
respondercorp.com

Coral Gables

venturehive.com

Responder Ventures

Jupiter

Venture Hive

Seedfunders

St. Petersburg

seedfunders.com

SK Ventures

Sarasota

skvcap.com

Starlight Ventures

Miami

starlight.vc

StartUp Nation Ventures

Orlando

sunv.io

Tamiami Angel Funds

Naples

tamiamiangels.com

TheVentureCity

Miami

theventure.city

Vestech Partners

Ocala

vestechpartners.com

Westlake Ventures

St. Petersburg

westlakeventures.net

Southwest
INCUBATOR

LOCATION

WEBSITE

ARCEO

Naples

arceo.us

Immokalee

collieredo.org/culinaryaccelerator

Culinary Accelerator

Compiled from information supplied by PitchBook Data (pitchbook.com) and the Florida Venture Forum
(flventure.org). List includes venture capital firms and select angel investor groups making investments in the
past 12 months. ©Copyright 2022 Trend Magazines Inc. This list may not be reproduced in any format without
written permission from the publisher.
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POINTS OF CONTACT

BUSINESS ASSISTANCE

Florida SBDC Network

FLORIDA TREND VIDEO NEWSCAST

The Florida SBDC Network helps aspiring and existing businesses
grow and succeed. Contact the regional office nearest you.
FLORIDA SBDC AT

SERVING COUNTIES

CONTACT

Florida A&M
University
Tallahassee

Franklin, Gadsden, Jefferson,
Leon, Liberty, Madison, Taylor,
Wakulla

(850) 599-3407
sbdcfamu@gmail.com

Florida Atlantic
University
Broward and Palm Beach

Broward, Palm Beach

(954) 762-5235
sbdc@fau.edu

Florida Gulf Coast
University
Fort Myers

Charlotte, Collier, Glades,
Hendry, Lee

(239) 745-3700
sbdc@fgcu.edu

Florida International
University
Miami-Dade and
Monroe counties

Miami-Dade, Monroe

(305) 779-9230
sbdc@fiu.edu

Indian River
State College
Fort Pierce

Indian River, Martin,
Okeechobee, St. Lucie

(772) 336-6285
fsbdc@irsc.edu

University of
Central Florida
Orlando

Brevard, Flagler, Lake, Orange,
Osceola, Seminole, Sumter,
Volusia

(407) 420-4850
sbdc@ucf.edu

University of
North Florida
Jacksonville

Alachua, Baker, Bradford, Citrus,
Clay, Columbia, Dixie, Duval,
Gilchrist, Hamilton, Lafayette,
Levy, Marion, Nassau, Putnam,
St. Johns, Suwannee, Union

(904) 620-2476
smallbiz@unf.edu

University of
South Florida
Tampa

DeSoto, Hardee, Hernando,
Highlands, Hillsborough,
Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk,
Sarasota

(813) 905-5800
sbdctampabay@gmail.com

University of
West Florida
Pensacola

Bay, Calhoun, Escambia, Gulf,
Holmes, Jackson, Okaloosa,
Santa Rosa, Walton, Washington

(850) 474-2528
sbdc@uwf.edu

Business
Beat
Unique opportunity to partner
with Florida’s Business Authority.

A Video Newscast delivered every
Friday morning to over
27,500 subscribers
Florida Trend’s Business Beat is delivered weekly and
promoted on Friday’s Daily Pulse and Afternoon Pulse eNews
alert. The Business Beat highlights Florida’s top business news
stories that business owners and executives need to know.

See this week’s Florida Trend Business Beat at:
floridatrend.com/business-beat

Special pricing for early sponsorship commitment.
For more information, contact:
Laura Armstrong
CENTRAL, NORTHEAST & EAST CENTRAL

407.620.5232 • larmstrong@floridatrend.com
Christine King
TAMPA BAY, NORTHWEST & SOUTHWEST

727.560.2159 • cking@floridatrend.com
Andreea Redis-Coste
SOUTHEAST

Florida SBDC Network State Office
(850) 898-3479 | info@FloridaSBDC.org | floridaSBDC.org

954.802.4722 • acoste@floridatrend.com

BUSINESSFLORIDA.COM
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POINTS OF CONTACT ECONOMIC DEVELOPERS

Economic Development
Enterprise Florida Inc. (EFI), the principal economic development organization for the state of Florida, forges strong partnerships,
not only between business and government, but on state and local levels. These partners listed here provide the basis for achieving
better coordination and outcomes for the state’s economic development efforts.
Florida Economic Development Council (FEDC) members representing city and county governments engage business and
government leaders in key economic development initiatives that improve local communities and elevate Florida’s global competitiveness. FEDC members are subject matter experts in economic, workforce and community development, with extensive experience in
helping companies establish and thrive in Florida.
See page 115 for information on the Florida SBDC Network.

STATEWIDE

CareerSource Florida
careersourceflorida.com
Florida Chamber of Commerce
flchamber.com/
Florida Economic Development
Council
fedconline.org
Florida Regional Councils
Association
flregionalcouncils.org
Florida Ports Council
flaports.org

EAST CENTRAL

CareerSource Central Florida
careersourcecentralflorida.com
CareerSource Flagler Volusia
careersourcefv.com
Duke Energy
duke-energy.com/customer-service
BREVARD COUNTY
CareerSource Brevard
careersourcebrevard.com

City of Cocoa
cocoafl.org
City of Titusville
titusville.com
EDC of Florida’s Space Coast
spacecoastedc.org
Florida Institute of Technology
fit.edu
North Brevard Economic
Development Zone
brevardfl.gov/northbrevard
economicdevelopmentzone
Space Florida
spaceflorida.gov
LAKE COUNTY
City of Groveland
groveland-fl.gov

City of Tavares
tavares.org
Elevate Lake
lakecountyfl.gov

ORANGE COUNTY
Engineering Consulting
Services (ECS)
ecslimited.com

Florida Central Railroad
regional-rail.com/florida-central/
FloridaMakes
floridamakes.com
FloridaRealtors
floridarealtors.org
GrowFL
growfl.com
Nova Engineering and
Environmental
usanova.com/contact-us/
Orlando Economic Partnership
orlando.org
Solodev
solodev.com/company
Terracon
terracon.com

SUMTER COUNTY
Sumter County Economic
Development
sumterbusiness.com

Bradford County Development
Authority
choosebradfordcounty.com/
index.php

VOLUSIA COUNTY
City of Daytona Beach Shores
dbshores.org

COLUMBIA COUNTY
Columbia County Economic
Development
edcolumbiacountyfl.com

City of DeBary
debary.org
City of Deltona
deltonafl.gov
City of New Smyrna Beach
cityofnsb.com
City of Ormond Beach
ormondbeach.org
Daytona State College
daytonastate.edu
Team Volusia Economic
Development Corporation
teamvolusiaedc.com

University of Central Florida
ucf.edu

Volusia County Economic
Development
floridabusiness.org

OSCEOLA COUNTY
City of Kissimmee
kissimmee.org

NORTH CENTRAL

City of St. Cloud
stcloud.org
Osceola County Economic
Development Department
greaterosceola.com
SEMINOLE COUNTY
City of Longwood
longwoodfl.org

City of Sanford
sanfordfl.gov
Florida Development Finance
Corporation
fdfcbonds.com
Florida High Tech Corridor
floridahightech.com
Seminole County Government
seminolecountyfl.gov
Seminole County Port Authority
portofsanford.org
Sunshine Water Services
sunshinewater.com

CareerSource Citrus Levy Marion
careersourceclm.com
CareerSource Florida Crown
careersourcefloridacrown.com
CareerSource North Florida
careersourcenorthflorida.com
North Central Florida Regional
Planning Council
ncfrpc.org
ALACHUA COUNTY
Greater Gainesville Chamber
of Commerce
gainesvillechamber.com

Jones Edmunds & Associates
jonesedmunds.com/
Weyerhaeuser
weyerhaeuser.com
BRADFORD COUNTY
Bradford County Board of County
Commissioners
bradfordcountyfl.gov/commissioners
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HAMILTON COUNTY
Hamilton County Development
Authority
hamiltoncda.org
LEON COUNTY
North Florida Economic
Development Partnership
nflp.org
MARION COUNTY
College of Central Florida
cf.edu
SUWANNEE COUNTY
Suwannee County Economic
Development Office
floridasnewfrontier.com
TAYLOR COUNTY
Taylor County Development
Authority
tcdaperry.com
UNION COUNTY
Union County
unioncounty-fl.gov
WASHINGTON COUNTY
Washington County Chamber of
Commerce
washcomall.com

CLAY COUNTY
Clay County Board of County
Commissioners
claycountygov.com/about-us/
board-of-county-commissioners

Clay County Economic
Development Corporation
chooseclay.com
DUVAL COUNTY
CSX Transportation
csx.com

Jacksonville Office
of Economic Development
coj.net/departments/office-ofeconomic-development.aspx
JEA
jea.com
MetroPower
metropower.com
The Southern Group
thesoutherngroup.com
FLAGLER COUNTY
Flagler County Department
of Economic Opportunity
flvec.com/flagler-countydepartment-of-economicopportunity
NASSAU COUNTY
Nassau County Economic
Development Board
nassauflorida.com
PUTNAM COUNTY
Putnam County Chamber
of Commerce
putnamcountychamber.com

NORTHEAST

ST. JOHNS COUNTY
St. Johns County Board of
County Commissioners
co.st-johns.fl.us/Commissioners/
index.aspx#.XVnCnnt7mM9

JAXUSA Partnership
jaxusa.org

St. Johns County Chamber of
Commerce
sjcchamber.com

CareerSource Northeast Florida
careersourcenortheastflorida.com

BAKER COUNTY
Baker County Development
Commission
bakercountyfl.org

NORTHWEST

Apalachee Regional Planning
Council
thearpc.com

CareerSource Gulf Coast
careersourcegc.com
CareerSource Capital Region
careersourcecapitalregion.com
CareerSource Chipola
careersourcechipola.com
Duke Energy
duke-energy.com/partner-with-us/
economic-development
Florida’s Great Northwest
floridasgreatnorthwest.co
Gulf Power
gulfpower.com
North Florida Economic Development
Partnership
nflp.org
Opportunity Florida
opportunityflorida.com
PowerSouth Energy Cooperative
powersouth.com
BAY COUNTY
Bay Economic Development Alliance
bayeda.com

City of Panama City
pcbfl.gov/
ESCAMBIA COUNTY
CareerSource Escarosa
careersourceescarosa.com/

Florida SBDC Network
floridasbdc.org
Economic Development Alliance
floridawesteda.com
GADSDEN COUNTY
Gadsden County Development Council
gadsdenfldev.com

City of Gretna
mygretna.com
JACKSON COUNTY
Jackson County Development Council
jacksoncounty.com/list/member/
jackson-county-developmentcouncil-427

Melvin Engineering
melvineng.com
LEON COUNTY
Florida First Capital
Finance Corporation
ffcfc.com

OKALOOSA COUNTY
Economic Development Council
of Okaloosa County
florida-edc.org

City of Miramar
miramarfl.gov

SANTA ROSA COUNTY
Santa Rosa Economic
Development Office
santarosaedo.com

City of Tamarac
tamarac.org

WAKULLA COUNTY
Wakulla County Economic
Development Council
wakullaedc.com/

Deerfield Beach Economic
Development Council
deerfieldbeachedc.com

WALTON COUNTY
Walton County Economic
Development Alliance
wcedafl.com

SOUTH CENTRAL
Florida Heartland Economic
Region of Opportunity
flaheartland.com
GLADES COUNTY
Glades County Economic
Development Council
gladescountyedc.com
HARDEE COUNTY
Hardee County Economic
Development Council
hardeebusiness.com
HENDRY COUNTY
Hendry County Economic
Development Council
hendryedc.com
HIGHLANDS COUNTY
Highlands County Economic
Development Commission
highlandsedc.com
OKEECHOBEE COUNTY
Okeechobee County Economic
Development Corporation
ocedcorp.com/

SOUTHEAST

CareerSource Research Coast
careersourcerc.com

City of Sunrise
sunrisefl.org

City of Wilton Manors
wiltonmanors.com

Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance
gflalliance.org
INDIAN RIVER COUNTY
Indian River County Chamber of
Commerce
indianriverchamber.com

CHARLOTTE COUNTY
Babcock Ranch
kitsonpartners.com/communities/
babcock-ranch

Charlotte County Economic
Development
cleared4takeoff.com

Lee County Economic
Development Office
leecountybusiness.com

Village of Indiantown
indiantownfl.gov
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY
BusinessFlare Economic
Development Solutions
businessflare.org

PINELLAS COUNTY
CareerSource Pinellas
careersourcepinellas.com

LEE COUNTY
City of Fort Myers
cityftmyers.com

POLICOM
policom.com

PASCO COUNTY
City of New Port Richey
cityofnewportrichey.org

Pasco Economic
Development Council
pascoedc.com

COLLIER COUNTY
Collier County Business &
Economic Development
colliercountyfl.gov

Ft. Myers Community
Redevelopment Agency
cityftmyers.com/1215/
Community-Redevelopment

Manatee County EDO
mymanatee.org

Pasco Board of County
Commissioners
pascocountyfl.net

Marketing Alliance
marketingallianceinc.com

MARTIN COUNTY
Business Development Board of
Martin County
yesmartinfl.com

City of Clearwater
myclearwater.com
City of Largo
largo.com
City of Pinellas Park
pinellas-park.com
City of St. Petersburg
Economic Development
stpete.org/business/
economic_development/
index.php

NAPLES COUNTY
Greater Naples Chamber of
Commerce
napleschamber.org

City of Tarpon Springs
ctsfl.us

TAMPA BAY

Pinellas County Economic
Development
pced.org/default.aspx

HERNANDO COUNTY
Hernando County Office of
Economic Development
hernandobusiness.com

St. Petersburg Area
Economic Development
Corporation
stpeteedc.com

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CareerSource Tampa Bay
careersourcetampabay.com

POLK COUNTY
CareerSource Polk
careersourcepolk.com

City of Delray Beach
delraybeachfl.gov

Hillsborough County Economic
Development
hillsboroughcounty.org/
government/departments/econdev

Central Florida
Development Council
cfdc.org

City of West Palm Beach
wpb.org

Seminole Electric Cooperative
seminole-electric.com

Florida Atlantic Research and
Development Authority
research-park.org

Tampa Bay EDC
tampaedc.com

Miami-Dade County Industrial
Development Authority
mdcida.org
The Miami-Dade Beacon Council
beaconcouncil.com
PALM BEACH COUNTY
BDB of Palm Beach County
bdb.org

CareerSource Palm Beach
careersourcepbc.com

Florida Power & Light
fpl.com

Palm Beach County
discover.pbcgov.org/Pages/
default.aspx

Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
oevforbusiness.org

BROWARD COUNTY
Broward County EDO
broward.org/EconDev/Pages/
default.aspx

ST. LUCIE COUNTY
City of Port St. Lucie
cityofpsl.com

The Able Trust
abletrust.org

City of Coral Springs
coralsprings.org

Veterans Florida
veteransflorida.org

Economic Development Council
of St. Lucie County
youredc.com

City of Hollywood
hollywoodfl.org

VisionFirst Advisors
visionfirstadvisors.com

St. Lucie County Government
stlucieco.gov

City of Margate
margatefl.com/573/EconomicDevelopment

Florida Harbor Pilots Association
floridapilots.com

SOUTHWEST

Tampa Electric Company
tampaelectric.com
Tampa Port Authority
porttb.com
MANATEE COUNTY
Bradenton Area Economic
Development Corp.
bradentonareaedc.com

CareerSource Suncoast
careersourcesuncoast.com
City of Bradenton
bradentonareaedc.com

Haines City Economic
Development Council
hainescityedc.com
Lake Wales Area Chamber
of Commerce & EDC
lakewaleschamber.com
Visit Central Florida
visitcentralflorida.org
Winter Haven EDC
whedc.com
SARASOTA COUNTY
City of North Port
cityofnorthport.com

Economic Development
Council of Sarasota County
edcsarasotacounty.com/
about
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Follow
Florida Trend.
Florida’s Business Authority

Follow the 270,000 business,
government and civic leaders
who rely on Florida Trend each
month to deliver the latest news,
information and developing
trends in Florida business.

Subscribe now and receive a
special introductory offer!
floridatrend.com/subscribe

